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Cell phone implants? Intergalact ic zon ing laws? 

There's no telling what the next seven years could 

bring, But one thing's fo r sure: Your Kingston' 

storage enclosures will still be under warranty. These 

rugged and reliable storage systems were designed fo r 

some of the most demanding environments-even the 

space shuttle, Plus, we offer the longest warranty in the 

industry. The Kingston Data Silo' DSS00 cower or rack

mount enclosure can house 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch half-

T H 0 u T L M T S '" 

or full-height SCSI peripheral devices. Our Data 

Express ' removab le drive enclosu res, integrated 

in to our DSS00 chassis, provide a va riety of 

customized enclosures fo r up to 12 removab le, hot

swappable SCSI devices. Of course, Kingston. storage 

products are compatible with all major platforms. Want 

more info rmat ion ? Give us a call at (800) 435-3973, 
• 4-, ., 

or you can send us e-mail at KlfilTSa_Oll 
sto rage@kingston.com. TE c -~~ o Lo G v 

For more inf ormation, call us at (800) 435-3973 (~~i_) Visit our Web site: http://www.kingston .co m/s es.hrm , .... 
Kingston Tec hnol ogy Company, 17600 Newhope Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 USA, (714) 438-1850, Fax (714) 43 8- 1847. © 1996 Kin gston Technolqy Company. 
All rights reserved. Kingston , Data Silo, and Dara Express are reg istere<l trademarks and Comruting Without Limits is a trademark of Kingston Technolorr C ompa ny. 
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SM-arcJi 
In a class by itself. 
If you think backup and retrieval systems are all the same, 
think again. Only SM-arch provides a complete distributed 
backup solution with singl~point control for any hetero
geneous network. And nothing beats SM-arch for fast, flexible 
file retrieval. 

In fact, SM-arch is rated the #1 backup and retrieval system for today's 
complex, enterpris~wide networks. 

So stop comparing apples to oranges in backup and retrieval systems. 
You don't make that mistake when it comes to other critical network decisions. 
We invite you to take a look at SM-arch. Feature by feature, you'll discover that it's 
in a class by itself. 

SM-arch and SM-archNT. Your valuable corporate data requires the very best. 

Q Software Moguls, Inc. 
SOLARIS-

COMPATIBLE 

ttbrld Headquarters 612.932.6738 • e-mail info@moguls.com • European Sales office (49) 2266 4356 • URL http://www.moguls.com 
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Getting with the Programming 

If your list of New Year's resolutions mentions anything involving Java 
or object-oriented programming, you'll want to look closely at this 
month's feature section-and perhaps have your head examined, but 

that's another story. 
Leading off the section is Jeff Surherland, senior vice president of engi

neering at IDX Systems Corp., Boston, MA. IDX develops information 
systems for the health care industry. Jeff's feature, called "The Java 

Revolution," makes a number of points about 
the relationship among Java, and C++, 
Microsoft, Netscape and Sun that frankly had 
not occurred to me. He says, "The combina
tion of Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Java and 
Netscape Communications Corp.'s Navigator 
is the first credible strategy to free the soft
ware industry from the iron grip of Microsoft 
Corp." In essence, the combination is a 
Trojan horse inside the Microsoft fortress. 
That sentence is the inspiration for the cover 

illustration and fighting words among many industry pundits. He also 
makes a strong case and gives concrete examples of how component-based 
software design with advanced development environments combined with 
methodologies that promote reuse can ameliorate the widely acknowledged 
software crisis. 

"Learning to Program the Object-Oriented Way," by Robert I. Pitts, 
takes you step-by-step through a discussion of a usable C++ program. 
Along the way, Robert gives some pointers (no pun intended) about 
object-oriented concepts and clarifies a few object terms such as encapsula
tion, inheritance and polymorphism. You'll want to pay special attention 
to his figures. By tracking through all of them, you'll get a pretty good fix 
on the relationship, especially the contrasts, between C and C++. 

If you were just beginning to think that Java was bad for your health, 
take a look at the lead news item for this month . Sun's new JavaStation has 
been sighted on and about the network. 

~~ 
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Uncompressed 
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Throughput 
with 8590 

36 MQ/ sec 
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368 12.9 TB 72 MB/ sec 

578 20.3 TB 12 108 MB/sec 

788 27.6 TB 16 144 MB/ sec 

How powerful? 
Call us l-800-653-6277 

inquiry@emass.com • http://www.emass.com 

~ MASS 

THE MOST POWE UL 

AUTOMATED ARC 

IN OPEN SYSTEMS. 

PER I D. 

1.ti:odu.<'.:ing the EMASS AML/S automated tape 

library. Its ~oclular design allows your data st rage 

to grow with 1our application. You can econo cally 

configure. the best ,storage solution today, and as your 

application becomes more demanding, expand ca acity 

and tlat:t tlrrooghput tomorrow. 

The. AML/ S au.tomates- the most advanced tape ~ech

nologies available: DLT™ at .35 GB per cartridg 

5 MB/ sec. transfer rate, as well as 

EMASS 8590 (IBM 3590 technology) 

at i 0 GB per t artridge and 9 MB/ sec. 

transfor rate. 

The AML/S is perfect for storage

hungry applications. It is supported by 

the industry-leading AMASS™ software. With A 

the AML/S is presented as a single UNIX file s 

under one mount point compatible with 

Applications simply read and write file 

the AML/S as if it were a large magnetic 

And, the AML/S supports leading third-party ap 

tion software. Imagine automated network backt p at 

nearly 500 GB per hour! 

The EMASS combination of the fastest SCSI librart , the 

leading tape recording technologies and the high pdrfor

mance AMASS software delivers the most 

automated archive in open systems today. 

Available world-wide from leading resellers. 
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Netscape Communications 
Corp., Oracle Corp., 
Apple Computer Inc. 
and IBM Corp. The 
JavaStation has a color 
monitor, keyboard and 
mouse, audio output 

JavaStation, 
Netra j Unveiled 

and a built-in Internet
style network interface 
(TCP/IP, HTTP). It also 
supports standard graphics 
and audio formats (GIF, 
JPEG, AU, WAY) and 
comes with a built-in 
browser-Sun's HotJava. 

The JavaStation, SMCC's version of the 
network computer. 

During a lavish two-day media event 
in New York last October, Sun Micro
systems Computer Co. unveiled its 
version of the network computer-the 
JavaStation. The JavaStation was 
announced alongside its companion 
server, the Netra j. Also, several Sun 
partners came out in support of the 
JavaStation initiative, revealing new 
products and services for the Java
Station environment. 

The JavaStation adheres to the NC 
Reference Profile specification put 
forth last May by Sun Microsystems, 

The first JavaStation release, a low
end model, startS at $750 and is based 
on a 100-MHz microSPARC-11 
processor, with 8 to 64 MB of RAM. 
It includes a PS-2 104/105 keyboard, 
PS-2 style mechanical mouse, 800-by-
600 14-inch color monitor, lOBaseT 
Ethernet, one RS-232-C synchronous 
serial port (DB-9), 8-bit indexed color 
(800-by-600-pixel resolution) and 16-
bit CD-quality audio, with speaker 
and headphone output. It runs Sun's 
new JavaOS operating system and 

comes equipped with Sun's HotJava 
browser as standard. 

Brian Haley, product manager for 
the JavaStation at SMCC, says the 
JavaStation runs on a microSPARC 
chip rather than on Sun's Java chip 
because, "The Java chip isn't quite 
ready yet. .. Once the chip gets to that 
point, we can expect to see much 
better performance," Haley says. He 
expects a JavaStation equipped with 
the microJava (middle-of-the-line) 
chip by the end of this year. 
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JavaStation Gets a Reaction 

Even before Sun made its JavaStation 
announcements, the industry was countering 
them. On October 28, the day before the 

JavaStation launch, Microsoft Corp. and Intel Corp. 
made a joint announcement of their intent to build the 
NetPC. The NetPC, as described by Microsoft, is "a 
new member of the PC family, not a replacement, 
which allows PC vendors to build systems .. . that 
lower the cost of owning PCs:• 

In a way, the Windows/Intel Corp. chip-based 
NetPC can be seen as Microsoft's preemptive defense 
against the JavaStation. The JavaStation, as well as 
the host of other network computer devices coming to 
market, have been positioned as threats to the 
Windows/Intel PC hegemony of the low-end desktop 
market. Other network computer vendors that have, or 
have plans to, come to market with a network comput
er include HOS Network Systems, Oracle Corp. sub
sidiary Network Computer Inc. and IBM Corp. 

Jeff Morgenthal, program director at D.H. Brown 
and Associates, a Port Chester, NY-based consulting 
firm, has his own term for the state of the computer 
industry: "EAM," or Everybody Against Microsoft. "It's 
the embodiment of George Lucas' Star Wars, with the 
Jedi knights ganging up on the Evil Empire, hoping 
that this will be the shot that brings down the Death 
Star;' Morgenthal jokes. 

Sun et al's principal ammunition is a dollar amount 

arrived at by the Gartner Group, a Stamford, CT-based 
IT research firm. The Gartner Group estimates the 
cost of owning and maintaining a PC in a corporate 
networked environment runs to around $11 ,900 per 
year. In contrast, Sun Microsystems has arrived at a 
$2,500 price tag for the JavaStation. 

The Gartner Group's cost of ownership figu res paint 
a pretty picture for the NC, and no one disputes the 
idea that maintaining a PC network is very expensive. 
However, some analysts are wary of the Gartner 
Group's figures. "I'd be interested to see how they 
came up with that number," Morgenthal says. 

There's also the possibility that there will be hidden 
costs associated with the JavaStation. Theo Forbath, 
a consultant for Northeast Consulting Resources Inc., 
in Boston, points out that "we won't be able to say if 
there are any hidden costs until they [JavaStations] go 
into production." 

Despite the $11 ,900 battle cry, Sun is not directly 
marketing the JavaStation to the PC market, but 
rather, to environments where a full-fledged PC would 
be overkill. Forbath says the "JavaStation has the 
potential to solve very important problems that used to 
be handled by dumb terminals." Hence, when design
ing the HotJava Views user environment, Sun engi
neers looked to the ''transaction worker'' as their target 
user rather than the power user, who will probably con
tinue to be serviced by today's high-end Pentiums.-as 
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REDEFIN ING DATA STORAGE 

• RAID and non-RAID systems 

• Desktop, rackmount 

and tower configurations 

• Scalable architecture 

• Fault-tolerant components 

• Hot-plugable SCSI devices 

· Ultra-SCSI 
• Visual, audible and electronic alarms 

• Cable-less technology 

• Supports all 3.5" and 5.25" technology 

As storage experts, ANDATACO's design engineers recognized the need for the next generation 

in storage technology. This technology should transcend the limitations of conventional storage 

systems by providing the modern system manager with proactive storage management and 

■ IIBElilil 

disaster avoidance. Introducing Enterprise Storage Packaging™ or ESP. Integrate an 

Axil workstation or server co engineer the ultimate in UNIX performance and SPARC 

compliant sol utions. Protect your data and take control of your storage environment 

by calling ANDATACO at 800-334-9191 or log in: www.andataco.com 

Netscape™ GUI interface 

2 

~:J~t5:. 
- i- ,, -

Web Storage Manager™ WSM 

~ ANDATA(O 
Net work St orage Solutions 

0140 Mesa Rim Road San Diego, Calif. 9212 1 619-453-9191 fax: 619-453-9294 email: ESP-axse@andataco.com URL: www.andataco.com 

Enterprise Storage Packaging, Web Storage Manager and WSM arc trademarks of ANDATACO. All products are registered uadcmarks or uadem:.uks of their respcccive companies. 
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For example, the Necra 
NFS is a specialized file 
server, while the Necra 
i is an Internet server. 

Ir is conceivable, 
says Shrikhande, chat 
another server could be 
used to administer a 
JavaStation environ
ment. Already, Sun 

If you don't like the funky version of the JavaStation, it 
also comes in a more conventional boxy design. 

will be offering a Java
Station software 
upgrade pack to own
ers of the Necra i. But, 
Shrikhande says, users 
who are installing 
JavaStations will want 
the ease of use that the 

As integral to the discussion of what 
the JavaStation does have is what it 
does not. Most notably, the JavaStation 
has no hard disk, floppy, CD-ROM, 
slots, jumpers or moving parts. 

The JavaOS is a new offering from 
JavaSofr and is written entirely in Java. 
It is said to be a compact operating 
system chat includes the Java Virtual 
Machine OVM) and basic system func
tionality. The operating system itself 
resides on the server and is down
loaded automatically upon start-up, 
and loaded into memory. It reportedly 
loads in less than 5 MB of memory, 
and analysts who saw the JavaStation 
launch report chat the machine rook 
"about a minute" to boot. 

In the next six months, the Java
Station will support Flash RAM, says 
Haley. "The JavaOS will be burned 
into the memory. But when you boot 
up, it will go out over the network and 
make sure chat it has the latest version. 
If it doesn't, then it'll load JavaOS over 
the network and update its Flash RAM 
at the same time." 

As a diskless device, the JavaStation is 
fully dependent on the Necra j server. 
The Necra j is itself a member of Sun's 
UlrraSPARC-based family of servers, 
running Solaris, but configured with 
special software to support a Java
Station environment. "Like all Netras, 
the Netra j comes configured for a 
given task right out of the box," 
says Aneesh Shrikhande, senior 
product manager for the Internet and 
Networking Products Group at Sun. 
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Netra j provides. 
Some of the software components 

provided by the Netra j include every
thing that you would find in the Necra 
i, including Netscape's Enterprise 
Server, FireWall-First! and lnterScan's 
Virus Wall; plus, JavaStation graphical 
administration cools; Java Desktop 
Environment Package QavaOS, Hot
Java and JavaStation boor services); NIS 
Server components (password and 
automount maps) for JavaStation users; 
Contributed Library developer tools; 
OpenConnecr's OC:/ I WebConnect 
Gold secure SNA connectivity software 
(eight-user license); and the Open
Connect Open Vista GUI builder for 
Java clients (one-user license).-as 

Sun Cuts Ultra Prices, 
Bundles Software 

Sun Microsystems Inc. recencly 
announced a series of price reductions 
for some models in the Ultra 1 work
station and Ultra Enterprise server 
lines, as well as the bundling of Inter
net and network monitoring software 
with its Ultra systems. 

The Ulrra Creator3D line, the com
pany's high-end graphics offering, 
gained a new base configuration chat 
reduces the entry-level price for Sun's 
24-bit graphics workstations. The Ultra 
1 Model 140 Crearor3D ships with a 
17-inch color monitor, 64 MB of 
memory and a 2-GB hard disk for 
$13,999. The same base unit equipped 
with an 8-bit Turbo GX graphics board 
carries a new price rag of$7,995. 

In its press material, Sun officials 
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mention a recenrly announced 
Microsoft Corp. Windows NT/Intel 
Corp. workstation, stating chat the 
price on the GX-equipped machine 
brings it within the price range of the 
new Professional Workstation series 
from Compaq Computer Corp. (see 
"Compaq Targets UNIX Market with 
NT/Intel Machine"). 

Sun also announced price cuts of up 
to 38% on its Ultra Enterprise servers 
and doubled the memory in most con
figurations. New price rags have been 
affixed to the Ultra Enterprise 1, 
Ultra Enterprise 2 and Ulrra Enter
prise 150 servers, and there are now 
lower upgrade prices for users of the 
SPARCserver 4, SPARCserver 5 and 
SPARCserver 20 systems. For exam
ple, the Ultra Enterprise 1 entry-level 
system, with a 143-MHz processor, 
10-Mb/s Ethernet connection, 10-
MB/s Fast SCSI, 64 MB of memory 
and 2-GB storage now costs $7,495. 

Regarding the software bundles, Sun 
announced chat it would offer the 
Solaris Internet Access PlusPak at no 
extra cost to Ultra workstation cus
tomers. Current Sun customers can 
upgrade for $99. Solaris Internet 
Access PlusPak is a suite of cools for 
Internet users of Solaris, and includes a 
Web browser and HTML editor; Sun's 
Java Virtual Machine and a Java-based 
Desktop browser; video and audio 
Tools; and network wrappers chat give 
users of either the Common Desktop 
Environment or Open Windows access 
to Solaris FTP and Telnet. 

In addition, purchasers of the Ultra 
Enterprise 150 server receive Sun's 
Solstice SyMON system management 
rool.-jsw 

Printxchange Coalition 
Bears Fruit 

The Printxchange coalition, made up 
of Xerox Corp., Sun Microsystems Inc. 
and Digital Equipment Corp., has final
ly borne fruit. Sixteen months after it 
was formed in September 1995, the 
coalition has announced chat Version 
1.0 of the Printxchange software will go 
into beta in March. It also announced 
chat vendors will be free to license the 
Printxchange Device Development Kit 
(DDK) and Software Development Kit 
(SDK), and partake in the Printxchange 



CONSTRUCTING POWERFUL, MISSION-CRITICAL 

ENTERPRISE-WIDE STORAGE SOLUTIONS. 

Along with the proliferation of distributed 

client/ server environments came the spiraling costs 

to support them . And monaging this challenge was 

no guarantee that you weren 't supporting a system 

plagued with less than acceptable reliability and 

performance. Maybe it's time you graduated to a 

new school of thought. 

It's called CASO-II/ Enterprise. What it provides is 

Enterprise -Class storage for Open Systems computing. 

And it's only from Zitel. 

This storage solution gives you the best of all 

worlds by combining high-performance, sophisticated, 

business-critical storage based on a unique, modular 

building-block architecture. An architecture that 

provides you with an unlimited growth in terms of 
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From the enterprise to 

the workgroup, lite/ gives 
both large and small 

organizations the ability 

to standardize their 

Open Systems storage 

on a single, high

perfarmance, modular 

storage architecture 

linear scalability, in capacity, performance, 
connectivity, and Hi-RAS features - literally 

unavailable in any other storage system on the 

market today. 

With CASO-II/Enterprise's modular approach, you 

acquire the capacity and performance 

you need , when you need it. Plus, 

you'll be implementing a powerful 

standard solution that makes economic 

sense from the entire enterprise down to 

the workgroup. It's a long-term storage 

strategy that will take you far beyond the costly 

and cold limitations of conventional fixed-bus -

refrigerator - architectures. 

WE'D LIKE TO SHOW AND TELL YOU MORE. 

The time to graduate to a new standard of scalable, 

Enterprise-Class Open Systems storage solutions is 

now. And the company to get it from is Zitel. Alter 

all, we've been providing high-performance, mission

critical storage solutions for the enterprise for over 

17 years. And the CASO-II/Enterprise is no exception. 

We'd like to send you our strategic positioning 

paper, Enterprise-Class Storage for the Open 

Systems Computing Environment. Just call: 

1-800·622-5020 x261 or 1-510-440-9600 x261 , 

lax : 510-440-9666. Europe: 44-1-635-863086, 

lax: 44-1-635-860780. 
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It's easy to understand why organizations around 

the world are turning to Zitel for innovative storage 

solutions. You'll agree. It's as simple as ABC. 

zi1e1· 
© 1996 Ziiel Corporation.Visit us on the internet at http://www.ziiel.com 



Vendor Certification Program. 
The object of the Printxchange 

coalition, as expressed by Xerox, the 
organizing member of the coalition, is 
to create a platform-independent net
work printing service where users can 
access any printer, anywhere in the 
enterprise. This, Xerox says, will 
reduce the administrative hassles and 
costs associated with multiplatform 
network print management. 

The Printxchange environment 
depends on independent system soft
ware modules, including a client pro
gram that initiates printing requests, a 
spooler and a print supervisor that 
handles the requests and monitors the 
printers. The architecture, Xerox says, 
mimics that of the Palladium print sys
tem from Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology's Project Athena. 
For the time being, users wanting to 

work with Printxchange must look to 
the product offerings from coalition 
members. SunSoft will issue a stand
alone Printxchange program for Solaris 
in March, as will DEC for its Digital 
UNIX. Xerox will equip its publishing, 
production and desktop printers with 
Printxchange software in March. 

SunSoft warns, however, that 
Printxchange is not necessarily a 
replacement for the SunSoft Print 
Client (SPC) and the Sun Printing 
Assistant (SPA). "The two [SPC and 
Printxchange) focus on different mar
kets, " says Kuljeet Kalkat, group mar
keting manager for the Solaris prod
ucts group. "SPC is designed for ease 
of use and is well-suited for work
group printing." 

Printxchange, on the other hand, 
focuses on the needs of a large enter-
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prise or university. In those multiplat
form environments, Printxchange's 
rich feature set is more appropriate, 
Kalkat says. 

At this writing, Lexmark Inter
national Inc., the Lexington, KY-based 
printer manufacturer, is the first and 
only licensee of the Printxchange SDK 
and DDK. Lexmark will integrate 
Printxchange into its MarkVision print 
management product, and its Opera 
family of network laser printers. 

However, Rob Justus, Printxchange 
development manager at Xerox, says 
the coalition is in discussion with 
several other vendors. According to 
Justus , the vendors fall into three cate
gories: the first, he says, is printer ven
dors (of which Lexmark is one); the 
second, vendors of print management 

software; and third, systems vendors 
to license Printxchange for integration 
into their OS. 

Printxchange's success will depend 
on how much support the coalition can 
garner for it. So while it is too early to 
tell how the coalition's efforts will pan 
out, Justus believes that Printxchange 
differentiates itself enough from other 
network print services-IBM's Printing 
Systems Manager and Hewlett-Packard 
Co.'s Distributed Print Service, for 
example-to stand a good chance. 

In particular, Justus rests his hopes 
on the availability of the APis. "The 
most important attribute of the Print
xchange system, which will make ven
dors want to partner with us, is the 
fact that we've created and published 
our own APis," Justus says. 

Another facet of the Printxchange 
initiative is the agreement between 
Xerox and Novell Inc. to develop a 
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two-way gateway between Print
xchange and Novell's NetWare 
Distributed Print Services (NDPS) . 
Justus estimates that the gateway will 
be released in the second half of 1997. 

In a related announcement, Hewlett
Packard Co. has entered into an agree
ment whereby Xerox will write a gate
way between HP DPS and Novell 
NDPS environments. The availability 
of these gateways should help bridge the 
gap between UNIX and PC network 
printing environments, Justus says. 

Future plans for Printxchange 
include porting the software to other 
operating systems. "A distribution 
agreement with Microsoft is not incon
ceivable," Justus says. Also, "the use of 
Java [as a means of expanding on the 
number of supported client platforms), 
will play a very important role in the 
near-term future," he says.-as 

HP, SCO Get 'COSE' 
and Then Some 

Consistent UNIX is not the oxy
moron it used to be. First there was 
the designation of so-called "common 
UNIXAPis" in 1993, called Spec 
1170. Then came the Common 
Open Software Environment, and 
the subsequent establishment of the 
UNIX 95 brand, now under the aus
pices of The Open Group. It seems 
the sprawling operating environment 
has become somewhat more cohesive, 
making it easier for software develop
ers to support a range of hardware 
architectures that run UNIX. In the 
end, this brings down the cost of 
off-the-shelf software, according to 
UNIX system vendors. 

Marching in step with these devel
opments, Hewlett-Packard Co. and 
The Santa Cruz Operation Inc. (SCO) 
have teamed up to co-develop a new 
UNIX operating system for their Intel 
Corp. microprocessor-based platforms. 
Currently in the works, the new OS 
will grow out of a technology merger 
between the companies. They have 
already announced two drafts of still 
more common APis, which can be 
used by software developers to port 
their applications to the new environ
ment, and to upcoming Intel hardware 
architectures. 

The new UNIX will be optimized 



Document Imaging 
Whether you are scanning documents, 
letters, or photographs, we will fulfill 
your needs with Apunix's scanners. 
To convert your scanned documents to 
text on your SPARCstation™ system, 
Apunix offers the latest and most 
advanced document recognition 
software available today. 
CharacterPron

' has both omnifont and 
trainable technologies in one easy to 
use package. It can handle character 
recognition on documents ranging 
from one page to hundreds of pages. 
Even correcting and training 
multipage documents is easy with 
CharacterPro's unique font review 
feature and interactive 
learning capability: 
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OpenScan n, 

Apunix's award winning software is 
ideal for both document and color 
scanning applications. It is both full
featured and easy to use for the novice 
user so that production scanning is a 
breeze. The OpenScan software kit 
consists or a loadable SCSI device 
driver for Solaris® l .X and 2.X, the 
OpenScan GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) allowing access to all 
hardware features supported by each 
scanner, a UNIX-style c~mmand line 
scan program for prototyping or easy 
integration, the Remote ScanServer 
Daemon that turns the scanner into a 
true workgroup device by allowing 
scanning from remote Sun® 
Workstations"' and X-Terminals, 
GammaTool for creating and loading 
gamma tables into the scanner, and our 
device independent API (user callable 
. library) for incorporating scanning into 
your own application. OpenScan 
supports an extensive list of scanners . 

Call fo r more information on 
the fine products from Apunix 

1-800-BAPUNIX 

Apunix 

O ur trail led us to an unbelievable cachet 
of riches. Scanners witlifa11tastic 
capabilities fit for any Sun 'Workstation. It 
was then we knew we had discovered the 
finest document and color imagery in the 
UNIXj1mgle. Night was approaching, and 
we needed to take precautions so we headed 
back to camp Apunix. 

•to be continued ... 

Color Imaging 
Apunix provides the most complete 
solution for scanning in images on Sun® 
Workstations.™ Create professional color 
imagery using Apunix's scanners, 
OpenScan software and Adobe 
Photoshop.™ This easy to use 
combination will provide you with the 
tools for fast , colorful and creative 
presentations and desktop publishing. The 
scanners are also designed to be used Tor 
GIS application as well as scientific and 
medical imaging applications. 

*Adobe Photoshop™ plug-in included. 

♦Sun 
Value Added Reselkr 

Available from SunExpress 
US, 1-800-USE-SUNX 

Scanners: IS-60, FS-2, JX-330 
Software: OpenScan, 

Open Paste, CharaclerPro 

SunExpress Europe 
UK, 0800-89-88-88 

France , 05-90-61-57 
Germany, 01-30-81-61-91 

Holland, 06-022-34-45 
Switzerland, 155-19-26 

Sweden , 020-795-726 

9555 Chesapeake Drive, Suite 105, San Diego, CA 92123, (619) 495-9229, Fax: (619) 495-9230 E-mail: sales@apunix.com, Homepage: http://www.apunix.com 
Sun, the Su11 logo, Sun Microsystems, Sun Workstation, and Solaris are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. Circle No 3 on Inquiry Card 
All SPA RC trademarks, including the SCD Compliant Logo, are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC /111ematio11a/, Inc. • 
SPARCstaJion is licensed exclusively to Sun Microsystems, Inc. Products bearing SPARC trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
Adobe and Adobe Photoshop are trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. 



for Intel's IA-64 microprocessor 
architecture, otherwise known as the 
Merced chip. This is, of course, the 
64-bit follow-up to the Pentium Pro, 
a 32-bit architecture, and will no 
doubt appear on a lot of desktops in 
the coming years. HP and SCO will 
ship the new UNIX iteration in addi
tion to their current UNIX offerings, 
HP-UX and what SCO now calls 
Gemini I (and will call Gemini 64 
for Merced). The new OS will also 
appear on the companies' Intel-based 
desktop machines. 

The two companies began develop
ing this UNIX OS more than a year 
ago along with input from Novell 
Inc., Orem, UT, home ofUnixWare, 
among other broadly used software 
environments. The next set of APis is 
scheduled to be available this month, 
and the OS in 1998. 

The co-development agreement was 
originally announced in September 
1995, and the first set of specifications 
was published in February 1996. 

According to the companies, this 
operating system will be a natural 
extension of the previous common 
APis, using those as building blocks to 
a larger specification. 

"We are working together to consol
idate our two UNIXs and to target the 
result at the new Intel platform," says 

NEWS 

Victor Kruml, director of strategic 
planning at SCO. "This is really about 
sharing technologies ... We are not try
ing to compete with Spec 1170 
[UNIX iterations], but to provide a 
way for the base of tens of thousands 
of UNIX applications to move for
ward to the new [Inteli platform." 

Billie Abrams, marketing manager 
at HP's Open Systems division in 
Cupertino, CA, adds, "SCO has been 
the volume leader shipping UNIX on 
Intel, and along with Unix Ware from 
Novell, we are looking to move those 
forward to the new Intel architecture. " 
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New. Benchmark for Web~Sites 

Both companies stress that the new 
UNIX variant follows what they call a 
three-dimensional architecture (3DA, 
for short), which makes it accommo
dating to potential future technologi
cal enhancements in hardware, as well 
as to future UNIX applications on 
Intel, without losing its compatibility 
strengths. 

With 3DA, the kernel is split three 
ways, according to SCO's Krutul. It 
isolates processor-specific functions, 
system-specific interfaces and internal 
interfaces. In contrast, the heretofore 
"monolithic" architecture OSs, such as 

., ,. l 81 1 9 

S
un Microsystems Inc., database vendor Oracle 
Corp., and Cupertino, CA-based Portal Infor
mation Network have announced a benchmark 

for Internet and intranet services. Called the Internet 
Transaction Mix (ITM) benchmark, the test is meant to 
determine whether a particular hardware/software 
combination will be able to scale upward to accommo
date new users, and if so, how many. ITM measures 
things such as log-in/log-outs per day, email retrieval 
sessions and other transactions. 

All three companies say these benchmarks are 
needed in an age in which Web-centric business 
computing has increased, but few metrics exist to 
measure Web-based system performance. In corpo
ration after corporation , the browser is emerging as 
the standard user interface, and the Web the means 
by which a company addresses its customers and 
sells its products. 

12 

The three companies behind the ITM have excellent 
reasons to support benchmarks and other tools for the 
commercial Web. Sun and Oracle have both bet much 
of their future on the Web as a business medium. 
Portal sells billing and customer control software for 
Web-based sales operations. 

Indeed, some industry observers speculate that 
what the Web needs now is not only performance 
benchmarks, but also performance management 
tools-much like database performance management 
tools. "A question to ask," says Norton Greenfeld, 
president of Implements Inc. , Wayland, MA, "is are 
there any tools out there to help you analyze the per
formance of your Web sites?" -mjt 
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the old MVS 370, were not as easy 
to port to varying hardware architec
tures, among other restrictions. 

The 3DA approach uses layers to 
"separate" much of the OS from the 
hardware, making it easier for software 
developers and for moving the OS to 
other architectures when the time 
comes, Kruml says. 

The common APis, announced in 
October, include those listed in Spec 

NEWS 

1170, as well as those falling under 
the UNIX 95 brand OS, and add 
another couple thousand, bringing 
the total to about 4,300. The two 
companies are working closely with 
some UNIX software heavyweights to 
ensure that a range of applications 
will run on the new Intel architecture. 
These include Oracle Corp., Mentor 
Graphics Corp. and Fujitsu Ltd.'s 
Software Group. 

The only difference is the pricel 
Now you can breathe new life into your 
operating budget with repowered equipment 
from Radiant. Because Radiant delivers the 
same powerful performance you get from 
new-for a lot less money. 

And we do it with hyper speed. "Immediate 
delivery" gets you on-line in no time, with a 
top quality system that looks and performs 
exactly Ii ke new. 
Even our warranty is as good-or better
than brand spanking new. With an overnight 
replacement guarantee-tor absolutely any 
reason. And on-site technical support any 
time that you need it. 

Only the price brings the difference to 
light-up to 50% less than new! 

So take a giant step up to Radiant new ... 
and milk the difference for all its worthl 

~ Radiant 
2?m Resources, Inc. 

Repowered Computers 
For The Next Generation 

15 Southwood Drive, Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
201 -984-2120 FAX-201-984-1464 
sales@radiant-resources.com 

Call Toll-Free-800-500-7675 

Your Leading Provider of Repowered Computer Equipment • Sun e Sun Compatible • Hewlett-Packard 
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"There was a lot of analysis done 
about applications and their APis. 
Spec 1170 is a core set of APis, and 
we added others that specify APis for 
the Internet, networking and security, 
among others. It's a much more com
prehensive spec," adds HP's Abrams. 

To see the APis, go to either compa
ny's Web site: http: / /www . sco. com 

or http: / /www . hp. com.-jsw 

Compaq Targets UNIX 
Market with NT/Intel Machine 

Desktop PC stalwart Compaq 
Computer Corp., Houston, TX, 
announced in October a Microsoft 
Corp. Windows NT /Intel Corp. 
Pentium-based machine aimed square
ly at users of UNIX workstations. 

While NT is no longer viewed in 
the UNIX community as the weapon 
Microsoft will wield to gain control 
of the domain occupied by large 
UNIX systems vendors, Compaq 
hopes the combination of increased 
processing power, relatively low cost 
and software availability on NT/ 
Pentium machines will have an 
impact, at least at the low end of the 
UNIX workstation spectrum. 

The company, whose new machine 
is called the Compaq Professional 
Workstation, will try to attract atten
tion at UNIX sites making purchase 
decisions where CAD, financial 
analysis and interactive imaging have 
a strong presence. When IT officials 
eye purchase prices and performance 
of NT/Pentium machines alongside 
those of even low-cost UNIX work
stations, many will consider the Intel 
architecture, says David Parsons, 
director of workstation marketing in 
North America for Compaq. 

In fact, market research firm Inter
national Data Corp., Framingham, 
MA, predicts that sales of NT-based 
machines will make up an increasing 
percentage of workstation sales over 
the next several years. In 1996, 
roughly 3,000,000 UNIX worksta
tions were sold worldwide. In 1997, 
NT workstations are predicted to 
account for 60% of the total work
stations shipped worldwide, and in 
the year 2000 that figure is expected 
to rise ro 80%. 

The Compaq Professional Work-



Axil Ultima™ 1 and 2 workstations I servers, 
unbeatable price and performance. 

The Axil Ultima 1 and Ultima 2 
workstation and server products are 

the first modular systems for 
both single and dual process-

ing. The Axil Ultima mod
ular processor design provides easy, cost-effective 
processor and motherboard upgrades with an 
emphasis on excellent price/performance and 
investment protection. The Ultima 1 is easily 
upgradeable to an Ultima 2 dual processor design 
through a motherboard upgrade and both systems 
are designed to accomodate current and future 
UltraSPARC processors. 

While utilizing Sun Microsystems technology and 
maintaining 100% SPARC™ compatibility, Axil Ultima 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
Axil Ultimal-l 70E 

AUJ TX1-170-64-P95 
Save up to 40% off the 

list price of new Sun! 

offers some unique advantages over Sun Ultra: 
• Axil Ultima 1 is a single CPU 

workstation/server that is module-based, 
which SMCC does not offer. SMCC's Ultra 
l's all have soldered CPU's, not Ultima. 

• Axil's Ultima 1/200 not only offers a mod
ular CPU for future upgrades , but also has a 
1MB level 2 cache vs. Sun's 512KB. 

• 3D Graphics is optional with Ultima 1. 

• Axil Ultima 1 offer 4 SBus 1/0 slots com
pared to Sun's 2. 

• Axil's Ultima 1-170 is priced up to 40% 
lower than Sun's Ultral-l 70E+. 

Your Sun Marketplace Solutions Provider 

Rave Computer 
Association, Inc. 
36960 Metro Court • Sterling Heights, MI 48312 

http://www.rave.net • Fax: (810) 939-7431 

1-800-966-7283 
All SPARC trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC International, lnc. Products bearing SPARC trademarks are based upon architecture 

developed by Sun Microsystems, lnc. All other products or service names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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station uses Intel's 200-MHz 32-bit 
Pentium Pro processor and ships with 
Windows NT Workstation 4.0. The 
company's press material clearly states 
its desire to attract UNIX customers 
using workstations from the big systems 
vendors, including Sun Microsystems 
Computer Co. , Hewlett-Packard Co. , 
IBM Corp., Digital Equipment Corp. 
and Silicon Graphics Inc. 

"We think economics are going 
to dictate what people buy," says 
Parsons. 'There are compelling eco
nomic reasons to buy the Intel archi
tecture, both regarding initial price 
and support costs for UNIX/RISC 
workstations. If a company can get 
the same or better performance in a 
$10,000 low- to midrange perfor
mance workstation and also run, say, 
Microsoft Office and other widely 
used productivity applications, they 
will look at it as an option." 

To help its cause in the UNIX 
marketplace, Compaq worked with 
several software developers that cater 
to MCAD, financial and interactive
content user segments to ensure 
that their applications run smoothly 
on the new machines. These software 
vendors include Parametric Tech
nology Corp., Structural Dynamic 
Resources Corp., Dow Jones 
Telerate, Softlmage Inc. and Adobe 
Systems Inc. 

The availability of this type of soft
ware, along with shrink-wrapped NT, 
will attract the attention of UNIX 
users, according to Parsons. 

"In the financial industry, for 
example, a large portion of propri
etary applications are written in C++, 
and people are cross-compiling them 
for NT. Commercial applications 
developers are also doing this. In 
addition, 30% of a company's hard
ware is exchanged for new machines 
every year. And when people are 
replacing those UNIX workstations, 
they'll take a look at these," he adds. 

Another way Compaq will attempt 
to attract the attention of UNIX 
users is by co-marketing PC-to-UNIX 
connectivity software from Hum
mingbird Communications Ltd. to 
enable its customers to access UNIX 
and legacy applications using 
Hummingbird NFS Maestro and 
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NFS Maestro Solo software. 
Other systems vendors 

such as IBM and HP, both 
occupying substantial space 
in the UNIX workstation 
and desktop PC markets, 
understandably see spaces for 
both architectures, often 
coexisting when NT 
machines are used as a front 
end to UNIX servers. 

HP has been selling a 
Pentium Pro/Windows NT 
systems for some time. The 
HP Vectra XU began ship
ping in May, along with the 
HP Vectra XW, which also 
supports OpenGL graphics. 

Denis Segerval, HP's 
North American product 
manager, sees the environ
ments commingling at user 

The Compaq Professional Workstation is the 
company's NT/Intel-based machine aimed at 
the UNIX workstation market. 

sites where, for example, data gets 
warehoused on a UNIX system, and 
an NT-based workstation running 
Parametric Technology's Pro/Engineer 
CAD software can access that data 
using SoftPC NFS client software. 

"A lot of UNIX customers already 
have NT somewhere else in their 
environment. They already under
stand NT and often use it as a front 
end to the UNIX environment," 
Segerval says. 

He adds that while price points and 
performance are factors in new work
station purchases, wholesale conver
sions from UNIX to NT are unlikely 
due to the shake-up that would 
result in network infrastructures 
and productivity. 

IBM officials, too, see the Intel 
architecture running alongside UNIX 
workstations more frequently than 
supplanting them. At the upper end 
of the performance scales especially, 
NT on Intel is not a threat. 

"We see the higher end stuff contin
uing to be the domain of UNIX/ 
RISC, but those people are looking at 
the Intel architecture as a new alter
native at the low end. We see that as 
a new market but not as a market 
that will encroach on the UNIX/ 
RISC workstation market," says Bill 
O'Leary, media relations manager for 
IBM's RS/6000 division. 

Compaq's new workstations cost 
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from $4,300 to $10,200, and ship 
with a range of memory, storage and 
graphics capabilities. 

The company states that perfor
mance figures, based on the SPEC
int95 benchmark, for a $6,700 
model, configured with 64 MB of 
memory, one Pentium Pro processor, 
a 2-GB hard drive, Matrox Graphics 
Inc. Millenium graphics subsystem, 
and 21-inch monitor, are comparable 
to Sun's Ultra 2 series 1200 ($29,995) 
with a 200-MHz UltraSPARC chip 
and similar memory, storage and 
graphics configurations, as well as a 
$19,995 HP Bl60L, which has a 
160-MHz PA-7300LC processor. 

According to Compaq, this 
Professional Workstation model 
scored an 8.08 in the SPECint95 
benchmark test. The Sun Ultra 2 
scored a 7.75. It should be noted 
that at the time of the announcement, 
the company had not yet submitted 
these results to the SPEC newsletter. 

Compaq did not disclose the results 
of the new machine's floating-point 
performance, however, and given 
the Pentium's processor's renowned 
floating-point sluggishness, the 
Compaq machine probably will 
not keep up with the Ultra 2 in that 
category.-;sw 

Compiled and edited by john S. Webster. 
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DON'T START WHAT YOU CAN'T FINISH. 

Data on your network may be doubling 
annually, but the backup window just doesn't 
open any wider. And if you can't get it all backed 
up regularly, big bytes of critical data are at risk. 

Enter BudTool~ the leading UNIX backup 
management tool. Together with BudTool Live'" 
and BudTurbo,'" our system provides safe, high
speed backups of active file systems. In fact, it's 
one of the only ways to keep pace with DLT" 
drive transfer rates. Add the ability to scale 
perfectly and you'll see why your eyes will never 
be bigger than your stomach. 

Using standard UNIX commands, our backup 
solution needs no client-side software and has 

the world's smallest file history database, plus 
superior media management. 

BudTool comes with on-site installation, 
technical support and training, home grown by 
PDC®, one of Sun Microsystems® leading VARs 
(we have experience integrating the full line of 
Sun SPARCstation™ systems). 

If you're ripe for the only backup that 
guarantees you'll finish what you start, call 
800-654-4PDC for a free 
product trial and an "Apple" 
poster. Or visit our web site at 
www.pdc.com. 

PDC 
B U I LDING & MANAG I NG O PEN SYSTEMS NETWORKS 

B OCA R ATON, FL• D ES P LAINES , IL• K ING OF P RUSSIA , PA • CARROLLTON, T X • L IVERMORE, CA • M ETUCHEN , NJ 

S OUTHFIELD , M l • B URLINGTON , M A • WESTMINSTER , CO • S AN C L E MENTE, C A 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 

"Where am I?" - Ballad of the 

Lost Traveler 

"Morbius was too close to the problem." 

- Forbidden Planet 

by MICHAEL O'BRIEN 

"What do you mean you don't know 

how to read a map?" - A small detail 

Mr. Protocol Takes It from the Top 

Q II It's a relatively simple question 
• this month. I've got a contract 

that'll earn me about eight gajillion 
dollars (before tax). I know how to do 
all the stuff I'm supposed to do. But I 
need to make sure I put it all together 

right. I figure networks are in the busi
ness of putting things together. Can 
Mr. Protocol help? 

A You sound like 
.. : you've been down 

at the Council In Charge 
Of Putting Things On 
Top Of Other Things. But 
you're right. The trick is to 
get the big picture right. 
God is also in the details, 
of course, but that's anoth
er kind of talent: Finding 
people who can get the 
details right. But you don't 
know what details to get 
right until you've gotten 
the big picture right. 
Unfortunately, people who 
have not built a thing yet, 
who are rhapsodizing 
about "The Big Picture," 
usually look silly and are 
easily parodied. 

Shortly after the close 
of the Zorkolithic Age, 
when people were bored 
with teaching fundamental 
skills in the primary grades, someone 
had the bright idea that the trick was 
to teach problem-solving, not rote 
memorization. Now, anyone below the 
age of 12 knows that the correct way 
to solve any real problem is either to 

18 

pound on someone, or avoid being 
pounded on oneself. Above this age, 
a process of elaboration and sublima
tion leads to such developments as 
politics, mass murder and corporate 
management. The cognitive skills 
being introduced were useful mainly 
for those who preferred playing with 
blocks. There are ways and there are 
ways to get the blocks to pile up. 

System to facilitate development and 
deployment of a universal navigation 
and locationing service, adapting to 
market share and market targeting 
requirements peculiar to the mobile 
marketplace, rapidly transitioning to 
a state such that the corporate vision
aries (that's us) get filthy stinking dis
gusting fat-faced rich." 

Hmmm, and down here in Section 
47 of the Corporate 
Master Plan , right below 
the beachfront vacation 
rights in Aruba, there's 
this little section that 
reads, "Technical details 
to be worked out by 
techno-weenies on 
straight salary." 

OK, that all seems 
clear enough. You just 
need a little help figuring 
out how to get from 
Corporate Vision to 
Blueprint #18249A. Just 
that one weeny little step. 
No problem. No problem 
at all. And if you'll step 
right this way while Mr. 
Protocol gets to work on 
those grotry litde details, 
I'll direct you to some 

~q7 
refreshment. I have a love
ly cask of Amontillado 
that I've been saving for 

Let's take your own problem. 
Hmmm. Hmm. I see. Well, according 
to your business plan, the purpose of 
your start-up is to "Combine the emer
gent technologies of wireless commu
nication and the Global Positioning 
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just such an occasion. Right down 
these steps ... 

Well, that was easier than it might 
have been. Still, it's an interesting ~ 
question. Let's see if we can figure out ~ 

::;; 
how to come up with something use- ~ 
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ful, and at the same time, display a 
little of the thought processes that go 
into designing a new service. What 
new service? Mr. Protocol is glad 
you asked. 

Driving 007 Style 
A division of Rockwell makes a 

navigation system which anyone can 
install in their cars for a mere $3,000. 
At this price, it's a rich man's toy, or a 
middle-class man's toy if the man hap
pens to rent the right sort of car at the 
right airport from Hertz or Avis. The 
system displays a moving road map of 
the area around your car, with a little 
"You Are Here" marker moving along 
the road showing where you are, James 
Bond style. 

The Global Positioning System, as 
Mr. Protocol has had occasion to men
tion before, is a constellation of satel
lites run by the U.S. Department of 
Defense, thereby guaranteeing several 
annoying properties that we needn't 
belabor now. Suffice it to say that the 
system will give your location to with
in 300 feet, and usually much better 
than that, anywhere on earth. Put one 
of these in a car and you can't get lost. 

Except, of course, you can. There 
are several ways to get lost. First, the 
system only works outdoors, with an 
unobstructed view of large portions 
of the sky. Put it in a concrete canyon 
and reliability becomes very shaky. 
(The Rockwell system has sensors 
attached to the car's axles in order to 
be able to integrate wheel revolutions 
and turns to provide a dead reckoning 
capability that tides the systems over 
periods ofloss of GPS signal.) 

But more pointedly, just because 
you know where you are doesn't mean 
you know where everything else is. A 
bare readout oflatitude and longitude 
is useless. We navigate by roads and 
landmarks, not by absolute position. 
Some translation is necessary to make 
the information useful, and the best 
presentation yet found is a moving
map display. 

The Rockwell system shows a 
cartoon, colored-line-on-black-back
ground map of surrounding roads, 
which is continuously updated. A 
synthetic voice warns of upcoming 
freeway exits and surface street turns. 

20 
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The big trick in all of this is the 
map. It must be imported into the 
system in digital form and tied to 
GPS coordinates. The Rockwell sys
tem handles this by recording maps 
of major metropolitan areas onto 
ROM PC Cards (what used to be 
called PCM CIA cards before the 
industry boys rewrote the glossary 
again) . These cards are available for 
a fairly steep price for a new area, rep
resenting money for Rockwell, money 
for whatever company it has hired 
to provide the maps, and money for 
whomever that company had to pay 
to get real paper maps to start with. 

The system 

performs beautifully 

until you drive off 

the edge of the 

map. Then the GPS 

system is happy to 

continue to tell 

you exactly where 

you are, but the 

information 

suddenly becomes 

much less useful. 

What this means is that the system 
performs beautifully until you drive 
off the edge of the map. Then the GPS 
system is happy to continue to tell you 
exactly where you are, but the infor
mation suddenly becomes much less 
useful. It's as much fun as driving off 
the edge of a paper map, except that 
new maps are not available at the gas 
station and cost a boodle anyway. 

Mapping Out Problems 
Can this situation be rectified? 

That's our design problem. 
One solution is to convince at least 

one major chain of gas stations to 
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carry cards for their areas. This isn't 
too likely because sales volume, at least 
initially, would be vanishingly small, 
and that's a lot of money to tie up in 
inventory. Check the "try me in 10 
years" box on this one. 

How about the telephone? This is 
a little closer. It requires a few changes 
to the system. Suddenly, we're not just 
buying the maps and plugging them in; 
we're downloading them. This means 
we're using flash RAM cards, which 
are more expensive but which we can 
rewrite as needed. Eventually, you could 
accumulate a library of areas you need
ed, just as you would collect the ROM 
cards. But now you don't have to send 
away for them, or go off to find a deal
er, you just download the new maps 
over the phone. Mr. Protocol knows of 
no modem manufacturers who make a 
modem designed for a computer with 
the form factor of a car, though, and it's 
hard to get high-speed connections 
from pay phones. 

Cellular phones? Now this is actual
ly feasible. There are cellular modems 
that could do the job, and the only 
impediments are the airtime charges, 
and having your mobile phone tied 
up talking to your navigation system. 
Still, this could work. 

How about noncellular? This may 
be it. It doesn't tie up your cellular 
phone, and you get to choose a com
munications system with whatever 
bandwidth the mapping needs, and 
no more. Let's play with this concept 
a bit more. 

There's a technique used by most 
of the major design systems (the ones 
where they charge so much money for 
the training seminars that they don't 
even have to advertise) , called "sce
nario generation." This term is based 
on the desire to use as few words as 
possible to describe something, without 
quite being culpable of not describing 
it at all. It might better be called, 
"What would the ideal system be like?" 
Or, more simply, "Let's pretend." 
Remember the building blocks back 
at school? This is their descendant. 

Ideally, we'd like an infinite map. 
We'd like it to be impossible to run off 
the edge of the map. No matter how 
far we drive the map should just be 
there, with no further attention on our 
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part. Is this possible? Well, yes, approx
imately. We could arrange for new map 
areas to be downloaded automatically, 
using wide-area wireless network ser
vices. The critical question is, just how 
would this work? 

The maps in a GPS system are 
stored in vector form, because the stor
age requirements of an image map are 
too great. Even so, the map of an entire 
metropolitan area is too large to be 

THE WIDGE 
RY DEVE 
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downloaded over the air in a reasonable 
period of time, using any wide-area 
wireless service now available. 

Looking to the future, Teledesic 
Corp.'s Teledesic Network system is 
designed to provide gigabit networking 
connectivity to any location on the 
planet. This system, assuming it ever 
flies, could do the job of downloading 
an entire city to a moving car in a 
short period of time. The cost esti-
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mates for a service like this might not 
even be too astronomical because the 
airtime for a bulk transfer like this 
would be short compared with the 
time between requests. Even if you're 
just passing through a city, it takes time 
to drive from one end of a Rockwell 
GPS map to the other. Outside a city, 
roads are few enough that even a huge 
area of land can be represented in detail 
with a small vector map. 

It might not be necessary to wait 
for Teledesic's 600 or 900 satellites, or 
however many it is this month. Let's 
take a closer look at the problem and 
see what we can do, or get away with. 

Driving in a city takes one of two 
forms. Either you live in the city, or 
travel there extensively, or you're just 
visiting and trying to get from here to 
there. In the former case, you would 
purchase a PC Card map, just like 
today. It's cheaper to own the map than 
to download it repeatedly as you travel. 

However, if you're just visiting a 
city, you don't need the entire map. 
You only need the portion of it that 
you're driving over: the streets you're 
on, and the streets that cross. This 
usually represents only a small fraction 
of the actual area of the ciry, at least 
for any given trip. 

Let's think, then, about a sub
scription service to download just the 
parts of a ciry map that you need. You 
shove your flash RAM card into the 
GPS navigator in your car from a par
ticipating rental agency, and drive off. 
The card contains a key that securely 
identifies you to a wireless service 
through an inexpensive radio modem. 
Most wireless services now can handle 
transfer rates of 9,600 to 28,800 bis. 
Ardis and RAM Mobile Data are 
down at the 2,400 baud level or so, 
but even that might work. 

The other question is, how much 
data is required? Vector maps store very 
cheaply in terms of memory require
ments. The cartoon maps need not 
even be composed of straight lines. A 
technique for storing the coefficients of 
higher-order approximations to curved 
lines has been developed by the scien
tists at ParaGraph Inc., which allows 
them to store a very creditable represen
tation of a complex and detailed sketch 
by Picasso in about 50 Kb. Road maps 
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are not this messy, at least not ones that 
are useful for driving with. This means 
that a large sectional map can be down
loaded in a few seconds of airtime. 

Now, how do we update? It doesn't 
make sense to send screenful-by-screen
ful increments. The airwaves would be 
continually tied up with requests and 
responses. Also this sort of "just-in
time" display leaves you at the mercy of 
transmission glitches and delays. Ideally, 

ASK MR. PROTOCOL 

you'd like to be able to fetch enough 
data at a time to make use of the fact 
that these wireless services are usually 
better at bulk data transfer than they 
are at highly interactive tasks. 

The best bet might be to divide 
the city up into squares or hexagons, 
and download a section at a time. 
Several divisions might be requested 
at the same time, if one were to drive 
across a corner, but this would be 
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balanced out by the time spent 
driving across the newly acquired 
"territory." An intelligent system 
might note the direction of travel, 
and begin a request well in advance 
of the appearance of the new territory 
on the display, at the risk of never 
using the prefetched section if the 
driver made a turn . 

A Question of Money 
None of this makes sense without 

making money. This brings up the 
question of billing. It's easy enough 
to dream up a new service, but it has 
to fulfill certain criteria to be useful. 

• It has to be a real no-brainer to use. 
• It has to be genuinely useful to a 

large number of people. 
• It has to be cheap enough so that 

people are willing to use it. 
• It has to be expensive enough to 

fulfill the corporate vision of making 
everyone involved filthy stinking dis
gusting fat-faced rich. 

So far, our system does pretty well. 
You stick a card into the slot when 
you rent the car. Here's a touchy 
point, though. Does the map infor
mation that you suck over the air 
reside on a memory card that you . 
own and can keep to use on future 
trips? Or do you only have the use 
of the information for the duration 
of your car rental on this trip? One 
advantage of the former version is 
that it encourages repeat customers. 
Because most business travelers visit 
the same set of locations in a city on 
every visit, it will only take a few 
visits before they will have built up a 
library of map information sufficient 
to avoid further airtime and map 
charges on future visits. Their cost 
remains only the base rental cost of 
the system. 

This is also true of us, the map 
providers, because we don't have air
time charges to send them further 
map information, either, unless they 
decide to splurge on finding one of 
those unfindable restaurants out in 
the suburbs. (There's an idea worthy 
of Hercules' friend Salmoneus: have 
restaurants partially underwrite the 
cost of map charges for getting to 
them.) 

On the other hand, perhaps we want 



the customer to incur recurring map 
charges on every visit, as a profitable 
line. We get money every trip. Except 
of course we don't, because it won't take 
the customer long to learn the way on 
his own and dispense with our services 
entirely on future trips. No, it would 
seem our repeat business is going to be 
more in the way of a low-cost insurance 
policy-a way of making sure that we 
don't get lost if we miss our exit-and 
most of our big charges will come from 
newcomers to the city. 

Once we begin two-way request
response systems over the air, of 
course, it's only a matter of time before 
the services expand to include feature
finding services and advertising. "Eat 
at Phred's! Phind Phred Phree! Punch 
Button A!" Already we see ways to 
abuse the system and it's not even 
built yet. "Phred" just happens to be 
located down the block from our real 
destination, so we punch Button A 
instead of entering the address of our 
real destination. Perhaps good old 
Phred will have to swipe our card to 
prove we were there before the charges 
are dropped from our bill. 

People who wonder why the price 
of a new product is always so hard to 
come by in advance of release may be 
getting a glimmer of why chis is so. 
Price is always the hardest part of any 
new design. How much will people 
be willing to pay for this? How high 
is up? This is why people get actual 
degrees in marketing and learn how 
to run focus groups without letting 
them turn into the schoolyard
pounding sort of problem solving. 
It's also why test marketing is so 
popular. This is a difficult service to 
test-market, though, because it's only 
really useful if it's universally available 
and expected. 

Would such a system work today? 
Perhaps not, at $3,000 per system, 
minus the smart card and verification 
schlog. Will such a system come along 
in the future? Almost undoubtedly. 
Will it look like this? Mr. Protocol ven
tures to say that it will, but then, Mr. 
Protocol ventures to say almost any
thing, which is why I'm the one who 
signs all the contracts around here. 

Meanwhile, it's back to the draw
ing board. -<> 

ASK MR. PROTOCOL 

Mike O'Brien has been noodling 
around the UNIX world for far too 
long a time. He knows he started out 
with UNIX Research Version 5 (not 
System V, he hastens to point out), 
but forgets the year. He chinks it was 
around 1975 or so. 

He founded and ran the first 
nationwide UNIX Users Group 
Software Distribution Center. He 

worked at Rand during the glory days 
of the Rand editor and the MH mail 
system, helped build CSNET (first at 
Rand and later at BBN Labs Inc.) and 
is now working at an aerospace 
research corporation. 

Mr. Protocol refuses to divulge his 
qualifications and may, in fact, have 
none whatsoever. His email address is 
arnp@cpg . com. 
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U Nl1X Bas ics by PETER COLLINSON, Hillside Systems 

The Trouble with Windows 

R 
ecendy, I've been wondering whether I am slowly 

~ turning into a dinosaur. I am not sprouting three 
:, horns or acquiring T-Rex teeth, but I am beginning to 

consider the possible extinction of the UNIX species. More 
of my work seems to be migrating to various Windows-based 
systems with their supposedly friendly mouse-driven GUI 
interfaces. For example, I'm generating images for my Web 
site using Corel Corp.'s suite of graphics programs. I'm doing 
more document writing using Microsoft Word because that is 
what the customer wants. 

However, and perhaps 
here's the dinosaur bit, 
I keep returning to my 
UNIX systems to do any 
substantial job. I return 
to a command line-based 
interface, like an old 
friend, whenever I want to 
process many files, or per
form some repetitive task 
on a set of files. I return 
to my UNIX editor for text 
generation and I often 
import that text into Word 
as a final formatting step. 

Now, I am not one of 
those people who resists 
change at all costs. I like to 
look at new things that 
come along. If I don't like 
something, I usually spend 
time to make sure that my 
dislike has better reasons than "the system is different from 
that which was there before." In computing, it's easy to trun
dle along using what you know now and never pick up any
thing new. 

What worries me is that the world seems to have totally 
and unquestioningly embraced the GUI-based Microsoft 
interface. With NT, Microsoft seems to have understood 
that to kill off UNIX, it will have to make a system that does 
not crash at the slightest problem. After all, crashing machines 

and lost work are tangible problems, problems that people 
undoubtedly complain about. 

What's interesting is that the business world has leapt 
for Microsoft-based products in the certain knowledge that 
there is no effective support for the software. Microsoft and 
PC software vendors are about as approachable and respon
sive to complaints as the proverbial dead whale that was 
hard to kick up a beach. 

It's less obvious to me whether users ever ask if the 
human interface to the 
Windows system is "cor
rect" in some intangible, 
perhaps academic sense. 
Microsoft has pushed the 
Windows GUI at users, 
who simply accept it. 
Basically, I think about 
the interfaces that I use, 
and I consider that cur
rent GUI-driven inter
faces leave a lot to be 
desired. 

To be sure, many 
problems are caused 
by poorly thought-out 
design at the application 
level, rather than intrin
sic, fundamental diffi
culties with the system. 
But even apart from poor 
design in applications, 
I believe chat the inter

faces don't scale; they only work well for simple operations. 
Once things start becoming complicated, the interfaces 
stop being friendly and begin to be battlefields where the 
user fights the system to get the work done. 

To expand a little on what I mean, lee's look at something 
simple. One of the things that we do all the time is move 
files about the file system. It's one of the fundamental opera
tions that are needed in any operating system. Of course, 
"moving files" sounds simple but isn't. Do we want the 
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UNIX BASICS 

original file left in place? Are we relocating the file or just 
renaming a file? If we are moving files from one part of the 
file system to another, then we need to know something 
about the destination directory. Will we overwrite some 
important file at the destination? 

In Windows, copying files is visual. You open two win
dows on the screen, one for the source directory and one for 
the destination. You click on the file chat you want to move 
and drag it into the destination directory. The system realizes 
what you are doing and copies the data from the source to 
the destination directory. Sounds easy? Yes, and it should be. 
Drag and drop is intuitive and works well, or should. 

However, on my NT 4 system, brain-dead design decisions 
kick in. My view of human interfaces is chat it's important to 
be consistent. If the system acts one way while presenting 
some image to the user, then the system should always act in 
that way. So drag and drop should always be consistent in the 
way that it handles files. However, on NT, ifl drag and drop 
files within a single disk, then the system assumes that I want
ed to relocate the file and will delete the original. If I am copy
ing files to another disk or another machine, then the system 
chinks chat I want a copy and leaves the original file alone. 

There are undoubtedly good reasons why the drag-and
drop action has different results depending on context, but 
I think that it should not. To be fair, there is an attempt to 
show the change in state because the cursor changes shape 
when I enter the different windows. However, I had not 
noticed chis change until it was pointed out to me by a sea
soned Windows user. So the effect on the GUI was not as 
pronounced as it might be. Now chat I have noticed the 
visible indication of what will happen, I expect to use drag 
and drop more often. 

Up to now, I have always copied files using the File 
menu, which is predictable but fiddly. I select a file that I 
want to copy from the source window, use Cut and Copy, 
depending on what I want to happen, find the destination 
window and Paste it in. When I first used this mechanism, 
I thought it was a tad counterintuitive, and although I have 
become used to the metaphor, I don't necessarily feel it's a 
valid one. 

Lee's add a further complication. Ifl want to selectively 
copy several files from a directory, then I need to select those 
files before Cutting or Copying them. This is done visually, 
using one of the things that I hate about GUis: secret key 
combinations. To select more than one object you hold down 
the Control key and click with the mouse on several files. 
Alternatively, you can hold down the Shift key and select a 
range of files. It's quite hard to find out about the Shift option. 
I only discovered it by accident because it's next to the 
Control key. 

I detest these secret options because the whole point of 
the Windows GUI is chat everything a user can do is visible. 
A menu option may not be available and be grayed out, but 
the choice remains visible. I don't agree with chis modus 
operandi, but chat's another issue. 

Since the fundamental theory behind the interface design 
is that everything is visible, users don't expect to look for the 
secret parts of the interface chat the mode-changing keys 

represent. Also, when you discover the keys, there is nothing 
in the interface that cells you that your mouse clicks will do 
something different because you have a key pressed on the 
keyboard. I am not sure what should change, but it would 
be simple to use a new cursor shape to indicate the selection 
mode. 

Incidentally, while writing chis column, I've discovered 
another feature about these file lists. You can rype letters into 
the keyboard and the selection box will jump to an appropri
ately named file. I've also learned from the help files that in 
Windows Explorer, and only in Windows Explorer, you can 
group files by capturing the files inside a box controlled by 
holding down the mouse button. 

Command Lines 
Now I am going to talk about UNIX command line 

input, and you are all going to think that I am saying it's 
better. Your hands are poised to send me mail saying you 
are convinced that I am a UNIX junkie and I don't want to 
alter. Well, that's not true. I make considerable use of the 
file-copying systems on NT and rarely use its command line 
interface. In fact, my NT keyboard usually lives on top of 
the monitor so I have to reach up for the Control or Shift 
keys. I don't intend to say that UNIX is better, but I am 
using UNIX as an example of a well-developed human inter
face to illustrate where I believe there are shortcomings in 
the GUI-based systems. 

If we return ro our file copying example, you know that 
we copy single files on UNIX by using either the cp or mv 
commands. The basis of using a command line is chat we 
supply arguments to a program that does the work for us. 
To use the system, we have to learn chat the commands 
exist and know their names. Certainly, UNIX command 
names can be extremely counterintuitive. Like Windows' 
hidden keys, UNIX hides its features and we have to seek 
them out. However, UNIX doesn't hide chis fact from its 
users. People are supposed to Read The Fine Manual. 

We don't have to learn anything particularly special about 
how commands are used. After a short time of using UNIX, 
people acquire an expectation of how commands on the sys
tem will behave, how they are controlled, and how they are 
used in combination with other commands. 

It's true chat users sometimes don't appreciate why certain 
aspects of command invocation operate the way they do, for 
example, why does 

$ cat afile bfile > afile 

not work intuitively? Ir's reasonable to expect chat the com
mand adds the contents of afile and l:iile and places the 
result back into afile. It doesn't work because the shell 
opens the output file afile before it executes the cat com
mand, so the contents of afile have been set to zero before 
the cat command has a chance to execute. On UNIX there 
is a consistency of result, even if the resulc is sometimes bad. 

When telling someone else about a UNIX command, we 
usually just have to say the name of the command and 
perhaps give some indication of any odd arguments the 
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program may have. The user then understands how to use 
that command. It's a little like language acquisition, the 
user is given a new verb (to flipple) and will know how to 
cope with the past tense (I flippled; or how to create an 
adverb (it went flipplingly). 

This preknowledge of use is an aspect of the UNIX user 
interface that is often forgotten. People hold up the find or 
dd commands with their odd arguments as examples of why 

It's a very short step from this single 

file copy statement to one that 

moves many files. Very early on, 

UNIX users are taught that they can 

move many files using shell file 

name expansion characters. 

UNIX is hard to learn. But once users understand the argu
ments, they will know how to make dd read from a file, or 
how to make find output go into the sort program. 

If we are copying single files, then we will expect to do 
some typing. Nor only will we type the name of the com
mand, but also the names of the source and destination files. 
The system helps us by maintaining the current working 

directory for a process, so file names can be typed relative to 
that directory. However, if we are copying files across the file 
system, we will expect to type the full path name for at least 
one of the file arguments. Over time, UNIX has developed 
several ancillary mechanisms that help us to input long path 
names with more ease. 

The first of these mechanisms was perhaps the tilde 
character, allowing the user to specify their home directory 
trivially and in a position-independent manner. Later, 
automatic file and command name completion was taken 
from the Tenex system and implemented. 

I make considerable use of the ability of the bash shell 
to expand path names dynamically. If I rype the first few 
letters of a file name and hit the Tab key, then the shell will 
look in the directory that the file is in, and, if a unique 
march is found, will complete the file name automatically. 
Path name specification has become as easy as clicking with 
the mouse in a dialog box: You rype a character, hit tab for 
expansion, type another character, hit tab again and so on. 

The other feature of which I make considerable use is 
the character-based cur and paste using the mouse that is 
supplied by the X Window manager. This lets me sweep 
out a set of characters in one window with one mouse 
action and insert the characters into another window using 
a single mouse click. 

However, there is no escaping that even with these aids, 
it's much easier to use drag-and-drop mechanisms char 
visual GUis give us. Ir's harder on UNIX, which wants us 
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to build up a text line like 

% cp srcfile / usr/ file / dest / srcfile 

ready for execution to make a file copy. Typing this line takes 
considerably more basic knowledge of the system than the 
equivalent drag-and-drop action. 

However, this knowledge is a building block. Ir's a very 
short step from this single file copy statement to one chat 
moves many files. Very early on, UNIX users are taught char 
they can move many files using shell file name expansion 
characters. The command 

% cp src* / usr / file / dest 

copies all the files starting with the string src to the destina
tion directory, ignoring any other files. A simple pattern is 
used to specify a group of source files and perform a com
mand several times using the matched files as arguments. 

Again, there's some basic knowledge chat is needed about 
expansion of file names. The expansion is done by the shell, 
which then calls the command with the expanded list. 
Placing the expansion in the shell sometimes has odd effects 
but makes sense because the expansion can be used consis
tenrly with all commands. We are not dependent on the 
application writer to provide correct implementation of this 
part of the human interface. 

Using pattern-matching characters to generate arguments 
also means chat we don't have the possible problem of missing 
a file chat we want to copy. Once we've issued the command 
we know char all the files that we have specified will be copied. 
We don't have this certainty on Windows when copying many 
files via selections in dialog boxes. It's very easy to miss files 
chat we should have copied, and so we have to spend rime 
making sure that the destination directory contains all the files 
that we want it to hold. 

UNIX also offers ocher types of pattern matches, which 
helps us to pinpoint the files char we want to copy. For 
example, the question mark character marches any single 
character, so ?? will match all the file names chat are exacrly 
two characters long. This option is perhaps much less useful 
than the ability to match character ranges. For example, 

$ cp [a-ln-z)*.c / usr / dest 

copies all the files that don't start with the letter "m" to the 
destination directory. 

Learning Loops 
I suppose the next step in complexity char follows on 

from the ability of the shell to expand file names is the use of 
the for or foreach loop that shells support. When this is 
coupled with the shell's ability to manipulate strings, we 
move onto a new plane of usefulness. Here's something I 
type into the machine without thinking twice: 

$ for name in * . c 
> do 

> mv $name $name.old 
> done 

or in csh 

% foreach name {*.c} 
? mv $name $name.old 
? end 

Boch are shell loops, the for or foreach statements supply 
a shell variable name chat is set to different values while the 
statements in the loop are executed. In this example, the 
variable name will be successively set to each of the names of 
the files in the current directory that match the pattern * . c. 
The string $name in the mv commands is replaced by the 
contents of the variable before the command is executed. 
The loop executes several mv commands, each one moving 
one file from its old name of say program. c to a new name 
ofprogram. c.old. 

Moving the file names back to their original positions 
uses a new command and a new concept in the shell: 

$ for name in * . c.old 
> do 
> dest= ' basename $name . old ' 
> mv $name $des t 
> done 

or in csh 

% foreach name {*.c.old) 
? set dest = ' basename $name .old' 
? mv $name $dest 
? end 

The new command is basename, and its job is to decon
struct strings. For example, 

% bas ename fred. c .old .old 
fred. c 

The command is given an argument containing the file name 
that we want to take apart, and the string chat we expect will 
occur at the end of that string. It prints its result to standard 
output. This is where we apply the new concept. The back
quote operator rakes the result of a command that it executes 
and reads the data back into the shell. In fact, we then place 
the result of the command into a shell variable dest. 

Now, we have not come very far. None of these loops 
use constructs that are very far removed from typing a single 
command. The basic knowledge that was learned to copy a 
file extends seamlessly to give us the ability to express com
plicated file copies involving the renaming of selective files. 
Because the shell is a language, we can insert any processing 
element in the loop, applying a command selectively to a set 
of files. Also, it's a very short step from here to take one of 
the loops and create a new command file chat can be used 
to save typing. 
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This type of complexity is just not easily available with 
GUI-based interfaces, and the lack of it hurts. To be fair, 
there are attempts made to provide script-based program
ming interfaces for various tools . But a huge leap in knowl
edge is needed to go from using the GUI to using a script. 

Many of the systems have internal script languages 
based on some variant of BASIC. For example, these arti
cles are written using a subset of troff markup but are 
dispatched using RTF format. I automatically generate the 
RTF using Word. I first pass the source file through a small 
C program to generate some markup and then into Word 
for processing by some macros that I have written, translat
ing my limited t r o ff constructions into Word markup. 

One of the Corel packages provides an event recorder, 
so you can teach it some action sequence and redo the 
sequence on new data. But it turns out that not all the 
actions are recorded, and it's hard to parameterize the 
actions. I will confess to have given up when I discovered 
that it would not record all the actions that I needed to 
take an AVI movie and split it into one file per frame. I 
ended up making all the key clicks by hand in an error
prone way. 

Finally, the Corel suite has a script editor and debugger. 
Sadly, this is made very hard to learn. The printed manual 
says, "We can do all these neat things and you'll find all the 
details in the on-line help." But there is no effective way of 
progressing sequentially through the on-line help so that 
you might have some chance of learning how to use the 
package. Click on the Help button in the package and you 
are presented with a nice-looking finder. When you select 
an item in the finder, you get a screenful of text, but the 
finder goes away. There is no easy way back to the place 
that caused the text to be displayed. You have to start the 
finder from the beginning each time. 

In Summary 
Again, don't think I am advocating that we should all 

use the UNIX command line because it's somehow superi
or to the GUI-based Windows interface. I'm not. I am 
simply pointing out several deficiencies in the current 
GUI-based interfaces, deficiencies that seem to have no 
easy solution. 

First, I believe the lack of the notion of a current working 
directory, or at least the lack of coherent handling of the cur
rent directory, to be a serious deficiency. Commands work 
fine when you read and write data in one directory, but once 
you start moving data from one point in the file system to 
another then each application seems to deal with the current 
directory in its own way. I seem to spend an inordinate 
amount of time using those file finder dialog boxes. 

Second, the fundamental problem is that Windows has 
no easy way of using its applications in a batch fashion 
except by using some human as a sequencer, whose job is 
to sit there and press the buttons. It's not easy to use the 
applications as part of some other tool , and consequently, 
there is very little extensibility. We are forced to rely on the 
designers of the package thinking about all the ways we 
might want to use their programs. 

Third, having a interchangeability of data is a good thing. 
The common denominator on UNIX is text fi les. Most of 
the tools use text as their building blocks, allowing users to 
create new processing elements, transforming new data in 
new ways. The power to create new processing elements is 
firmly in the hands of the users. I will agree that these users 
have a learning curve to surmount. 

Windows tries to achieve the same end with objects. 
Where objects do fit together, they fit together well. T he 
problem is that the fitting together needs an expert program
mer, and the required expertise is far from trivial to learn. 
With Windows, the power remains firmly in the hands of 
the developers, and I see this as a problem. 

Fourth, scalability is a must. I should be able to process 
many source files as easily as I can deal with one. This appears 
to be a serious problem with current Windows systems. 

Finally, there really is insufficient attention paid to the 
way that the GUI works. It's very inconsistent, and it's usual
ly impossible to obtain the reasons why it behaves in the way 
that it does. I find this is my biggest objection. ~ 

Peter Collinson runs his own UNIX consultancy, dedicat
ed to earning enough money to allow him to pursue 'his own 
interests: doing whatever, whenever, wherever ... He writes, 
teaches, consults and programs using Solaris running on a 
SPARCstation 2. Email: pc@cpg.com. 
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/ 1ope11:er by RICHARD MORIN , Technical Editor 

UNIX Administration Notes, Part 1 

Looking through some lecture notes for a decade-old 
course on UNIX systems administration, I ran into 
some material that still seems timely today. 

Systems Administration Mythology 
All of us, at one time or another, encounter some rather 

peculiar mythology concerning systems administration. I 
know that you don't believe these myths, but you may be 
able to use some ammunition when discussing these issues 
with your peers (and/or management): 

• Systems administration is optional. UNIX loves to 

create files: log fi les, temporary fi les, spool files and so on. 
And, unfortunately, it doesn't always clean up after itself. 
With all this activiry, it is quite possible for things to break. 
If they don't get fixed, they can break worse. File system 
damage, in particular, tends to propagate over time. 

• System administration is just "housekeeping" (and 
thus insignificant). No more (or no less!) insignificant than 
ordinary "housekeeping." A properly administered system 
runs efficiently and cleanly, and presents an image of order. 
A poorly administered system causes inefficiency and frustra
tion for all of its users. 

• Anyone can do it. No. A system manager must be a 
competent UNIX user and must have a reasonable set of 
attitudes (more on this later) about the task. There is also 
some basic knowledge of systems administration that is 
needed, but much of this can be picked up along the way. 

• Only gurus can do it. No. Some parts of systems 
administration are very tricky, to be sure, but most systems 
administrators are not gurus. It is helpful to have a guru on 
call, however. 

• Somebody else will do it. Not if you're the only user or 
the owner of the system. This makes you the systems admin
istrator. Aside from occasional "help" from passing system 
crackers, you're on your own. Nor can you count on the ven
dor to automate everything or even to set things up right in 
the first place. 

• Security isn't important here. OK, you run a nice, 
loose shop, and everyone is completely honest. Or perhaps 
th is is your own private system, sitting in your den. Well, 
there are nasty people out there with modems and Internet 

connections, for starters. Failing that, some of your employ
ees or friends may not be as honest as you'd like. 

The best reason for security, however, has to do with 
human error and damage control. A secure system will 
keep your users from shooting off each others' feet when 
they make mistakes. 

Professional Attitude 
An important component of effective systems administra

tion, attitude is particularly crucial if the system is going to 
have more than one user. Some users, on receiving the root 
password, decide that they are now the local deity. Maybe so, 
bur there are limits: 

• Omniscience. Read the manual; don't just assume yoti 
know everything. Besides, vendors occasionally change 
things around. It is also useful to ask users about their needs 
and preferences. They have a totally different perspective 
from yours, so you may be surprised (and enlightened) by 
what you hear. 
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• Infallibility. Don't stay logged in as root all the time, and 
be very careful when you take on root authority. Fingers have 
been known to slip, and UNIX assumes that anyone who is 
logged in as root knows what s/he is doing. 

• Omnipotence. As the systems administrator, you are 
pretty much in charge of things. You can take the system 
down whenever you like, throw away anybody's files, and 
generally do whatever you like. In a word, don't. Users have 
a right to expect courteous behavior on your part, and it is 
only proper to provide it. 

Scheduled downtime, for instance, should be announced 
well in advance. It should also take place during times (e.g., 
weekends) when the system would normally have few users 
on-line and when you have time to fix anything you break. 

• Immortality. You won't be around forever, so leave some 
notes around for your successor(s). Be sure to write the really 
critical stuff into a bound notebook. Remember, when the 
system is down, so is your on-line documentation. 

Raison D'etre 
So much for political indoctrination. Now let's look at 

some specific reasons for performing systems administration: 
• To protect the integrity of programs and data. You 

don't want things to get lost, stolen or sabotaged. Neither do 
your users. As the systems administrator, your task is to 
make sure that bad things either don't happen or can be 
resolved with minimal losses. 

• To help the system run smoothly. UNIX isn't Windows, 
let alone MS-DOS or Mac OS. It is a big, hairy, complex 
operating system that requires both proper setup and contin
uing support to work properly. 

• To integrate new devices and users into the system. As 
new devices and users are added to the system, the systems 
administrator must modify and/or create assorted files to 
reflect this. If this is done in a sloppy manner, the result will 
be security holes, inefficiency and possible loss of data. 

• To add desired features to the system. The UNIX dis
tribution can't possibly include every package you might 
want. Consequently, there are many freely redistributable 
utilities and proprietary packages you may want to add. 

Levels of Systems Administration 
There are several levels of systems administration: 
• Elementary. These tasks constitute most of an adminis

trator's duties. They involve adding and removing users, 
backing up files , moving files around and so forth. 

• Intermediate. Now we get into trickier stuff, such as 
restoring files, installing new devices and versions of UNIX, 
setting up UUCP links and network connections, etc. 

• Advanced. These activities should really be done by 
gurus, but ordinary systems administrators sometimes get 
pulled into them. They include hacking sendmail, modify
ing device drivers and repairing clobbered file systems. 

• Specialized. Each site has certain subsystems it cherish
es, and these involve a certain amount of administration. 
The skills may range from elementary to advanced, and the 
system manager simply gets to cope as bests/he can. 

This column introduces most of the elementary tasks, 

touches on a couple of intermediate tasks, and leaves the rest 
alone. If you are running a small stand-alone system, making 
few changes to the configuration, this column may meet most 
of your needs. Regardless, I suggest that you peruse a good 
UNIX systems administration text, such as Evi Nemeth's 
UNIX System Administration Handbook, second edition 
(Prentice Hall, 1995, ISBN 0-13-151051-7). 

Bringing It Up, Shutting It Down 
• System start-up. UNIX can usually handle start-up by 

itself, unless something has gotten severely damaged. Let the 
normal start-up procedure take care of things, noting any 
peculiarities. If it has real trouble, it will let you know. 

Leave some notes around for 

your successor(s). Be sure to write 

the really critical stuff into a 

bound notebook. Remember, when 

the system is down, so is your 

on-line documentation. 

• Normal shutdown. The system will need to be shut 
down occasionally for preventive maintenance, adding devices 
and so on. Use /etc/shutdown, giving an explanation and a 
reasonable amount of warning, for example, 

# shutdown -h 5 "Need to add a disk drive." 

When the machine has successfully shut itself down, you may 
power it of£ 

• Rapid shutdown. Occasionally, something untoward 
will happen, making it is necessary to shut the system 
down at once. If possible, follow the above instructions, 
using a suitably short amount of time. Otherwise, use the 
following command: 

# shutdown -h now "Disk drive is screeching." 

• Panic shutdown. Smoke has just started to pour out of a 
critical piece of system hardware. Pull the plug! (You can clean 
up the mess later.) You may lose some files , but you should 
have backups for most of them. In any case, the hardware is 
a bit more critical at this point. 

• Accidental shutdown. A large truck has just eaten 
your utility pole, and the power will be off until the utility 
company gets things put back together. Unplug the system 
and leave it that way until the power seems to have stabil
ized. Power companies have a tendency to switch things 
on and off a bit when they are getting the power back in 
service. Your computer system is very vulnerable when it 
is starting up; being interrupted could cause it to lose or 
damage files. 
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available at the more expensive enterprise level. 

Removable, Redundant and Reliable . 
.l'f'X5tak gives you the utmost in reliability with features like true hot plug remov

able disk drives. Independent front-removable power supplies and rear removable 

cooling fans provide both high availability and easy serviceability. Optional hot 

plug removable .l'f'XRAID controllers can be configured for dual failover provid

ing you with the extra redundancy needed for mission critical applications . 

.l'f'X5tak supports RAID levels 0, 1, O+ 1, 3 or 5 for complete flexibility and opti

mal performance in your environment. 

1-800-USA-ARTE 
http://www.artecon.com 
E-mail: stakad@artecon.com 
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fast transfer rates at all RAID levels. Fast-wide end-to-end interfaces, multiple drive 

channels and custom ASICs contribute to maximum performance at a minimum price. 

Investment Protection. 
With .l'f'X5tak, you can incrementally upgrade into the RAID system of your choice 

as your needs grow From a single desktop unit to a powerful server configuration, 

you never sacrifice your original .l\f'X investment. Desktop RAID systems start at 

4GB and can be expanded easily and incrementally to over 100GB. And, 

.l'f'XStak is compatible with virtually any platform including Sun, HP, SGI, 

Macintosh and PCs running Windows NT/Windows 95. 

So call Artecon today and see how we stack up! 

Enterprising solutions for your enterprise. TM 

Nihon Artecon 81-03-5458-8260 

Artecon 
PO Box 9000, Carlsbad, CA 92018-9000 

(6 19)931-5500 FAX (619) 931-5527 
email: sales@artecon.com 

A Member of the Nordic Group of Companies 

~ TM 

Artecon S.A. France 33-1 -6918-1850 Artecon B.V. 31-53-4832208 Artecon U.K. 01344 636390 
Artecon and the Artecon logo are registered trademarks of Artecon, Inc. All other trademarks are proprietary to their respective manufacturers. 
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Security Basics 
Security issues have to do with protection of resources 

from loss or harm. Computer equipment is expensive and 
should be protected. Data can be far more valuable (often 
irreplaceable) and deserves even more protection. I don't 
want to breed paranoia, but I do suggest that you treat secu
rity issues with respect. A modicum of caution now could 
prevent a great deal of anguish down the road. 

Before I get into a discussion of software-related security 
issues, give some thought to the physical security of your 
installation. What would prevent someone from simply 
walking off with components or even entire systems? Is 
there anything to prevent a cracker from sniffing packets 
from your LAN? Do you have a regular system in place for 
performing system backups? Are your backups cataloged 
and well protected? Do you cycle through your media, 
retiring it at some point? Do you keep some of your back
ups off-site, in case of disaster? 

UNIX systems assume that there will be a multitude of 
users, both local and networked. The system accepts responsi
bility, by and large, for keeping these users out of each others' 
way. It does have an administrative account (root) with com
plete authority, but access to the root account is, or at least 
should be, guarded with extreme care. 

UNIX security is implemented via access permissions for 
all processes, directories and files on the system. Access per
missions tell UNIX which users have what kinds of access; 
UNIX then enforces these restrictions. 

Reader Feedback 

As shipped, most UNIX systems have reasonably secure 
permissions. Let your vendor know if you find a problem. As 
the systems administrator, you are responsible for maintaining 
this security. If you open up the permissions on a directory or 
a file, make sure you haven't allowed any undesirable access to 

take place. 

User and Group IDs 
UNIX tracks a user ID (UID) and a group ID (GID) for 

each file and process. The UID identifies the owner of the 
item in question. In most cases, the owner is the only user 
who will have anything to do with the item. 

In cases where more than one user (but not everyone on 
the system) needs to have access to an item, the GID comes 
into play. The GID identifies a specific group of users (listed 
in the / etc / group file) as having a special (usually increased) 
amount of access to the item. For instance, a file might be 
totally accessible by its owner, readable by members of its 
group, and not accessible at all by anyone else. 

Here is a brief summary of key points about user and 
group IDs: 

• Files get their UIDs from their creator. 
• Files generally get their GIDs from the enclosing 
directory. 
• Users get their (shell's) UID and GID from 
/ etc / passwd at log-in time. They are: 

- Passed to all subprocesses 
- Overridden by setuid and setgid routines 

o help SunExpert serve you better, take a few minutes to close the feedback 

loop by circling the appropriate numbers on the Reader Service Card 

located elsewhere in this magazine. Rate the following column and feature 

topics in this issue. 
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- Checked against every file at "open" time 
- User and group names are translated to/from 

IDs via / etc / passwd and / etc / group. 

File Permissions 
Access to files and directories is controlled by their permis

sions and by the permissions on the directories above. Note: 
To access a file, you must satisfy the restrictions not only on 
the file, but for each directory on the path to it. 

UNIX supports three secs of permissions: user, group and 
ocher. T hese are checked, in order, with the first matching test 
controlling access. T hat is, if you are the file's owner, only the 
first set of bits will be checked for you. 

Each set contains three mode bits: read (r), write (w) and 
execute (x) . T he interpretation of these bits varies somewhat, 
depending on the nature of the item. For files, the bits are 
interpreted as follows: 

• Read permission allows data to be read from a file. 
• Write permission allows data to be written into an 
existing file. 
• Execute permission allows a file to be run as a command. 
In the case of shell scripts, read permission is also need-

ed. For directories, the interpretations are analogous but a 
bit subcler: 

• Read permission allows a directory to be read, by ls or 
shell wild-carding-use of pattern-matching metacharacters. 
• Write permission allows a directory co be written, as in 
creating or removing files. 

• Execute permission allows a directory to be used in a 
path name (passed through on the way to a file) . 

Note: It is a relatively common practice to remove read per
mission from a directory while retaining execute permission. 
This keeps stray users from snooping around and allows the 
owner to say "Pick up ~rdm/ A123fW" to a friend without 
much fear of any unauthorized party gaining access. 

Next month, Part 2 will consider which files reside in 
the fi le system and how to deal with 
permissions. Note: The author 
would like to acknowledge Jim 
Joyce and Doug Merritt, whose 
material played a part in writing 

this column. -

Richard Morin operates 
Prime Time Freeware (ptf@ 

cfcl. com), which publishes 
mixed-media (book/CD-ROM) 
freeware collections. He also 
consults and writes on UNIX
related topics. He may be 
reached at Canta Forda 
Computer Laboratory, P.O. 
Box 1488, Pacifica, CA 
94044 or by email at 
rdm@cfcl.com. 
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S ystems A dministration by S. LEE HENRY 

Monitoring the Mighty Root 

Pi robably the single most significant security vulnera
bility in UNIX is the all-powerful superuser. Con
trary to the limitations that ordinarily come into play 

in "real life," the superuser has unlimited access in most 
every implementation of UNIX and requires no collab
oration or approval from any other user. Ripe for abuse, 
this situation requires those of us with root (i.e., superuser) 
privilege to be both unusually ethical and unusually 
careful, and makes root access the Holy Grail of hackers. 

Protecting against the unauthorized access and abuse 
of root privilege is a job that could keep any number of 
sysadmins busy around the clock. Just in case your site 
can't afford to provide this kind of coverage, let's consider 
some less aggressive things the typical site might do to 

limit the risk. 

Changing Passwords 

This section of the / etc / default/login file restricts 
root login to the console in Solaris-i.e., root cannot login 
anywhere else: 

The root password should be changed more frequently 
than most user accounts. Depending on the sensitivity of 
the particular system and its data, this could be anywhere 
from every week to every couple of months. For extremely 
security-conscious systems, you might want to go to a 
onetime password system, such as S/Key or OPIE. If more 
than one individual needs this access, you can assign multi
ple user names (same UID) to the root user so there is no 
need for complicated coordination. 

# If CONSOLE is set, root can only login on that device. 

# Comment this line out to allow remote login by root . 

Disallow direct root login except on the console, and then 
only if the console is truly secure. In Sun OS, you can disallow 
all direct root logins. This is important because if more than 
one person has the root password, log files will not capture 
who the individual logging in really is. 

If you disallow root login on the console, however, be sure 
to have local logins (i.e., in the / etc / passwd file) for all 
sysadmins who might need access to the system. IfNIS or 
NIS+ fail for some reason, you will need someone to be able 
to log in-short of far more drastic procedures. 

In SunOS, the "secure" designator in the /e tc / ttytab 
file permits local root login: 

# 

CONSOLE=/dev/console 

It is also a good idea to disallow root logins over the net
work. This will help "contain" a problem if an unauthorized 
person learns your root password. 

Who Can su? 
SunOS had the wheel group, which could be used to 

explicitly list those individuals allowed to execute an su to 
root. Although this feature does not exist in Solaris, you can 
consider limiting use of the su command by making it only 

console 
ttya 

"/usr/etc/getty cons8" 
"/usr/etc/getty std.9600" 

sun 

executable by root and the sysadmin group 

on local secure (group 14). However, this doesn't prevent 

unknown on 
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your users from locating and downloading 
their own copy of su. 
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The first trulr fault-tolerant 
SPARC ~stem is now available 
and will remain so 24 hours a day. 

Announcing the first truly fault tolerant 
SPARC system. The cost? Less than $25,000. 

N ow you can get true 24-
hour, 365-day availability 

from a SPARC-based system. 
And for less than $25,000. 

So no matter what your 
critical Solaris application -
Internet/ Intranet servers, 
financial, or others - you now 
have a line of affordable, 
SPARC-based alternatives: the 
Resilient 110, 160, and 200. 

They're available now. And 
they're going to stay that way 
24 hours a day. 

Innovative Hardware-Based 
Approach 

Resilient systems use an 
innovative, three-way voting 
architecture. Which means three 
hot-swappable SPARC-based 
modules operate in sync and 
constantly compare themselves 
to each other. When one module 
disagrees with the other two, it's 
"voted out" and disabled. 

So your application keeps 
running without interruption. 

You can find out more 
about the Resilient line of fault
tolerant systems simply by 
calling us at (800) 977-9.008. 

You won't be sorry. But you 
will be up and running 24 
hours a day. 

•RESILIENCE 

1755 Embarcadero R.d., Suite 120 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(800) 977-9008 
(415) 843-3600 
(415) 843-3609 FAX 

email: sales@resilience.com 
www.resilience.com 

©1996 Resilience Corporation . Resilient, Resilience trademarks Resilience Corporation. Solaris trademark Sun Microsystems, Inc. SPARC trademark SPARC International. All other trademarks property of their respective holders. 
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Limiting the use of trusted hosts is an extremely 
effective way to limit the spread of unauthorized root 
access. If you are in an environment with multiple 
sysadmins, it's a good idea to run checks of / . rhos ts 

files through cron. It is not unusual for even fairly senior 
sysadmins to give a system "temporary" trust, but then 
forget to remove the host name from the / . rho s ts file 
when it is no longer needed. 

Because root on hosts listed in the / . rhos ts file has 
the same authority as the local system's superuser, this 
privilege should be carefully monitored. 

When trusted hosts are necessary, or when the benefit 
provided to system managers outweighs the risks of their 
use, the direction of trust between your systems can be 
extremely significant. Generally, the best approach is to 
have a single system that many other systems trust, rather 
than a more complicated relationship where host A trusts 
host B and host B trusts host C and host D and so on. 
The latter is hard to control and allows more routes to a 
system than you will likely want to expose it to. 

NFS mounts can provide root access to mounted file 
systems if the remote superuser access 

feature is explicitly requested. Don't 
use this feature except when there's 
a real need for it. This, like trusted 
hosts, exposes one system to the 
activities of a possibly rogue root 
on another. 

RELIABLE, EASY DELIVERY OF 
MESSAGES ANYTIME ANYWHERE 

• Email forwarded to pager automatically 
• Pages can be generated from scripts, and 

network monitoring programs 
• GUI and command line interface 
• Works with any paging service 
• Automatic email confirmation, history logs 

and error reporting 
• Client-server technology 
• Works with digital and alphanumeric pagers 

Personal Productivity Tools 
for the Unix Desktop 

14141 Miranda Rd 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 
Email: sales@ppt.com 
Tel: (415) 917-7000 
Fax: (415) 917-7010 
http://www.ppt.com 

Making Routine Checks 
Gauging and monitoring the status of your network with 

regard to root privilege is a good thing to do periodically. 
Here's what I suggest: 

1) You might have a cron job that checks whether the 
root password has been changed in the last month and sends 
you mail if it has nor. There are several ways this could be 
done. One way is to save root's "encrypted" password in a 
protected file along with a date and compare it to the 
current password. 

2) You can check to be sure that the policy decisions 
you've made regarding direct root logins are not changed 
in practice by modifications to the files in question. You 
might do this by comparing the active file to an earlier 
copy, or by using software that monitors changes in system 
files, for example, Trip Wire. 

3) You can routinely search for "extra" copies of su. 

Because Trojan horse su commands are one way that 
hackers might try to get the root password, or yours, for 
that matter, this is a good idea in general. 

chaos# find /home -name su -ls 

4) You can create "maps" of your trusted host matrix. 
Try to capture the essence of who trusts whom and pick 
out vulnerable systems. 

Host A 

Host B 

Host C 

Host B Host C 

Host A 

In the example above, Host A trusts B and C, C trusts no 
one. Although in this example, Host B doesn't trust Host 
C, a superuser on Host C can gain access to Host B 
through Host A. 

5) Keep and routinely check the sulog to see who is 
using the su command, especially those using su to gain 
access to the root account. 

This file may get very large, so it's a good idea to use a 
script to reduce the data to counts of each pair of real and 
effective users: 

slee-root: 359 times 

mrbill-root: 2 times 

mrbill-gumby: 11 times 

This type of data showing how many times each user has 
used su to become another user can be very handy. -o-

S. Lee Henry is on the board of directors of the Sun 
User Group and spends most of her weekdays spreading 
UNIX wisdom at TASC in Reston, VA. She also is an 
adjunct professor for Eastern Michigan University. In her 
infrequent spare time, she writes short stories, sings and 
plays her collection of percussion instruments. 
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Ultimate 32-Bit TCP/IP Apps 

Suite Maestro Family: All On One CD! 
• Windows NT* • Windows 95 '3 
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0 • Windows 3.X 
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Wyse 50/60, ANSI BBS and sea ANSI emulations, 

DOE server I OLE automation 

• Columbus - Web Browser, E-mail, Netbook, 

News, FTP, Gopher and more • Extensive suite 

of support utilities such as Ping, Finger, 

Traceroute, LPD and others • Basic, Launch Pad, 

TN3270, TN5250 • Sconfig- easy, customizablje 

installation • SOCKS V4 Support • TAR 

• /RC Client • Archie • lnetd • And more ... 

*Also available for ALPHA and Power PC 
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Hummingbird's new Suite Maestro will 
help you maximize your investment in all 
your TCP/IP applications with just one CD. 
In addition to supporting a migration path 
for all Windows platforms, Suite Maestro 
gives you true 32-bit power for Windows NT 
and Windows 95. On top of that, Suite Maestro 
offers powerful Internet access tools and 
enables you to customize your installations 
with ease. For more information or the 
name of the reseller nearest you, call 
(416) 496-2200 or visit our Web site at 
wwiv.hummil1gbird.com/sem.html. 

HUMMIN~BIRff 
COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 

I Spa~s Avenue, North York, Onlario, Canada M2H 2WI •lei : (416) 496-2200 fax : (416) 496·2207 • Offices in Washinglon DC, Mounlain View CA & Raleigh NC. USA • Geneva, Swilzerland • Paris, france • Munich, Germany • Maidenhead. UK 
All brand or product names are trademarl<s or registered tradernarl<s of lheir respective companies. 01996, Hurrvningbird Commumcalions Lid. Appl~lions irduded may vary depending on lhe PC plattorm. 
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
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Java is the 
cleverest attempt 
at a Trojan horse 
yet. The Netscape 
browser grabs 
screen real estate, 
and Java delivers 

,. 
1 
the goads right 
into the heart of 
Microsoft territory, 
breaking its lack 
an the desktop. 

I 

I~--~ -' ll, 1.~-4 .: 
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T 
he combination of Sun Microsystems lnc.'s 
Java and Netscape Communications Corp.'s 
Navigator is the first credible strategy to free 
the software industry from the iron grip of 

Microsoft Corp. As a result, every leading software 
and hardware vendor has rallied around lava, and 
even Microsoft has had to join the pack and support 
Java in its products. 

Every major C++ vendor will become a Java vendor 
to survive in the C++ marketplace. C++ owns about 
41% of the market for development of object-orient
ed applications, according to a June 1995 Object 
Magazine article titled 11Objects important to 
redesign, 0-0 4GLs outracing Smalltalk?" In the 
future, a substantial portion of the C++ market 
will tum into a lava mark~t. 

The popularity of Java has had a significant impact 
on Smalltalk and C++ developers, because Java can 
be viewed as a crippled Smalltalk for C++ program
mers. It avoids the complexity of C++ by introducing 
features that have been part of the Smalltalk envi
ronment for 10 years. More important, it can be 



seamlessly distributed over the World 
Wide Web. It is free, totally portable, 
runs on every major hardware plat
form, and is supported by every major 
hardware and software vendor. 

Java Can't Do 
Anything Really Useful Yet 

Smalltalk is running in 15% to 
20% of the production, object-orient
ed, client/server business applications, 
according to an Executive Brief in the 
June 1995 issue of Object Magazine. 
Most of the rest are running C++. 
Java, on the other hand, is not run
ning in these applications yet because 
it is not robust, performance is poor, 
and Java development environments 
are not ready for prime time. Java is 
useful for cute applets on Web pages 
and little else. 

For example, Java is now being 
used for registration applets in devel
opment efforts for one of the leading 
Internet news providers, Individual 
Inc. , Burlington, MA. However, the 
lack of tools, slow performance and 
security restrictions have prevented 
deployment of Individual Java tools 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

on Individual's Newspage sites. 
While Java has been designed to deal 

with the security issues posed by the 
Internet, it cannot effectively deal with 
client/server development on corporate 
intranets. For example, consider the 
security restrictions that are built into 
the Java applet execution environment: 

• A Java applet can communicate 
only with the server that discributed 
the applet to the client machine. 

• A Java applet cannot evoke an 
executable on a client machine. 

• A Java applet cannot write to 
ROM or disk on a client machine. 

Consider one of the simplest of all 
client/server applications: updating a 
local computer clock to atomic time. I 
use a Java application, Tick Tock, that 
calls the U.S. Naval Observatory 
atomic clock server (violating security 
restriction 1), evokes an operating sys
tem call on my local machine (violat
ing security restriction 2), and writes 
the current time to my system clock 
(violating security restriction 3). This 
is one of the simplest of all client/ser
ver applications, and it cannot be run 
as an applet. 

Table 1. Smalltalk, C++, 00 COBOL and Java: 
The Good (1 ), the Bad (3), and the Ugly (2) 

00 
Smalltalk COBOL C++ Java 

Flexibility Dynamic binding 1 2 2 2 
Dynamic classes 1 3 1 2 
Multiple inheritance 3 2 2 3 
Roles/interfaces 2 3 3 1 
Function pointers/ 
lexical closure 1 2 3 3 

t::ase of use Class libraries 1 3 3 2 
Learning curve 1 3 2 1 
Speed of development 1 3 2 2 
Portability 2 3 3 1 

Support Tools 1 1 3 3 
Multiple vendors 2 1 3 1 
Internet aware 3 3 3 1 

Performance 2 1 3 3 
Risk Garbage collection 1 3 3 2 

Memory leaks 1 3 1 1 
Overwriting memory 1 3 1 1 
Ready for prime time 1 1 2 3 

Total {low= best) 25 40 40 32 
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Today, even Sun does not recom
mend building major client/server 
production systems with Java. Its 
performance and garbage collector 
limitations ar_e similar to the first 
Smalltalks implemented in the 1970s. 
Nevertheless, Java stacks up pretty 
well against other major object-ori
ented languages. 

Table 1 originally appeared in my 
article for Object Magazine, "Smalltalk, 
C++, and 00 COBOL: The Good, 
the Bad, and the Ugly." The table is 
extended to include Java; it has been 
critiqued by many members of the 
comp.lang.smalltalk,comp. 
lang.c++, and comp.object news
groups. Despite isolated objections 
to particular entries in the table, the 
ratings are adjusted to reflect a wide
spread consensus of opinion in the 
newsgroups. Java stacks up remarkably 
well for a new language. 

Much of the leading compiler tal
ent on the planet is now dedicated to 
providing good Java tools, improving 
Java performance, giving Java a state
of-the-art garbage collector, and gener
ally getting Java ready for prime time. 
As can be seen from Table 1, with 
good tools, excellent performance and 
a robust environment, Java will out
rank Smalltalk as a software develop
ment language. I estimate that the 
Smalltalk community has about one 
year to respond to this problem. 

Can Java Help with the 
Software Crisis? 

It is not news that there is a soft
ware crisis. The news is that it is get
ting worse: It costs $70 billion per 
year to maintain 10 billion lines of 
legacy code in the United States 
alone, according to Moisey Lerner, 
"Software Maintenance Crisis 
Resolution: The New IEEE Standard" 
in IEEE Software, August 1994. 

By 1995, according to the January 
16, 1995 issue of PC Week, 31% of 
new projects were canceled at an esti
mated cost of$81 billion and 52.7% 
of projects were over budget for a 
$59 billion loss. In Guerilla Program
mer, July 1995, Ed Yourdon con
cludes that developer productivity has 
dropped 13% since 1993 and the 
ratio of best ro worst organization 



A Golden Opportunity 
Like most systems managers, you are probably 
faced with more information to backup and 
with less time to do it. We know you 
can't really expand your backup 
window. But we designed a new series 
of tape systems that will let you do 
more with your existing window. 

Get The Job Done Thrice As Fast 
Ai's new Goldengate™ family of tape systems lets 
you backup twice as fast, because Goldengate has two ports 
that allow two connections to one computer. So you can run two 
backup jobs at the same time. You can also do mirrored copies, with 
one copy remaining on-site and the other for an off-site vault. 

Or you can backup from any two computers at the same time. And 
they don't even have to come from the same computer manufacturer. 

Speed - MB/ sec You can actually backup on one 

Other Mfr. Other Mfr.* Ai Ai* 

computer while restoring to the 
other. How's that for efficiency? 

It's Extremely Fast 
Goldengate is the fastest tape 
system available, taking advan
tage of the speed of industry 
leader "Mammoth" drives from 

*assuming 2:1 compression Exabyte. Capacities on 

Goldengate go as high as 80 Gbytes*, achieving speeds six times 
faster than the competition. 

File Server Backup 
Goldengate is compatible with HP9000, Sun 

SPARC'", RS/6000, AS/400, and nearly 
all Open Systems and LAN servers 

equipped with a SCSI adapter. It's 
Goldengate's on-board intelligence 
that makes your storage completely 

independent from your host software. 
So, you'll eliminate costly upgrades every 

time you install a new OS release. And, you 
won't have to switch storage manufacturers just 

because you change computer platforms. 

Open Your Window For Backup 
When you add it all up: speed, dual server backup, off-line copy and 
cascading, you'll see why Goldengate is the key to expanding your 
backup window. 

So, call us today. 
It's the window of opportunity you've been waiting for. 

(800) 243-4433 
Ph. (310) 305-8161 
Fax (310) 305-7965 

CJ' Americon lnternalionol Business Terhnol'!ies, Inc. 
http://www.ai-inc.com The largest supplier of tape subsystems to OEMs 

Goldengate is a trademark of American International Business Technologies, Inc. 
All other trademarks and brand names are the property of their respective owners. 
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software productivity has widened 
from 4: 1 in 1990 co 600: 1 in 1995. 
( Guerilla Programmer is no longer 
published, bur back issues are available 
from Cutter Information Corp., 
Arlington, MA.) 

How will Java alleviate this prob
lem? Java does not produce any more 
functionality per line of code than 
C++, according co Software Produc
tivity Research, Burlington, MA 
(http: //www.spr .com/ library/ 

langtbl. htm). Its automated garbage 
collection might reduce lines of code 
required by 40%. The elimination of 
pointers in the language significanrly 
reduces debugging time and eliminates 
memory leaks, producing more robust 
applications. 

Bur another computer language 
won't solve our software productivity 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Why Component-Based 
Development? 

The global market has become an 
intensely competitive environment 
moving at an accelerating rare of 
change. Gradual improvements in 
productivity and enhancements in 
quality are no longer enough to main
tain market leadership. Reducing the 
rime co marker of new produces and 
rapid evolution of old products and 
applications are key success factors. 

Accelerating product evolution 
requires reinventing rhe processes char 
bring produces co marker and elimi
nating processes chat do not add value. 
Because modern corporations have 
embedded many rules and procedures 
for produce delivery in computer sys
tems, the software applications that 
run the business must undergo signifi-

Another computer language won't solve our software 
productivity problems ... We need enterprise solutions 
based on business object design and implementation. 

problems. Only component-based 
development with advanced develop
ment environments (nonexistent in 
Java) can really help. We need enter
prise solutions based on business 
object design and implementation. 
New approaches co software develop
ment and higher levels of engineering 
skill are required. Future enterprise 
solutions will be Web-based, bur when 
will Java be able co support chem? 

cant change. To gain the strategic 
advantages of speed and flexibility, cor
porations muse remodel their business 
processes, then rapidly translate char 
model into software implementations. 

Business process reengineering 
(BPR) secs the stage for continuous evo
lution of business processes to meet 
rapidly evolving business requirements. 
Implementation of software systems 
char support BPR requires business 

Table 2. Marcam Return on Investment for 00 Project 

objects that can both simulate corporate 
procedures and translate smoothly into 
software objects. Well-designed business 
object implementations can be easily 
modified as the business changes. 

Business Objects as 
Reusable Components 

Early adopters of object technolo
gy asserted char packaging software 
in object classes would allow software 
co obtain some of the benefits of 
Moore's Law as seen in IC chip fabri
cation, according co Brad Cox in 
Object-Oriented Programming: An 
Evolutionary Approach, Addison
Wesley. Some projects have achieved 
major productivity benefits. 

For example, a maintenance man
agement system at General Motors 
originally written in PL/I was rewritten 
in Smalltalk under a contract with 
Electronic Dara Systems Corp. and 
achieved a 14: 1 increase in productivity 
of design, coding and resting, says 
David Taylor in his book Object
Oriented Information Systems: Planning 
and Implementation, John Wiley & 
Sons. A derailed analysis of chis project 
recounted by Taylor shows 92% fewer 
lines of code, 93% fewer staff months 
of effort, 82% less development rime, 
92% less memory needed co run and 
no performance degradation. 

While many isolated projects have 
used object technology co achieve dra
matic productivity gains during the 
past decade, chis success has nor trans
lated into broad improvements across 

Perceived Advantage Probability of Incremental Return on 
advantage improvement occurrence cost investment 

Time to market $100M .4 $3M $27M 
Flexibility $100M .2 $2M $18M 
Productivity $2M .8 $300K $1.3M 
Quality $1M .9 $200K $700K 
Other costs $0 - $500K $500K 
Code size $0 - $0 $0 
Reuse requirements $0 .9 $10K -$10K 

Total $6M $47.5M 

Source: Marcam Corp. 
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the software industry. In 1995, Mera 
Group Inc., Stamford, CT, reported 
that, "despite the promise of reusable 
objects, most IT organizations have 
realized a scant 10% to 30% produc
tivity improvement from object tech
nology. " Failure to achieve larger pro
ductivity gains was attributed to: 

• Dara-centric, task-oriented appli
cation development 

• Methodologies and cultures that 
do not promote reusability 

• Few linkages berween BPR
defined business processes and IT 
support initiatives. 

While productivity gains from 
object technology in recent years have 
been limited, some companies have 
been able to achieve dramatic returns 
on investment by bringing products to 
marker sooner, with the flexibility nec
essary for rapid tuning of the products 
to meet changing marker conditions. 

For example, in "What's the ROI 
on Objects," Software Magazine, May 
1996, an analysis of return on invest
ment (ROI) from object-oriented 
development of robotics sofrware by 
Marcam Corp., Newton, MA, showed 
a $45.7 million return on a $6 mil
lion investment. Return was calcu
lated by multiplying the value of an 
improvement by the estimated proba
bility of its occurrence and dividing 
by the cost of the improvement. A 
spreadsheet is shown in Table 2. 

Business objects are designed to sup
port a clearly defined relationship 
between BPR-defined business process
es and software implementation of 
these components. Using an object-ori
ented development methodology yields 
quick time to market, and good object
oriented design allows for rapid evolu
tion of business objects in response to 
market conditions. The bottom line is 
that object technology is a necessary, 
but not sufficient, condition for large 
returns on investment. It must be com
bined with focus on delivering business 
object components that enable fast and 
flexible delivery of new or enhanced 
products in the marketplace. 

The Need far a BOA 
As business models are renewed, 

software architectures must be trans
formed. A business object architecture 
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(BOA) is an effective solution for 
dynamic automation of a rapidly 
evolving business environment. 

Dynamic change requires reuse of 
chunks of business functionality. A 
BOA must support reusable, plug
compatible business components. The 
two primary strategies now being used 
for implementing client/server systems 
to support reengineering of business 
processes are visual fourth-generation 
languages and classical object technol
ogy. While both of these approaches 
are better than COBOL, neither of 
them can effectively implement busi
ness objects. 

Building Business Object 
Components 

A group of objects is the ideal unit 
of reuse. These groups of objects 
should behave as a higher-level busi
ness process and have a clearly speci
fied business language interface. 
Business components are encapsulated 
with a protocol that allows efficient 
communication with other objects on 
the network. 

Consider a typical client/server 
application, such as the order entry sys
tem shown in Figure 1. This system 
takes a purchase order as input and pro
duces a validated order as output. The 
internals of this component should be a 
black box to the external world. The 
resulting order is input for another sub
system or, alternatively, an exception 

condition is raised if the purchase order 
is not valid for processing. 

To support plug-compatible reuse, 
a business component must be encap
sulated in two directions. The exter
nal world must not know anything 
about component internals, and the 
internals must not know anything 
about external components, other 
than allowing interested objects to 
register for notification of specific 
events or exception conditions. 

The internals of a business compo
nent are made up of other encapsulat
ed business components. For exam
ple, when a purchase order passes 
through the membrane of the order 
entry business object, an internal 
component must see it, validate it, 
look up customer information, inven
tory availability and catalogue pric
ing, and build an order that is consis
tent with business rules and proce
dures. Each of these tasks is accom
plished by embedded components, 
many of them communicating with 
external data sources. 

External databases must be encap
sulated as business objects or reuse 
will not be easily achieved. There 
must be a database access component 
that causes values from any kind of 
database to materialize as objects 
inside the business component. 
Whether object-oriented, relational or 
other database access is required, a set 
of class libraries designed to automate 

Figure 1. An Order Entry Business Object 

Manufacturing/Shipping Order 

' 
0 

/ 
~ 
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Process PO 
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this interface will result in a major 
savings in development resources. For 
more information, see "The Hybrid 
Object-Relational Architecture 
(HORA): An Integration of Object
Oriented and Relational Technology" 
by J.V. Sutherland, M. Pope and K. 
Rugg. It is part of the Proceedings 
of the 1993 ACM/SI GAPP Sympos
ium on Applied Computing, ACM 
Press. 

An order entry business object will 
typically have multiple user interfaces. 
A clerk may be taking the order over 
the phone, entering purchase infor
mation, validating customer records 
and credit data, and reviewing an 
order for consistency and customer 
acceptance. Other users may require 
different presentation screens. 

User interfaces are difficult and 
time-consuming to build at the code 
level. Today, much of this process can 
be automated. They should be encap
sulated as separate objects that com
municate by message passing to the 
order entry object. Failure to do this 
will limit reuse and waste valuable 
programmer time on laborious, time
consuming maintenance tasks. Users 
should be able to create interface 
objects with simple object-oriented 
tools. Subsequently, the programmer 
should be able to easily snap user 
interface objects onto the order 
entry object. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Figure 2. Client/Server 
Component 

.. , 

A simple order entry client/server 
component, illustrated in Figure 2, 
has at least three large-grained com
ponents, one or more presentation 
objects, a business component that 
models the business process, and a 
database access component that 
shields the application developer 
from database access languages, 
database internals and network 
communications. 

Business object programmers focus 
their efforts on building business 
components, or large-grained busi
ness objects, which can be easily dis
tributed on the network. 

Distributing Business Objects 
System evolution, as show in 

Figure 3, will invariably distribute 
these business objects to maximize 
network performance and processor 
utilization, and to ensure proper con
trol, integrity and security of infor
mation. Business reengineering 
implies implementing a distributed 
environment where components 
encapsulating business functionality 
can be migrated to nodes on the net
work that allow maximum flexibility, 
salability and maintainability of a 
business object system. 

Business objects made up of nested 
components allow distribution of these 
components across a network. Figure 3 
shows the logical application as a coher
ent set of nested client/server compo
nents. Deployment of this large-grained 
object may include distributing sub
components across multiple heteroge
neous computing resources in dispersed 
locations. Thus, an application 
designed on one processor is scattered 
across a network at runtime. 

Developers of business information 
systems are beginning to take advan
tage of building applications with 
Object Linking and Embedding 
(OLE) components. At Object World 
in San Francisco, Allied Signal won 
the Computerworld Award for best 
object-oriented application of 1995. 
Allied reengineered a supply manage-

Figure 3. Application Business Object with Nested Client/Server Components 

Logical Application Physical Implementation 
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ment business process that took 52 
steps to purchase a single part; now it 
requires only three steps to complete 
the same transaction. The old process 
required seven people and took nine 
weeks to produce an approved pur
chase order. The new Supply Manage
ment Specialist Tool (SMST), devel
oped with the ObjectStudio advanced 
development environment from 
Vmark Software Inc., Westboro, MA, 
allows one person to complete the 
same process in nine minures for 
established suppliers with long-term 
agreements in place. In the case of new 
suppliers, where a Request for Quote 
(RFQ) is required, the process takes 
nine days. 

In this example, cycle time of the 
process is reduced 2,400: 1 for estab
lished suppliers, and 5: 1 for new suppli
ers. Cost reduction in operational staff 
is 7:1. The impact of improvement in 
business efficiency leading co greater 
customer satisfaction and resulting mar
ket share is far greater than any reduced 
coses in operations overhead or develop
ment time and is the prime objective 
for the use of business object design 
tools to ensure success of business 
process reengineering practice. 

A Web-Based Salutian 
To enhance competitiveness in 

an environment of accelerating 
change, businesses are turning to 
Web-based solutions for intranec 
client/server applications. Some 
potential benefits are: 

• Thinner clients 
• Reduced network costs 
• Automated software distribution 
• Lower development and main
tenance costs 
• Transparent portability dramati 
cally reduces complexity 
• Simpler technology for MIS to 
implement 
• Infrastructure for distributed 
business object architecture 
Building nontrivial client/server 

applications on the Web requires 
more than HTML programming. 
Current approaches as shown in 
Figure 4 are not object-oriented. CGI 
invocations muse return a new screen 
on every interaction, and context is 
lost. Every CGI access reopens the 
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Figure 4. Typical CGl-based Web Interaction 

Web Browser 

Server 
Environment 

Figure 5. Enhanced Java/CGI Implementation 

Server 
Environment 

Figure 6. Applet/Servlet RMI Implementation 
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database, dramatically reducing per
formance characteristics of the appli
cation. Working around these prob
lems requires a high level of technical 
skill and significant development 
resources not normally available to 
corporate MIS shops. 

Current development in Internet 
companies is typically focused on an 
object-oriented implementation that 
improves maintenance and enables 
reuse. C++ CGI components are used 
to maintain open database connection 
for sessions, radically improving per
formance. Figure 5 shows how Java 
applets communicate with the C++ 
components to maintain context 
between screen interactions. 

The minimal environment needed 
to easily implement client/server 
applications on the Web is outlined in 
Figure 6 and includes: 

• Remote method invocation 
across the network, dramatically sim
plifying programming 

• Java applets or servlets can initi
ate action, and peer-to-peer commu
nication is supported between applets 
and servlets. A simple example is the 
need for a servlet stock ticker that can 
update a browser applet. 

• Servlet/JDBC optimization of 
database performance and simplifica
tion of object to relational table 
mapping. 

• Database connections automati
cally held open for session and proper 
management of multiple simultane
ous connections to the database. 

Current Impediments ta Java 
Client/Server Applications 

The lack of tools to simplify 
implementation of the architecture in 
Figure 6 is a major inhibiting factor 
for movement to Java-based client/ 
server applications. The lack of a 
robust, bug-free, integrated Java 
development environment is a second 
impediment. The third major handi
cap for building these applications is 
lack of a component-based develop
ment environment required for build
ing business object architectures. 

Industry acceptance of the Sun's 
Javasoft JavaBeans Specification, 
released in October 1996, is required 
for building standard Java components, 
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Table 3. Projected Evolution of Three-Tier Web-Based 
Applications 

GUI Business rules Database Issues 

Recent Cl ient applet Server CGI ODBC Performance tools 
past 

1996 Client applet Server Java API JDBC Performance tools 

Dynamic 
1997 cl ient applet ClienVserver 

partitioning 

1998 Applet sent Multiple 
to server servers 

and OMG standardization of a business 
object facility is a core requirement for 
building standards-based business 
object architectures from Java compo
nents. During the coming year, these 
standards should stabilize, and robust 
tools for building Java applications will 
become available. (See Object Man
agement Group Common Facilities 
RFP 4: "Common Business Objects 
and Business Object Facility." OMG 
TC Document CF/96-01-04. You can 
get a copy at http: //www. omg. org / 

cftfrfp4. htm.) 

Conclusion 
Tools for integrating Java, objects, 

databases and the Web are in a primi
tive state, and most corporations are 
still unable to implement nontrivial 
Java client/server applications on che 
Web. However, it seems that evo lu
tion of Java tools is very fast, and the 
component technology infrastructure 
needed to implement these applica
tions will begin to become available 
later this year. Before the end of this 
century, we will have the capability to 
move applets seamlessly from client 
to server, as well as from server to 
client, enabling a new generation 
of knowledge-based application 
agents that surf the Web (or the 
corporation) without human 
intervention. 

Corporations that cake 
advantage of business object 
architectures will significantly 
shorten produce cycles, and 
Java will play a major role 
sometime before the year 
2000. Consulting groups that 
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servers 

use business objects will significantly 
underbid their competition and deliv
er new systems on time and under bud
get. Because a business object architec
ture will allow software to change as 
rapidly as che underlying business 
processes, corporate viability will be 
enhanced by early implementation. 
Laggards will pay the price. They are 
already easily outmaneuvered in the 
marketplace by enterprises embarking 
on large-scale implementation of global 
distributed object systems based on 
Internet technologies. -

Jeff Sutherland is senior vice presi
dent of engineering and product devel
opment at IDX Systems Corp. in 
Boston, MA, a provider of information 
systems to the health care industry. He 
can be reached at jeff. sutherland 

@idx.com. 
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_ tf_ECT-ORIENTED y 
by ROBERT I. PITTS 

L 
earning to program well in an 

object-oriented (00) language 

can be a long process, but know

ing what skills to master first 

will make the learning process smoother. 

A good understanding of general object

oriented concepts and how to implement 

them in a particular 00 language should 

precede delving into the "syntactic and 

semantic sugar" of the language. 

Recently, I looked at some programs I 

wrote years ago in object-oriented versions 

of Pascal and in C++. My understanding 

of 00 programming has come a long way 

since then. Although I was using 00 lan

guages, these old programs revealed that 

--.,'f ------- I I wasn't thinking in an object-oriented way. 
Programmers who are beginning the pro

cess of learning an 00 -language should be 

encouraged. With practice, you can learn 

to integrate 00 methodologies into your 

programming repertoire. 

This article will present the concepts 

necessary to begin 00 programming. I'll 

compare code in C and C+ t, illustrating 

Robert I. PiUI is a Ph.D. candidate in the C.Omputer 
Science Department at Boston University whose 
rcsean:h involva newal networks. His inraau in rom
·puter science~ anmcial imdlir>a: and object
oriented programming_laft&l•ap- He 1w ~ 
professionally using C++ as II gradualP meudr aaistac 

___ at Los Alamos National Labor.atotyand mugbt C++ and 
object-oriented concepts ~ membcn of bis project tam 
at the laboratory. Email: ripics. bu. edu 
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how 00 concepts can simplify programming tasks. My 
intention in showing C++ code is not to teach the language 
but to give something concrete co look at and compile. 
Once I have discussed the basic 00 concepts, I'll describe 
how objects fir into three 00 languages: C++, Objective-C 
and Java. Finally, I'll give some hints about what types of 
language capabilities the programmer can ignore when 
beginning to learn an 00 language. 

General 00 Programming Concepts 
Modern 00 languages provide three capabilities that can 

improve the design and structure of programs: encapsulation, 
inheritance and polymorphism. Any procedural language can be 
used co implement these capabilities, but support for them is 
built into 00 languages. While some procedural and func
tional languages support encapsulation and polymorphism, 
inheritance is a distinctly object-oriented concept. 

A fundamental property of procedural languages is that 
data and functions are separate entities. For example, in C, 

Figure 1. C Implementation of an Employee 
Data Structure 

#include <stdio .h> 

A 
/ * Type definition for an employee. * / 

typedef struct { 
char name[30]; 
float payRate; 

EmployeeT; 

B 
/ * Functions for an employee. * / 

void EmployeeSetData(EmployeeT *employeePtr, 
char lastName[], 
char firstName[], 
float newPayRate) 

sprintf(employeePtr->name, 
"%s %s", firstName, lastName); 

employeePtr->payRate = newPayRate; 

const char *EmployeeGetName( 
EmployeeT *employeePtr) 

return employeePtr->name; 

float EmployeePay(EmployeeT *employeePtr, 
float hoursWorked) 

return employeePtr->payRate *hoursWorked; 

data is stored in data types such as int and float, in arrays of 
various types or in user-defined types such as a struct. 
There is no way to couple a function that operates on an int, 
for example, with all int variables. 

Programmers creating new data structures in C define new 
data types and new functions. For example, Figure lA shows 
an employee data type. Employees have a name and a pay rate, 
which are held in a structure given the type name EmployeeT. 
A programmer using this structure would create variables of 
type EmployeeT. 

Data structures typically don't just score information but 
also have some associated functionality. For employees, we 
would like co be able co print their names and calculate how 
much co pay them each week. To do this, Figure 1 B shows the 
definition of three employee functions: EmployeeSetDa ta, 
EmployeeGetName and EmployeePay. Each function 
takes an EmployeeT pointer, specifying the employee co 
operate on, and possibly o ther parameters. For example, 
Employee Pay also takes the number of hours worked 

Key: Data type definition(s) 

Data functions/methods 

Uses (data structure/class) 

C 
/* Example use of an employee . */ 

int main(void) 

EmployeeT empl; 
float amount; 

/* 
*Setup one employee and print out 
* his name and pay. 
* / 

EmployeeSetData(&empl, "Jones", "Bill", 25.0); 

/ * 
* We don't want to "peek" at the name field 
* by doing something like: 

* 
* 
* 

printf("Name: %s \ n", empl.name); 

* This may break if the EmployeeT data type 
* is changed. Instead, we'll use the function 
* provided for us to access an employee's name. 
* / 

printf("Name : %s \ n", EmployeeGetName(&empl)); 

amount= EmployeePay(&empl, 40); 
printf("Pay: %.2f \ n", amount); 

return O; 
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in a week. 
Even chis initial implementation of an employee data 

structure, made up of a new data type and some funct ions, 
shows some level of encapsulation. 

Encapsulation 
Encapsulation means chat the implementation of a distinct 

part of a program, such as a data structure, should be isolated 
and hidden from other parts of the program. Thus, users of 
our employee data structure should only know that there is 
some type named EmployeeT and functions to set an 
employee's data, to get an employee's name, and to calculate 
an employee's pay. 

Figure lC shows how a programmer might use our 
employee data structure. To create a new employee, the 
EmployeeT variable, empl, is defined. Moreover, per
form ing an operation on chis employee requires calling an 
employee function, passing it a pointer to the employee, 
plus any other arguments. 

:igure 2. C++ Implementation of an Employee 
~ata Structure 

include <std io . h> 

A 
I* 

* The class Employee contains both the 
* data and functionality of an employee. 
* I 

class Employee 
protected : 

/*Data*/ 
char name[30]; 
float payRate; 

public : 
/ *Functionality* / 

void setData(char lastName[], 
char firstName[], 
float newPayRate} 

sprintf(name, 
"%s %s", firstName, lastName}; 

payRate = newPayRate; 

const char *getName(} 

return name; 

virtual float pay(float hoursWorked} 

} 

} ; 

return payRate * hoursWorked; 

Thus, using an employee doesn't require knowing chat 
the EmployeeT type is a structure with two fields. If chis 
type were changed, programs that peek into its fields may 
break. If, however, the user accesses employees through the 
employee functions, such as EmployeePay, then changes 
in the data structure can be isolated to employee functions. 

Figure 2A illustrates another way to construct the 
employee data structure by using C++. Now, the data and 
functions of an employee are part of a single entity, a class 
named Employee. 

Note chat the C++ functions don't need a pointer to 
the employee to operate on. Furthermore, in the employee 
functions, the fields of an employee, such as name and 
payRate, are referenced without an employee pointer. 
This is possible because a call to an employee function will 
always be associated with a particular employee. For exam
ple, Figure 2B shows the creation of two employees, empl 1 
and empl2. When a call is made to an employee function , 
it is done in concert with the employee to operate on, as in : 

B 
/ * Example use of employees . */ 

int main(void} 

Employee empll, empl2; 

/ * 
*Setup the 1st employee and print out 
* his name and pay . 
*I 

empll.setData("Jones", "Bill", 25.0); 
printf ( "Name: %s\n", empll.getName (}} ; 
printf ( "Pay: % .2f \ n", empll . pay(40}}; 

/ * 

*Setup the 2nd employee and print out 
* her name and pay. 
* / 

empl2 . setData( "Doe", "Jane" , 27. 5) ; 
printf ( "Name: %s\n", empl2 .getName ()); 
printf ( "Pay: % . 2f\n", empl2 .pay(38)); 

return O; 

Figure 3. C Implementation of a Manager 
Data Structure 

#include <stdio.h> 

/* Type definition for a manager. */ 

typedef struct { 
char name[30]; 
float payRate; 
int isSalaried; 

ManagerT; 
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empll.setData("Jones", "Bill", 25.0); 

empl2.setData("Doe", "Jane", 27.5); 

Both empll and empl2 have separate name and pay 
rate data; thus, empl 1. setDa ta ( ) operates on the data 
of empll, and empl2 . setData () operates on the data 
of empl2. 

These employees, empll and empl2, are instances of the 
class Employee-instances are also called objects. Like a new 
type in C, a class in C++ is just a "template" for a new data 
type. You don't actually get storage for an employee until you 
define or dynamically allocate an Employee object. 

The distinction between a class and an instance of a class, 
i.e., an object, is very important. Throughout this article, I 
will use both terms in similar situations because they are 
intimately related. 

The idea behind encapsulating a data structure into a 
single entity is as fo llows: We are often trying to model 

/ * Functions for a manager . * / 

void ManagerSetData(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 

char lastName[ ] , 

char firstName(], 

float newPayRate) 

sprintf(mgrPtr->name, 

"%s %s", firstName, lastName); 

mgrPtr- >payRate = newPayRate; 

void ManagerSetSalaried(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 

int salariedFlag) 

mgrPtr->isSalaried = salariedFlag; 

const char *ManagerGetName(ManagerT *mgrPtr) 

return mgrPtr ->name; 

float ManagerPay(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 

float hoursWorked) 

if (mgrPtr->isSalaried) 

return mgrPtr->payRate; 

/ *else* / 

return mgrPtr->payRate * hoursWorked; 

real-world entities, like an employee, which have both data 
and functionality. Isn't it more natural to have a single con
struct that can implement both parts? 

Inheritance 
Being able to implement objects as a single programming 

construct doesn't complete our analogy with the real world. 
For example, suppose we also need to deal with managers in 
our program. Managers are a "kind of" employee. We might 
keep more information about managers, such as whether 
they are paid by salary, and calculate their weekly pay in a 
different manner. 

Using a procedural language like C, we might write a 
manager data structure like that shown in Figure 3. Its data 
type, ManagerT, differs from the EmployeeT type only 
because it has an additional field, isSalaried. It has the 
same functions as employees, with new names that begin 
with Manager; however, ManagerPay calculates pay differ
ently than EmployeePay. T here is also an new function 
that sets the isSalaried flag. 

/ * Example use of managers . */ 

int main(void) 

ManagerT mgrl, mgr2; 

/ * 

*Setup the 1st manager and print out 
* her name and pay. 
* / 

ManagerSetData(&mgrl, "Smith", "Jane", 1700.0); 
/* Has a salary*/ 
ManagerSetSalaried(&mgrl, 1); 

printf ( "Name: %s\n", ManagerGetName (&mgrl)); 
printf("Pay: %.2f\n", ManagerPay(&mgrl, 40)); 

/* 

*Setup the 2nd manager and print out 
* his name and pay. 
*I 

ManagerSetDa ta ( &mgr2, "Danish" , "Tom" , 4 6. 5) ; 
/* Doesn't have a salary*/ 
ManagerSetSalaried(&mgr2, 0); I.. -•r-~· 

printf("Name: %s\n", ManagerGetName(&mgr2)); .. 
printf("Pay: %.2f\n", ManagerPay(&mgr2 , 40)); 

return 0; JI t. 
I 

!. 1, 
• r i 

, ,·-IJ" .1 I 
I • t 

J • 

I ;ir• t 
,I-~ 

.. IL' 
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The problem is that C requires us to do unnecessary work 
because we cannot easily reuse the data type and functions 
that we created for an employee when defining a manager. 

The solution lies with the 00 concept of inheritance. 
If a manager inherits from an employee, then it gets all 
the data and functionality of an employee. We can then 
add the new data and functions needed for a manager and 
redefine any functions that differ for a manager. 

Figure 4A shows a C++ implementation of the new 
class Manager that inherits the data and functionality of 
Employee. The only things included in the body of the 
class definition are the new data is Salaried, a way to 
access this data via the function setSalaried, and the 
redefinition of pay. 

Figure 4B shows that the Manager class can be used much 
like the Employee class. Less work was required to create a 
manager data structure because we reused our employee data 
structure. 

Because we now have one class that inherits from anoth
er, we have the beginnings of a class hierarchy. Figure 5A 

Figure 4. C++ Implementation of a Manager 
Data Structure that Reuses the Employee 
Data Structure 

Hnclude <stdio.h> 

A 
/* 

* The class Employee contains both the 
* da ta and functionality of an employee . 
*/ 

class Employee 
protected: 

/*Data*/ 
char name[30]; 
float payRate; 

public : 
/*Functionality*/ 

} ; 

void setData(char lastName[], 
char firstName[], 
float newPayRate) 

sprintf(name , 
"%s %s", firstName, lastName); 

payRate = newPayRate; 

const char *getName() 

return name ; 

v i rtua l float pay(float hoursWorked) 
{ 

return payRate * hoursWorked ; 

shows how classes Employee and Manager fit into this 
hierarchy. If needed, this hierarchy could be extended to 

include more classes. For example, to add a new type of 
employee, such as a supervisor, a class Supervisor could 
be created. Two choices of where to place a supervisor in 
the hierarchy are shown in Figures 5B and 5C. 

One choice is to think of a supervisor as a kind of 
Manager. Figure 5B shows the hierarchy using this choice. 
The Supervisor class directly inherits from Manager 
and indirectly inherits from Employee. Another choice is 
to think of a supervisor as a special kind of employee. This 
is shown in Figure 5C, where Supervisor directly inher
its from Employee. We can say that Supervisor inherits 
from Employee when there is either a direct or indirect 
inheritance relationship. 

Polymorphism 
Polymorphism is something that programmers have 

already seen in non-object-oriented languages. The NIL 
pointer in Pascal is a pointer that takes on the same type 

/ * 
* The class Manager gets everything an 
* Employee has , adds additional functionality, 
* and redefines how pay is calculated . 
* / 

class Manager : public Employee { 
protected: 

/*Data*/ 
int isSalaried; 

public: 

/ *Functionality* / 

} ; 

void setSalaried(int salariedFlag) 

isSalaried = salariedFlag; 

virtual float pay(float hoursWorked) 

if (isSalaried) 

return payRate; 

/ *else* / 

return payRate * hoursWorked ; 
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as the pointer it is compared with or assigned to. In C, the 
+ (plus) operator performs integer addition with ints and 
floating-point addition with floats. In some "typed" func
tional languages, a function that operates on many different 
types can be defined. 

All of these examples describe the use of objects or oper
ations that behave differently depending on the context in 
which they are used, in other words, they exhibit polymor
phic behavior. The type of polymorphic behavior that is of 
most interest to object-oriented programmers occurs when 
an object is asked to perform a function such as "calculate 
your pay" and produces different results depending on the 
class of the object. This type of polymorphism helps reduce 
the amount of code needed to do similar things with dif
ferent types of objects. 

Suppose we need a function to print the weekly pay of 
an employee. Figure 6 is C code that defines a function, 
Print Pay, which prints out the pay for any type of employ
ee. It requires a parameter, kindOfEmployee, which indi-

B 
/* Example use of managers. * / 

int main(void) 
{ 

Manager mgrl, mgr2; 

/ * 
*Setup the 1st manager and print out 
* her name and pay . 
* / 

mgrl.setData("Smith", "Jane", 1700.0); 
/ * Has a salary* / 
mgrl.setSalaried(l); 
printf ( "Name: %s \ n", mgrl .getName ()); 
printf("Pay: %.2f \ n", mgrl.pay(40)); 

/ * 
*Setup the 2nd manager and print out 
* his name and pay. 
* / 

mgr2. setData ("Danish", "Tom", 46. 5) ; 
/ * Doesn't have a salary* / 
mgr2 . setSalaried(0); 

printf ("Name: %s \ n", mgr2. getName () ) ; 
printf("Pay: %.2f \ n", mgr2.pay(40)); 

return 0; 

Figure 5. Hierarchies of Employee-Related 
Classes 

a) Employee 

I 
Manager 

b)Employee 

I 
Manager 

c)Employee 

I \ 
Manager Supervisor 

I 
Supervisor 

cates the type of employee, telling the function to calculate the 
pay for either a plain employee or a manager. 

In Figure 7, our C++ implementation using the classes 
Employee and Manager is much simpler because we use the 
polymorphic behavior of the function pay. The function 
PrintPay will ask the employee sent to it to perform the 
pay operation. If the object sent is an Employee, then the 
employee version of pay will get performed. Likewise, if the 
object sent to PrintPay is a manager, then the Manager 
version of pay will get performed. Thus, the C version of 
PrintPay has to decide which operation to perform based 
on a flag. I call chis the "casing syndrome." Every time a new 
type of employee is added, the switch must be augmented 
with another case. 

In contrast, the C++ version takes advantage of the poly
morphic behavior of the pay function. If a new class that in
herits from Employee is added later, then objects of that new 
type can be passed to Print Pay without modification to 
PrintPay. The differences in calculating pay are in how pay 

Figure 6. C Function to Print Either 
an Employee or a Manager's Pay 

#include <stdio.h> 

/ * Type definition for an employee . * / 

typedef struct { 
char name [ 3 0] ; 
float payRate; 

EmployeeT; 

/ * Functions for an employee. * / 

void EmployeeSetData(EmployeeT *employeePtr, 
char lastName[J, 
char fi.rstName[], 
float newPayRate) 

sprintf(employeePtr->name, 
"%s %s", fi.rstName, lastName); 

employeePtr->payRate = newPayRate; 

const char *EmployeeGetName( 
EmployeeT *employeePtr) 

return employeePtr->name; 

float EmployeePay(EmployeeT *employeePtr, 
float hoursWorked) 

return employeePtr->payRate * hoursWorked; 
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is implemented and not in how it is being used. Thus, the 
differences are isolated to those classes where the pay func
tion is defined. 

Language-Specific Issues 
The languages I will discuss-C++, Objective-C and 

Java-all have the notion of a "class," where a class defines 
the data and functionality that each object of that class will 
have. In practice, each language uses its own terminology 
for the data and functions of a class. For example, in C++, 
data are usually referred to as data members, while func
tions of a class are referred to as member functions. For the 
rest of this article, I'll use the terms data or data members 
for data, and the term methods for functions, regardless of 
the language I am discussing. 

There are some important differences berween these 
languages that, although not directly related to their 
object-oriented features, programmers new to the language 
should recognize. Most notable are rwo features of Java: 
exceptions and garbage collection. 

Exceptions and exception handling were features added 

/ * Type definition for a manager. */ 

typedef struct { 
char name[30]; 
fl.oat payRate; 
int isSalaried; 

ManagerT; 

/* Functions f or a manager. * / 

void ManagerSetData(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 
char lastName[], 
char firstName[ ] , 
floa t newPayRate) 

spri ntf(mgrPtr->name, 
"%s %s", firs t Name, lastName); 

mgrPtr->payRate = newPayRate; 

void ManagerSetSalaried(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 
int salariedFlag) 

mgrPtr->isSalaried = salariedFlag; 

const char *Manager GetName(ManagerT *mgrPtr) 
{ 

return mgrPtr->name; 

float ManagerPay(ManagerT *mgrPtr, 
float hoursWorked) 

if (mgrPtr->isSalaried) 
return mgrPtr->payRate; 

/* else* / 
return mgrPtr->payRate * hoursWorked; 

to C++ and are typically used optionally. Java, however, 
includes exceptions from the ground up, and programmers 
will have to deal with them. 

To reclaim unused objects, the Java runtime system 
implements automatic garbage collection. In contrast, C++ 
and Objective-C programmers must worry about destroying 
dynamically allocated objects. Even at the beginning of the 
learning process, it is probably a good idea to train yourself 
to deallocate objects no longer in use when programming in 
C++ and Objective-C. 

The differences that I am most interested in, however, are 
in how objects fit into each language. For each language, I 
will describe how classes are used in the language, how 
objects (instances of classes) are passed around , and what 
libraries of classes come with the language. 

Two Hybrid Languages 
C++ and Objective-C are hybrid languages because they 

provide the ability to program using procedural, object-ori
ented or a mixed set of styles. Essentially, these languages are 
C with some additional 00 features. N onetheless, the set of 

/ * Enumeration for the kind of employee . * / 

typedefenum{EMPL_PLAIN, EMPL_MANAGER}KindOfEmployeeT; 

I * 
* A function to print any kind of 
* employee's pay. 
* / 

void PrintPay(void *employeePtr, 
KindOfEmployeeT kindOfEmployee, 
float hoursWorked) 

float amount; 

switch (kindOfEmployee) 
case EMPL_PLAIN: 
amount= EmployeePay( 

(EmployeeT *)employeePtr, 
hoursWorked 

) ; 

break; 
case EMPL_MANAGER: 

amount = ManagerPay( 

) ; 

break; 

(ManagerT *)employeePtr, 
hoursWorked 

printf ( "Pay: %. 2f \ n", amount); 

/ * Example use of an employee and a manager. */ 

int main(void) 

EmployeeT empl; 
continued 
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features found in C++, which has a lot of features, and in 
Objective-C differ quite a bit. 

C++ adds the class data type to the types already pro
vided by C. New classes can be added just like a new type of 
struct; however, a class encapsulates both data and func
tionality, can inherit from another class or be inherited from, 
and can have methods that exhibit polymorphic behavior. 

Like other types in C, a class in C++ specifies a "template" 
for what an object will look like. In order to get an object of 
this type, a variable must be defined or dynamically allocated. 

In C++, objects are usually passed around via pointers or 
references to an object (a C++ reference is a pointer that 
doesn't need to be dereferenced) . C++ requires that an object 
passed to a function expecting an Employee pointer, for 
example, receives a pointer to an object that is either of class 
Employee or some other class that inherits (directly or indi
rectly) from Employee. 

Returning to Figure 7, this means we can pass a pointer to 

an object of type Employee or type Manager to the function 
Print Pay. We are guaranteed that this passed object has a 

ManagerT mgr; 

/ * 

*Setup employee and print out 

* his name and pay. 

* I 

EmployeeSetData(&empl, "Burke", 

"John" , 2 5 . 0 } ; 

printf ("Name: %s \ n", 

EmployeeGetName(&empl}}; 

PrintPay(&empl, EMPL_PLAIN, 40); 

/ * 

*Setup manager and print out 

* her name and pay. 

* / 

ManagerSetData(&mgr, "Kovacs", "Jan", 

1200.0) ; 

/ * Has a salary* / 

ManagerSetSalaried(&mgr, 1); 

printf ("Name: %s \ n", 

ManagerGetName(&mgr}}; 

PrintPay(&mgr, EMPL_MANAGER, 40) ; 

return O; 

pay method because all objects of type Employee or some 
class that inherits Employee, like Manager, either inherit 
the method pay or redefine it. Thus, the existence of a partic
ular method for an object can be checked at compile time. 

A consequence of this strict type checking of passed objects 
is that it is more difficult to construct classes that can deal with 
many different types of objects-they must all inherit directly or 
indirectly from a particular class. Nonetheless, newer versions 
ofC++ have a template mechanism that simplifies the cre
ation of classes that must handle different types. 

Finally, while C++ has the capability to add new classes to 
programs, the language distribution does not come with a 
full set of usable classes. Instead, it provides a small set of 
classes for performing 1/0 operations that you may use in 
place of C's stdio library. 

Like C++, Objective-C also adds the notion of a class to 

the functionality provided by C. Programmers define a class 
by specifying what data and methods the class will have. 
Because the 00 model used by Objective-C was inspired by 
the purely object-oriented language Smalltalk, the model 

Figure 7. C++ Function to Print Either 
an Employee or a Manager's Pay 

#include <stdio.h> 
/* 

/* 
* The class Employee contains both the 
* data and functionality of an employee. 
*I 

class Employee 
protected: 

/ *Data* / 
char name[30); 
float payRate; 

public : 
/* Functionality* / 

} ; 

void setData(char lastName[J , 
char firstName[J, 
float newPayRate) 

sprintf(name, 
"%s %s", firstName, lastName) ; 

payRate = newPayRate; 

const char *getName( } 

return name; 

virtual float pay(float hoursWorked) 

return payRate * hoursWorked; 
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used by Objective-C differs from C++. 
Some Objective-C distributions come with a library 

of generally usable classes. These classes include strings, 
sets and ordered collections. If nothing else, all Objective-C 
distribu tions have the core Object class. Every class will 
inherit from Object because it provides some general 
functionality. 

Objects in Objective-C are not passed around with the 
strict constraints used by C++ . Instead, there is a generic 
id type, a kind of handle ro any type of object. Therefore, 
if a method receives an object as a parameter via an id, the 
method must make sure the object is of the proper type if 
necessary, because the compiler cannot help. 

On the upside, this means that a method "print" could be 
called on any object. The method will be located at runtime. 
On the downside, if "print" does not exist for this type of 
object, then a runtime error will occur. 

Java, a Purely 00 Language 
Unlike C++ and Objective-C, which are hybrid languages, 

Java is a purely object-oriented language. This means that the 
only way to create new data types is by creating new classes. 
Moreover, functions must belong to a particular class. With 

* The c l ass Manager gets everything an 
* Employee has , adds additional functiona l ity , 
* and redefine s how pay is ca lculated . 
*/ 

class Manager 
protected : 

/ *Data* / 

public Employee { 

int isSalaried; 

public: 
/ *Functionality* / 

} ; 

void setSalaried(int salariedFlag) 
isSalaried = salariedFlag; 

virtual float pay(float hoursWorked) 
{ 

if (isSalaried) 
return payRate; 

/ *else* / 
return payRate * hoursWorked; 

/ * 
* A function to print any kind of 
* employee's pay. 
* / 

void PrintPay(Employee *employeePtr, 
float hoursWorked) 

printf("Pay: %.2f \ n", 
employeePtr->pay (hoursWorked)); 

these restrictions, all data is in the form of objects, except for a 
few primitive types like int and float , but there are "wrap
per" classes for even these. 

Java comes with a standard library of classes. Some of 
these classes reflect Java's relation to Web programming, such 
as classes for windowing and network communications. Java, 
however, is usable as a general-purpose language, and there 
are many general-purpose classes, such as strings and files. 
Like Objective-C, Java has a rooted class hierarchy. Every 
class inherits from the Object class, which provides some 
general capabilities for all objects. 

As a language intended ro be platform-independent, Java 
doesn't have true pointers. Instead, objects are stored via ref 
erences. Like C++, there must be type-compatibility between 
the type of a reference and the type of the object it refers to. 

For example, suppose we had the Java classes Employee and 
Manager, where Manager inherits from Employee. An 
Employee reference can refer to either an employee or a 
manager object. Because objects are passed to methods via 
references, the same compatibility rules apply to method 
parameters. Unlike C++, Java has an extra "interface" mech
anism that allows the passing of objects from different class 
hierarchies to a method. 

/* 

* Example use of an employee and a 
* manager. 
*/ 

int main(void) 

Employee empl; 
Manager mgr; 

/* 

*Setup employee and print out 
* his name and pay. 
*/ 

empl . setData("Burke", "John", 25.0); 

printf ( "Name: %s\n", empl. getName ()); 
PrintPay(&empl, 40); 

/* 

*Setup manager and print out 
* her name and pay. 
*/ 

mgr . setData ("Kovacs", "Jan", 1200. 0) ; 
mgr.setSalaried(l); /* has a salary*/ 

printf ( "Name: %s\n", mgr .getName ()); 
PrintPay(&mgr, 40); 

return O; 
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The other 10% vvill vvish they had. 

Everywhere you look, you ' ll find objects at work. 
On the World Wide Web. On the mainframe. On the 
client/server network. On the desktop. On the 
corporate intranet. In fact, objects will penetrate 
80-90%* of all US companies by 1998. 

Where can you get up to speed on the evolving world 
of object technology? At Object World East, March 2-6, 
1997, at the Hynes Convention Center, Boston. Register 
today. Because this world stops for no one. 

• See hundr eds of the hottest new products and services. 

• Choose from 28 tutorials and 10 conference sessions, 
i ncluding the ComponentWare Day Conferences. 

• Attend world-class keynotes featuring: Chris Stone, 
President and CEO of the Object Management Group; 
Richard Tong, Vice President of Marketing for Desktop 
Business Systems, Microsoft Corporation; and Tim 
Berners-Lee, the inventor of HTML. 

Exhibit s Pass .. Limited, Time Offer! 
F~ nference information and your FREE Exhibits 
Pass--a $ 7 5 value-- call 1-617 -433-1830. Fax this form 
to 1-617-433-2814. Or visit our Web site: www.ow.com 
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Implementing 00 Concepts 
In each language I have described, new data types can be 

created by writing new classes. Using a class to represent a 
data structure provides a level of encapsulation in itself, but 
all three languages also have the capability to enforce the 
"boundaries" of a class by making some data or methods 
inaccessible to programmers using objects of that type. 

For example, in Figure 7, the name and payRate fields 
are not directly accessible to someone using an Employee 
object such as empl. The only way to get at these data mem
bers is via a method that accesses them, like setData. Of 
course, someone implementing the Employee class will need 
access to these data members and has free rein to use them. 
Thus, the access restrictions are mainly on instances of a 
class, although there are also rules on how data and methods 
can be accessed after they are inherited. 

In C++ and Objective-C, new classes are typically 
defined in header files that are then included. A class defin
ition contains declarations for class methods; however, the 
actual definition of a method may be found elsewhere as 
compiled source code or libraries. What data and methods 
are accessible or inaccessible is specified as part of the class 
definition in the header file , which leaves the possibility 
that someone could replace a header file, changing the 
intended access restrictions. 

In contrast, all Java code is translated into a binary format. 
Thus, information about what is accessible is more difficult 

for a human to alter, making Java's access mechanism a bit 
more secure. 

Taking advantage of inheritance is a matter of defining new 
classes that inherit from other classes. In principal this is sim
ple, but it takes good design to reuse classes in a robust way. 

For example, recall that Figure 5A represents a hierarchy of 
employee classes, where Figure 5B and 5C represent choices 
of where to add a new Superv isor class. Creating a class 
named Supervisor is easy enough, but should it inherit 
from plain Employee or the special Manager class? If the 
organization you are representing views a supervisor as part 
of management, then you may already be given the answer. 
Nonetheless, this is a decision not to be taken lightly. 

For example, in C++, if we want to be able to pass a 
Supervisor to a function that takes a Manager pointer, 
then we'll need to make Supervisor inherit from Manager, 
giving the hierarchy of Figure 5B. But, a supervisor might be 
vety different from a manager and instead we might choose for 
Supervisor to inherit directly from Employee, as in Figure 
5C. These decisions are application-dependent. 

To take advantage of method polymorphism, programmers 
define methods that will be later redefined in classes that 
inherit those methods. In C++, methods that are polymorphic 
must begin with the keyword virtual. This allows C++ to 
do some optimization when it knows that a method is not 
polymorphic; otherwise, more overhead is incurred because 
the actual method to call must be determined at runtime. 

RAID SUBSYSTEM FROM UNI SOLUTION, INC. 

Uni Solution has designed an exceptionally modular, flexible and ex
pandable RAID subsystem. You can change components by simply snap
ping in devices , fans and power supplie~ without ever having to power 
down the system . 

* Formatted capacity from 4 GB to 500 GB 
* 32-bit RISC CPU-based System Architecture 
* Up to 6500 IOPS and 36 MB/sec sustained throughput 
* Up to 512 MB of R/W cache for maximum performance 
* Hardware-based RAID levels 0, 1, 0+l, 4 and 5 
* Hot Swap ("Replace Under Power") Capabilities 
* Redundant Hot-Swap Cooling & Power 
* Disks can be removed and replaced in any order 
* Transparent operation - no software driver 
* Multi-platform including Sun, Dec, HP, SGI and Novell 

DISK STORAGE AND SUBSYSTEM 

With formatted capacity ranging from 500 MB to 9 GB , average seek 
times as fast as 8 msec, and a full five year warranty, our drives offer 
an exceptionally fast, reliable, and affordable storage solutions for 
your workstations. We will format, label, partition, and test every 
disk drive that we sell. We can also provide custom disk enclosures 
(desktop, tower, or rackmount) to meet your requirements and com
pliment your existing system . 

Circle No. 38 on Inquiry Card 

Ill Uni Solution Inc. 
Email : unisol@ix.netcom.com 

Corporate Office: 
1400 Post Oak Blvd 
Suite 520 
Houston, Texas 77056 
1-800-552-4UNI 

Dallas Office: 
12300 Ford Road 

Suite 115 
Dallas, Texas 75234 

1-800-218-9123 
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In Objective-C and Java, all methods exhibit polymorphic 
behavior automatically. Thus, both languages incur the over
head of locating methods at runtime. Because C++ requires 
the programmer to decide a priori what methods will be poly
morphic, the class designer must give some thought to how 
programmers might create new classes that inherit this class. 
In general, this is something that the designer should do any
way and can lead to more robust class designs. 

Syntactic and Semantic Sugar 
When languages include syntactic or semantic features 

that represent convenience more than new functionality, 
we refer to these features as syntactic or semantic "sugar." 
They are often nice features to have but are not essential. 

One syntactic feature present in C++ and Java is the 
ability to overload method names. For example, within a 
single class there can be two methods named "print." One 
might take no parameters, and one might take the name of 
a file. C++ and Java can distinguish these two methods by 
the number and types of their parameters. 

This type of overloading sounds like the method poly
morphism I described earlier. In fact, it is not. These 
"print" methods are really two different methods, not two 
definitions of the same method. From this point of view, 
method name overloading is a piece of syntactic sugar that 
simply avoids having to use two method names. 

On the semantic side, C++ has a lot of situations where 

special methods that the programmer defines for a class 
will be called implicitly. These include constructors, 
destructors and conversion operators, which initialize 
and copy objects, destroy objects and convert objects to 
different types. 

A good plan for programmers trying to learn 00 pro
gramming is to ask, "Is this feature necessary to implement 
the 00 concept I am trying to learn?" If the answer is 
"No," then learning that feature can be safely deferred. 

Putting Theory into Practice 
Object-oriented programming is about using the capabili

ties of encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism to write 
modular, reusable code. A manageable plan for learning an 
00 language is to explore these concepts one at a time. For 
example, programmers should first become comfortable with 
encapsulating data structure as classes. Later, a programmer 
can practice reusing code through class inheritance, and fin
ally, learn to use method polymorphism to keep differences 
in functionality inside classes. 

Most programmers probably don't have an isolation booth 
and all the time in the world to learn a language. They have 
deadlines for producing usable programs. To write programs 
in an 00 language, you have to understand much of the syn
tax and semantics of the language. Nonetheless, it is impor
tant to remember that the path to better programs is a good 
understanding of object-oriented concepts. -<> 

CD-Recordable and CD-ROM Mass Storage Solutions 

CD Studio is a scalable and reliable CD-A system available for 26 varieties of 

UNIX as well as Windows NT. CD Studio is a networkable "plug-and-play" 

system allowing users to produce CDs that include multiple binaries; hybrid 

discs that support various CD-ROM file system formats such as ISO 9660, 

Rock Ridge , and Jol iet; custom discs and bootable discs. 

MPS utilizes two premastering eng ines working in parallel, combined with a 

6x CD wri ter and autoloader. This high-volume CD-A system allows 

enterprise-wide CD-ROM production to be done easily and economically. 

The Digital Science Dh•isio1t of Eastman Kodak recen!ly recogni-:,ed Young Mil!([s' 

CD Studio and MPS solutions 1vith o ''Kodak lntegmtion Excellence., award. 

MPS CD-ROM Mass Production System, featuring the Kodak 
PCD Writer 600 and Disc Transporter. 

Special pricing available for Catalyst members. Call today! 
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PRODUCT REVIEW 

Advanced Visual Systems 
AVS/Express 3.0 
by IAN WESTMACOTT, Technical Editor 

This month, we investigate Advanced Visual Systems' latest 
release and discover power and complexity hidden beneath 
an easy-to-use inteiface. 

I f you do any kind of advanced data 
visualization and imaging, you are 

probably familiar with Advanced Visual 
Systems' products. Formed in 1992, 
Advanced Visual Systems makes a suite 
of software products for analyzing and 
displaying large amounts of data, inclu
ding its Application Visualization Sys
tem (AVS) and AVS/Express. In June 
1996, AVS unveiled what it called a 
"major new release," AVS/Express 3.0, 
and we examined chis latest offering. 

AVS/Express is the successor to AVS5 
and represents two products-AVS/ 
Express Visualization Edition and 
AVS/Express Developer Edition. The 
Developer Edition is a superset of the 
Visualization Edition, and includes 
extended libraries, system component 
customization and the ability to create 
stand-alone applications, C++ class and 
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
objects. AVS calls these "visual intelli
gence" produces, and they offer a com
plete environment for transforming 
complex data into visual information. 

memory. We also installed it on 
a Microsoft Corp. Windows NT 
machine, running on an Intel Corp. 
Pentium Pro 200-MHz processor 
with 160 MB of real memory and 
450 MB of virtual memory. 

AVS/L:'ress is available for all 
major UNIX" :>rkstations as well as 
Windows NT and Windows 95 PCs. 

file f dlto,. ~ndows 

"'" 

New platforms added in chis release 
include Windows 95, HP-UX 10.10 
(Database Kit not supported) , Digital 
UNIX 3.2, SunOS 4.1.4 and 5.5, 
SGI IRIX 5.3 and 6.2 (Database and 
Annotation and Graphing Kits not 
supported, and no printing support) 
and IBM RS/ 6000 AIX 4 .1. AVS 
expects to have a release for the Digital 
Equipment Corp. Alpha running Win
dows NT by the time you read this. 

Despite the daunting amount of 
documentation-13 manuals totaling 
about 35 lbs.-wich four manuals dedi-

• I! 

Installation and Documentation 
We installed the Developer Edition 

on an Ultra 1 Creator3D with 128 MB 
of real memory and 500 MB of virtual 

A VS/Express delivers impressive performance, both on the Ultra and the 
NT, although the NT faltered on visuals such as the Hydrogen lsosurface. 
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Data Visualization: Science or Art? 

As you would expect, AVS/Express has applications in many 
scientific areas, including technical engineering analysis, 

CAE, medical imaging and GIS. But, according to the 
company, AVS/ Express is being 
used in some unexpected areas 
as well, such as semiconductor 
simulation, telecommunications 
and data mining applications. Even 
Computer Publishing Group has 
used AVS renderings from time to 
time. Most recently, Advanced Visual 
Systems used the AVS/Express 
application to create the December 
1995 cover of SunExpert magazine. 
Advanced Visual Systems' renderings 
have appeared in a number of 
publications, including Computer 
Graphics World.- iw 

cated to installation, AVS/Express 
installation is fairly easy. A System 
Prerequisites manual lists requirements 
for each of the supported platforms, 
which differ from platform to platform 
but mostly center around hardware 
and software display, compiler and 
memory configurations. 

for AVS5 customers and a Getting 
Started manual for new customers. 
The former focuses mainly on compat
ibility and upgrade issues, such as the 
AVS5 Compatibility Kit-not available 
on the Windows platform-which 
allows you to run AVS (2 through 5) 
modules, networks and scripts in the 
AVS/Express environment. T he latter 
offers an intuitive step-by-step tutorial 
on using AVS/Express. 

All the Kit manuals-User Interface, 
Data Visualization, Graphics Dispuiy, 
Annotation and Graphing, Databas~fol
low this lead with step-by-step tutorials 
covering the major components of each 
kit. Kudos to the AVS documentation 
team for a job well done. 

cloned the unique AVS interface in 
favor of a Motif interface, which not 
only makes the learning curve for new 
users less steep but also makes the inter
face more intuitive, in my opinion. 

The Network Editor now includes an 
Object Editor, which presents a view of 
objects in addition to the view present
ed in the Network Editor workspace. 
From here you can control object decla
rations, module parameters, methods 
and source code. Network Editor con
figuration has also improved, with a 
dialog box that allows you to turn on 
and off various kits, database interfaces 
and renderers. The Object Manager has 
also been updated with new operators, 
statements and base types, as well as 
performance improvements. 

Two new tools are now available. The 
Add Module tool guides the creation of 
AVS/Express modules, greatly simplify
ing the task, and the Data Import tool 
assists in creating modules to read spe
cific file formats. The Graphics Display 
Kit has received some performance 
improvements, while the Data Visua
lization and Annotation and Graphing 
Kits have been expanded. T here are 
now image read and write modules for 
T IFF, GIF, JPEG, PBM, BMP, SGI 
RGB and Sun Raster file formats, and 
polar charts are also implemented. 

Completely new is a GIS Library, 
which includes modules, readers, 
mappings and macros to facilitate 
the import and manipulation of 
geographic information system com-

For example, on our Sun running 
SunOS 5.5 and equipped with a 
Creator3D framebuffer, we had to 
configure the framebuffer to use 
gamma-corrected visuals, update the 
LD_ L IBRARY_PATH environment 
variable to locate shared libraries, and 
check our swap space and shared 
memory segment sizes. All of this is 
clearly detailed in the manual. For NT 
boxes, all that is required is to check 
the virtual memory size. 

p · ~ 

The next step is licensing, and all 
versions make use of the FlexLM 
licensing facility, including the Win
dows platforms. All versions include 
the FlexLM binaries if you don't have 
them, but in order to run FlexLM on 
a Windows platform, you must have a 
TCP/IP stack installed. 

Actual installation consists of simply 
copying the files from the CD onto 
your system; a script is provided for 
UNIX platforms and an installation 
wizard for Windows platforms. 

The documentation is all clearly 
written and designed to get any type of 
user up and running quickly. There is 
an AVS!Express for AVS5 Users manual 
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~ ...... ~ .... . - .......... .. 
What's New in 3.0? o - Jj 

o - o--The on-line documen
tation has improved as 
well. The integrated, con
text-sensitive, hypertext 
help system provides 
point-and-dick access to 
object documentation for 
any object in the AVS/ 
Express libraries. AVS has 
used Ridgefield, CT-based 
Bristol Technology lnc.'s 
HyperHelp for UNIX/ 
Motif, so on-line help is 
identical in the UNIX 
and Windows versions. 
And yes, that is Mori£ 
AVS/Express has aban- Appl/cation and viewer types are chosen at /nltlallzatlon. 
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ponents, and a FORTRAN interface. 
New features for the Developer 

Edition include Database Kit exten
sions (which now fully support 
Oracle, Sybase, Informix and Open 
Database), and OLE 2.0 support, with 
the capability to build OCXs as well 
as the ability for AVS/Express to be 
used as an OLE Automation Server. 

Easy-to-Use Design 
Despite the great tutorials and docu

mentation, AVS/Express is a complex 
system for sophisticated data model
ing---<lon't expect to master it in a day. 
However, with its drag-and-drop and 
build-on-the-fly design, you can build 
an AVS/Express application in minutes 
with no experience. The key is the 
Network Editor. 

When started, AVS/Express prompts 
you for the application and viewer 
type you want-either single- or multi
window data viewer, application, mod
ule stack, scratch pad and 2D or 3D 
viewer. Once an application type is 
chosen, the Network Editor window is 
appropriately initialized; one or more 
Data Viewer windows may be created, 
and the V Command Processor starts 
in the shell from which you started 
AVS/Express, or in a new command 
shell for Windows. 

The Network Editor is used to cre
ate objects and applications, while the 
data viewers render data and provide 

PRODUCT REVIEW 

access to editor panels and 
module stack controls. The 
V Command Processor pro
vides a programmatic inter
face to the Object Manager, 
using the V programming 
language and APis for C, 
C++ and FORTRAN. 

Hardware Rendering 
AVS/Express supports the following 
hardware renderers: 

Platform Hardware Renderer 

HP PEX, OpenGL (Freedom 
Series 9000 only) 

The Network Editor is SGI OpenGL 
divided into two main sec IBM OpenGL 
tions: a library pane, which 
provides point-and-dick 

SunOS 4.1.x XGL 

access to library object tem SunOS 5.x XGL (3D), XIL (2D) 

plates; and an application Digital UNIX OpenGL 
workspace in which objects PC OpenGL 
and applications are built. 
Building an application can According to AVS, future releases of 

be as simple as dragging AVS/Express will support Sun Microsystems' 

templates from the libraries 
OpenGL implementation for Creator3D. 

into the workspace and con
necting their ports together. As you 
place objects in the workspace and con
nect them, AVS/Express executes the 
application. For instance, any user 
interface that an object may have 
immediately becomes accessible in the 
Module Editor when the object enters 
the workspace . 

For example, to build a simple appli
cation that renders an isosurface of 
selected data, simply create a new 3D 
data viewer application. An instance of 
the Uviewer3D object, which is the 
object that renders three-dimensional 
data, is automatically placed in the 
workspace. To read data from a file, 

.. instance a Read_Field 

object from the Data 1/0 
library. To map the isosur
face, instance an isosurface 
mapping object from the 
Mappers library. The out
put of the Read_Field 

object is connected to the 
input of the isosurface 
mapper, whose output is 
connected to the input of 
Uviewer3D. The Module 
Editor lets you specify a 
file for the Read_Field 

object, and the viewer 
window displays the out
put ofUviewer3D. 

Object information and 

with rendered data. The Module Editor 
gives you access to object parameters of 
all objects in an application. The one 
oddity of the Network Editor is that 
there are no scrollbars in the workspace. 
Real applications can quickly grow 
quite large, so that its network does 
not fit within the workspace window. 
You can zoom in and out on the net
work and even slide the entire net
work around the workspace, but you 
can't scroll the window. 

Hard to Outgrow 
Despite large sets oflibraries from 

which many applications can be quickly 
built, the real power of AVS/Express lies 
in its extensibility. If you don't like the 
drag-and-drop GUI of the Network 
Editor, you can use the V Command 
Processor to define objects and appli
cations in the V language, from which 
you may also access the C, C++ and 
FORTRAN APis. Knowledge of the V 
language will also allow you to edit and 
extend saved applications quickly. 

, ___ _ ___ _ _ ___________ 
1 

subobjects are easily 

The Object Editor lets you edit any 
of the properties and methods of 
defined objects and modules, and cus
tomized modules are easily built with 
the Add Module tool. In addition, the 
AVS/Express C, C++ and FORTRAN 
APis allow applications to call user 
code, and allow user code to manipu
late objects in AVS/Express. Module 
methods may be C, C++ or FOR
TRAN routines, while C, C++ or 
FORTRAN programs may call the 

The Network Edftor provides a visual representation 
of the application, as seen with this lsosurface 
rendering network. 

accessed in the Network 
Editor, and the data view
er allows you to interact 
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AVS/Express Object Manager to 

perform any operation chat can be 
performed with che Network Editor 
or V language. 

Five kits are provided to aid in build
ing applications: User Interface, Data 
Visualization, Annotation and Graph
ing, Graphics Display and Database 
(the lase three are in the Developer 
Edition only) . The User Interface 
Kie helps in building GUis for your 
applications. For example, adding wid
gets-menus, buttons, etc.-to a GUI is 
as simple as dragging the User Interface 
library objects into the Network Editor 
workspace. The Dara Visualization Kit 
contains objects to manipulate and 
transform numeric gridded data, and 
includes the Image Processing Kit. 

The Annotation and Graphing Kit 
provides a plethora of tools for adding 
presentation-quality text and graphs to 
viewers. The Graphics Display Kit 

PRODUCT REVIEW 

Objects are connected in the 
workspace to build applications. 

sophisticated display hardware. 
More troubling were a number of 

GUI anomalies we ran into on the NT 
platform. Ir was common, for exam
ple, for certain elements such as list 
boxes not to display upon window 
creation, forcing a window redraw. 

AVS/Express is a data modeler, renderer, programming library 
and application development environment-in short, every
thing you would need for data visualization in most contexts. 

makes up the renderer and provides a 
h igh-level API to rendering objects, 
such as views, cameras, lights and tex
tures. The Database Kit defines a set of 
objects that allow the access and mani
pulation of data in relational databases, 
and provides logon validation, selective 
extraction and presentation of data, 
table data modification, commit and 
rollback of transactions and miscella
neous SQL operations. 

Impressive Performance 
The performance of this product was 

impressive, both on the Ultra and the 
NT box. However, the Ultra clearly 
ourperformed the NT. Rendering 
manipulations, such as rotation and 
scaling, on the Ultra were smooth, 
effortless and extremely fast (propor
tional, of course, to the amount of 
data). The NT box, on the other hand, 
struggled with even the simplest visu
als, such as the hydrogen isosurface, 
with jerky morion and flashing 
redraws. All our rendering speed rests 
showed the Ul rra to be 10 rimes faster 
than the NT box. No doubt perfor
mance would be improved with more 
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This is an NT anomaly, however, and 
nor attriburable to AVS/Express. 

The performance difference between 
the two platforms was nor so evident 
when it came co compilation. Both 
machines were able to load and compile 
complex applications quickly and with
out exhausting system resources. In 
compilation, the NT box was about 
25% slower on average than the Ultra. 

In Summary 
AVS has been on my list of all-rime 

great UNIX products (an exclusive 
bur admittedly subjective category) 
for some years, and chis latest release 
of AVS/Express certainly justifies its 
place there. Technical and scientific 
users tend to be the most skeptical, 
nonloyal, penny-pinching users in 
this industry, which makes them the 
best end-user evaluators I know. This 
makes the success of AVS that much 
more impressive, since its users don't 
pick products based on fad. 

Many of AVS' weak points have 
been addressed in this release, and a 
number of useful functions have been 
added, increasing its usefulness not 
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only in traditional application do
mains bur extending its usability 
into new fields. 

The power and complexity of the 
application is completely hidden 
under an easy-to-use interface that 
both novice and advanced users will 
appreciate-despite the lack of scroll
bars in the workspace. Its easy instal
lation and well-behaved execution 
will please administrators as well. 

AVS/Express is a data modeler, 
renderer, programming library and 
application development environ
ment-in short, everything you would 
need for data visualization in most con
texts. If all you wane to do is visualize 
raw data, then the Visualization Edition 
is for you. If you need to build sophisti
cated stand-alone applications, perhaps 
integrating simulation or modeling 
code, with customized interfaces and 
relational database access, then the 
Developer Edition fits the bill. 

Pricing for AVS/Express 3.0 Visual
ization Edition stares at $6,000 for 
UNIX-based systems and at $2,995 
for Windows 95 and NT systems. 
AVS/Express 3.0 Developer Edition is 
priced at $25,000 for the first UNIX
based system and $6,000 for each 
additional purchase, and at $18,000 
for the first Windows-based system, 
with follow-on systems priced at 
$4,000 each. -

AVS/Express 3.0 
Company 

Advanced Visual Systems Inc. 
300 Fifth Ave. 

Waltham, MA 02154 

Phone 
(617) 890-4300 

Fax 
( 617) 890-8287 

WWW 
http://www.avs.com 

Best Feature 
Ease of use 

and documentation. 

Worst Feature 
Lack of scroll bars. 
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NEW 
PRODUCTS 

Free Network 
Management Program 

Asante Technologies, maker of 
SNMP-based nerwork hubs, has intro
duced a free browser-based nerwork 
management program with support for 
all SNMP devices. 

T he program, called IntraSpection, 
uses Java applets to deliver real-time 
nerwork status information, statistical 
graphs and tables, and problem reports, 
Asante says. The Map Manager report
edly bui lds and displays a map of the 
nerwork, incorporating changes and 
deletions as needed. 

IntraSpection is compliant with 
SNMP, MIB II, Standard Repeater MIB 
and Standard Bridge MIB. Login verifi
cation is provided, and users can also 
choose to encrypt data traffic with 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). 

IntraSpection is customized for 
Asante nerwork devices. However, 
Asante offers Personaliry Modules for 
nerwork devices from other vendors, 

including 3Com Corp., Bay Nerworks 
Inc., Cabletron Systems Inc. and Cisco 
Systems Inc. The Personaliry Modules 
provide more detailed management of 
vendor products, the company says. In 
addition, systems administrators can 

Tape Libraries Based on AIT Drives 

write their own Personaliry Modules, 
which can be programmed in HTML. 

The basic lntraSpection product, 
which runs on a Windows NT server, is 
downloadable for free from the Asante 
Web site. Documentation, service and 
support is available for $295. Personaliry 
Modules, priced at $99 each, come 
bundled in a Vendor Pack for $795. 

Asante Technologies Inc. 
821 Fox Lane 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Circle 101 

LibraryXpress Expansion 
Module Out 

Overland Data has unveiled the 
second component of its innovative 
LibraryXpress technology with the 
release of its global control module, 
LXG. LXG allows users to modularly 
expand a 400-GB base unit to create a 
single logical tape library with more 
than 3 TB of capacity and throughput 
of up to 172 GB/hour, Overland says. 

LXG is said to serve as a single point 
of control to an attached host system 

A new line of automated tape libraries, the 
Spectra 10000S, from Spectra Logic, is said 
to offer up to 2.6 TB of compressed data at 

transfer rates of up to 112 GB/hr. The library, 
which is designed for high-capacity data centers, 
is better suited to the task than competing Digital 
Linear Tape (DLT) and 8mm tape libraries, the 
company says. 

backup packages. Pricing ranges from $19,370 to 
$41,370, depending on the number of drives, car
tridges and other options. 

The Spectra 10000S is based on the Sony 
Advanced Intelligent Tape drive, which is an 8mm 
helical scan technology. The AIT drive lasts up to 
200,000 hours and does not require much cleaning. 
The drive head is rated at 30,000 tape motion 
hours, and the AIT media life is rated at 20,000 
passes, Spectra says. 

The Spectra 10000S line consists of the 
10000S/40, which manages 40 AIT cartridges for 
2.6 TB of compressed capacity (1 TB native); and 
the 10000S/20, which supports 20 cartridges and 
1.3 TB compressed capacity (500 GB native). Both 
models can house up to four drives, or up to 
12 MB/s of native (uncompressed) throughput. 

The Spectra 10000S line can be maintained via a 
Windows-like GUI, with a touch-screen overlay. 
The unit can come with a 7-inch rack-mount, desk
top or tower enclosure, secure exit/entry port and 
an optional bar-code reader, the company says. 
Support is also provided for industry-standard 

Spectra Logic 
1700 North 55th St. 
Boulder, CO 80301 
Circle 100 
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for multiple LibraryXpress Base (LXB) 
modules. Users can reportedly config
ure two to nine LXBs, each consisting 
of one or two DLT 2000XT, DLT 
4000 or DLT 7000 drives and a 10-
cartridge capacity. 

The LXG's XpressChannel allows 
any cartridge to access any drive in the 
system. Network administrators can 
continually fine-tune LibraryXpress 
expansion by balancing the ratio of 
tape drives and cartridges. Library
Xpress is based on Overland's Smart
Scale Storage architecture, which 
offers a full range of scalability. 

By managing all communications 
with the host, Overland says, the LXG 
presents LibratyXpress to the host data 
management software as a single mas
sive tape library, regardless of the num
ber of modules and tape drives under its 
control. The LXG insulates the host 
software from having to manage the 
details of internal library robotics and 
the pass-through operations. 

As a result, users can reportedly cre
ate custom, flexible multimode LXB 
installations incorporating popular 
storage management software applica
tions. The LXG can set library config
uration parameters either via a front 
screen control or via host software, 
allowing virtually unlimited flexibility 
in configuring the LibraryXpress to 
achieve specific data management 
goals, the company says. 

The LXG is priced at $5,000. 
Overland Data Inc. 
8975 Balboa Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Circle 102 

Fibre Channel 
Storage Box Bows 

Box Hill Systems has launched its 
full-speed, Fibre Channel storage sys
tem, the Fibre Box. The unit is a 
hot-swappable, dual Fibre Channel 
Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL) storage sys-
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tern offering up to 72 GB of storage 
space per enclosure, using eight 9-GB 
Fibre Channel drives, Box Hill says. 
Storage capacity for up to 1,125 GB is 
said to be obtainable by "daisy-chain
ing" enclosures for a total of 125 drives 
per dual FC-AL system. 

The product is being targeted at 
applications such as mission-critical 
database applications, multimedia 
imaging programs and Internet and 
Web server programs, the company 
says. The Fibre Box is capable of data 
transfer rates of 200 MB/s and trans
mission distances from 30m to 10km. 

The enclosure features hot-swap
ping of all active components includ
ing drives, power supplies and fans. 
System status indicators are located on 
a front panel, along with ID switches 
and an optional security key-lock bar. 
Multiple RAID levels are supported, 
including l, O+ 1 and 5. Pricing for the 
Fibre Box works out to be less than $1 
per megabyte, Box Hill says. 

Box Hill Systems Corp. 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 
Circle 103 

Java without Java 
OpenConnect Systems, known for its 

OC:/ /WebConnect Enterprise Access 
Server, has announced an integrated 
development environment (IDE) called 
Open Vista. This is a cross-platform IDE 
that is said to enable the design, devel
opment and distribution of Java applets 
and applications for simplified legacy 
host and enterprise information access. 

Open Vista enables on-the-fly devel
opment of 3270, 5250 and VT220 
front-end Java applets, without any 
prior knowledge of Java or program
ming, the company says. While the 
developer is dragging, dropping and 
customizing the application using sim
ple tools and icons, OpenConnect says, 
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Open Vista is automatically generating 
Java classes and code. This allows users 
to create simplified user screens and 
environments, or to automate processes 
normally associated with logging on, 
finding, accessing, manipulating and 
viewing information located within tra
ditional legacy data applications and 
repositories. 

Open Vista is designed to be open 
and extensible and, as a result, develop
ers can plug in other Java objects and 
use them as integrated tools of Open
Vista. On completion, the Java applet is 
uploaded to the OC://WebConnect 
Server, where it is then accessed or 
downloaded by anyone with authoriza
tion to use that application. 

Pricing is based on concurrent users. 
For 1,000 users it is $88 per user. 

OpenConnect Systems Inc. 
2711 LBJ Freeway 
Dallas, TX 75234 
Circle 104 

Library of Geometric 
Functions Unveiled 

A toolkit of advanced geometry 
functions for developers writing graph
ics software applications is available 
from Building Block Software. The 
CAD/CAM Developer's Kit/Advanced 
Geometry includes more than 150 
advanced geometry C functions. 
Building Block says these types of func
tions are increasingly important in Web 
page aurhoring tools, where users need 
to be able to create arbitrarily shaped 
clickable hot spots. 

CCDK/Advanced Geometry is said 
to allow users to create boundary off
sets; union, difference and common 
area Booleans; and area fills (spiral 
and crosshatch). 

The C functions can reportedly 
handle open and closed boundaries of 
any length, and can also work with 
closed areas with islands. Other com
plexities handled by the functions 
include coincident boundaries, split 
regions and multiple regions, the com
pany says. Functions for sorting ran
dom lists of segments into sequences 
forming regions and open contours are 
also provided. 

CCDK/Advanced Geometry works 
with several compilers, including bun-



died UNIX compilers, as well as a host 
of Windows-based compilers. The 
toolkit can be licensed for $4,995. 

Building Block Software Inc. 
49 Waltham St. 
Lexington, MA 021 73 
Circle 105 

High-Speed RAIO 
Subsystem Out 

Conley has announced a RAID sub
system, the SR-50 Multi-Host RAID 
Storage Subsystem, designed for high 
availability and fast performance. 

Conley says that the SR-50 elimi
nates single points of failure by using 
redundant features such as a mirrored 
cache, dual active controllers and 
auto-failover of host data paths . Also, 
the SR-50 features hot-swappable 
parts, which can be replaced without 
bringing down the system. 

High-speed performance is achieved 
with the dual active controllers, up to 
256 MB of nonvolatile, mirrored data 
cache, as well as Ultra-SCSI disk drive 
channels, the company says. An optional 
Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL) 
interface is said to allow hosts to connect 

Running Out Of Time? 
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at 100 MB/s, as opposed to 40 MB/s 
with Ultra-SCSI. For even faster perfor
mance, Conley suggests users connect 
multiple data paths between hosts. 

Each SR-50 subsystem supports up 
to 30 disks, providing up to 260 GB of 
storage. Up to seven hosts can be sup
ported. A single array can support RAID 
levels 0, 1, 0+ 1, 3 and 5, allowing 
administrators to fine-tune the array, 
Conley says. The SR-50 runs under 
Sun, Hewlett-Packard Co., IBM Corp. 
and Digital Equipment Corp. UNIX 
systems, as well as Intel Corp. Pentium
based Microsoft Corp. Windows NT 
systems. Prices start at $40,000. 

Conley Corp. 
420 Lexington Ave. 
New York, NY 10017 
Circle 106 

Process Management 
Tool Bows 

Pure Atria has announced a process 
management tool, ClearGuide 1.0. 
The product fully integrates the con
figuration management functionality 
found in Atria's ClearCase 3.0 prod
uct, including build management and 

bug fix tracking, the company says. 
ClearGuide is said to offer process 

modeling options that enable develop
ment teams to customize their software 
development process by adding or re
moving steps as needed . 
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In addition, ClearGuide comes with 
a default process from which users can 
work. Atria says that the process is cus
tomizable throughout the software 
development lifecycle, and not just at 
configuration time. 

ClearGuide reportedly assigns activi
ties and roles to specific members of the 
development team with what Atria calls 
an ''Activity Breakdown Hierarchy." 
From this, each team member is given a 
daily to-do list, with assigned priorities 
and deadlines. Updates to the list are 
made automatically, the company says. 

<> 
Lease or Rent the SPARC™ System 

of Your Choice. 
• Sun Workstations & Servers • Axil Workstations & Servers 
• Tadpole SPARCbooks • Rave Systems-POWER Tower & Rack 

~ ___ , ,,__ __ .. _ 
• Lowest rental prices • Sun OS pre-loaded 
• From 1 to 60 months • Flexible lease structuring 
• Immediate approval • Overnight delivery available 
• Easy application • Complete SPARC inventory 

Rave Financial Services, Inc. 
36960 Metro Court • Sterling Heights, Ml 48312 MEMBER 

~ , ';;'.- Fax: (810) 939-7431 • E-Mail: rent@raue.com ELA 
http://www. rave.net 

1-800-S00-7283 
SPARc® is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc. Products bearing 

SPARC trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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ClearGuide 1.0 is available for 
SunOS, Solaris, HP-UX and SGI IRIX. 
For existing ClearCase customers, Clear
Guide costs $2,700 per concurrent user 
license. Pricing is $7,000 for the full 
package, including ClearCase. 

Pure Atria Software Inc. 
1309 S. Mary Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
Circle 107 

Ty/an Unwraps 
V.34/ISDN Combo Modem 

Tyan Computer has introduced what 
it claims is the industry's first combina
tion V34 bis and 128-Kb/s ISDN 
modem, called the Netscaliber. Tyan 
says its target customers will be analog 
modem users who plan to move to 
ISDN in the near future. 

Netscaliber can run in two modes 
independently or at the same time, 
allowing users to simultaneously con
nect to analog or digital sites, Tyan 
says. Also, users do not have to concern 
themselves with whether a site is analog 
or digital-Netscaliber handles chose 
questions, according to the company. 

Netscaliber supports the Hayes-com
patible AT commands, thus it is com
patible with most communications 
packages, such as Quarterdeck Corp.'s 
Procomm. Pricing for OEM quantities 
is set at $140 per unit. 

Tyan Computer Corp. 
1753 S. Main Sc. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
Circle 108 

lite/ Offers Scalable 
Storage for Open Systems 

Zitel, a longtime player in the main
frame storage market, has released its 
CASO-II product specifically for open 
systems. Called CASO-II/Enterprise, 
the storage unit is a scalable produce 
that can support heterogeneous UNIX 
environments, the company says. 

CASO-II/Enterprise features a modu-
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lar architecture that does not experience 
a performance loss when more disk 
space is added, as do competing fixed
bus storage architectures, Zicel says. 

Each CASO-II/Enterprise is an inte
grated, self-contained unit, with a 
host/disk controller that supports a 
Dual Port/Dual Host Fast SCSI inter
face. This is said co allow users to sup
port multiple hosts with dual path 
configurations in HI-RAS, clustered 
and heterogeneous environments. For 
high-availability environments, CASO
II features an ultra-redundant N+l 
"Plus" power system, which includes 
an additional battery charger, power 
supply and another battery. This helps 
to protect data in cache memory 
(nonvolatile RAM). 

For storing files with high read and 
write requirements- logs, system, trans
actions, temporary database files, for 
example-CASO-II features a solid state 
disk (550) configuration option, 
which can provide· a further perfor
mance boost. By setting the 550 
option, users reportedly allocate up to 
two areas of cache into high-speed 550 
configurations, optimizing perfor
mance on small and medium-size files . 

The CASO-II/Enterprise system is 
compatible with all major UNIX sys
tems. Pricing stares at $16,500 for an 
entry-level system. 

Zitel Corp. 
47211 Bayside Pkwy. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
Circle 109 

Ink-Jet Plotters Aimed at 
Graphics Industries 

A new line of wide-format ink-jet 
plotters, the TechJET 5500 series , has 
been unveiled by CalComp. The com
pany says the plotters are ideal for the 
CAD and graphic design industries. 

The Tech JET 5500 series can output 
monochrome drawings at up to 720-
by-720 dpi, and full-color drawings at 
360-by-360 dpi, while a O-size mono
chrome drawing can be output in less 
than 2 minutes, the company says. 

TechJET 5500 plotters come stan
dard with PostScript Level 2, an Ether
net interface and 16 MB of memory 
(upgradable to 72 MB) . CalComp 
ensures compatibility with most com
puter systems, including UNIX. 
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Also, standard drivers are provided 
for AutoCAD running under Windows 
platforms. Supported data formats 
include CALS G4, HP-GL, HP-GL2, 
HP-RTL, and CalComp 907/PCI and 
CCRF-IL. 

Users can choose to output in either 
roll-feed or cut-sheet media. According 
to CalComp, the Tech JET can print 
on a variety of media, including bond 
paper, vellum, clear and matte film, 
poster paper, photo presentation paper 
and backlit film. 

The TechJET O-size Model 5524 
costs $5,895, and the E-size Model 
5536 costs $6,595. 

CalComp 
2411 W. La Palma Ave. 
P.O. Box 3250 
Anaheim, CA 92803 
Circle 110 

Start-up Releases 
Productivity Tool 

lntrinsa, a Palo Alco, CA-based start
up, has announced its flagship product, 
Prefix, a developer productivity tool 
based on the company's patented Soft
ware Component Simulation (SCS) 
technology. 

Prefix is designed to help developers 
identify problems, or bugs, in the early 
stages of a development project, and 
bring products to market faster, 
lntrinsa says. 

Built around a language-independent 
engine, Prefix is said to automatically 
identify defects at compile rime. To do 
chis, Prefix does not need to actually 
run compiled software, the company 
says. Prefix can automatically generate a 
model for a function it is simulating; 
supply models for operating and win
dowing systems; and suppress error 
messages by error type, error code, file 
and function, lntrinsa says. 

Prefix runs on Solaris 2.4 and HP-
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production, and achieve reductions in 
cycle time. 

High-Availability Data 
Access Server Out 

UX 10.1 and above, and analyzes code 
generated by those systems' native C 
compilers. Plans for Prefix products 
for C++, Java and Visual Basic, on 
both UNIX and Windows platforms, 
are in the works. 

Pricing for a 10-user license, simu
lation engine and operating system 
models is $40,000. 

The product, which is also called 
Flow Manufacturing, incorporates 
mixed-model planning, mixed-model 
line design, flow-based costing and 
kanban support. 

Users can reportedly integrate Flow 
Manufacturing with standard Enter
prise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. 
Other features include backflushing 
and guided event sequencing. 

A Web-enhanced data access server 
has been announced by Falcon Systems. 
Called the FastfilePro-HA, the server 
represents an effort by the company to 
upgrade its entire line of data access 
servers for use as Web servers. 

Intrinsa Corp. 
101 University Ave. 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
Circle 111 

Flow Manufacturing 
Software Unveiled 

American Software, maker of supply
chain management and financial con
trol systems, has introduced software 
that supports flow manufacturing. 

The product helps in designing pro
duction floor layouts, line balancing, 
flex fence demand smoothing, and the 
automatic calculations of events such 
as process cycle efficiencies, American 
Software says. 

Falcon says the FastfilePro-HA 
provides 99.9% availability, which is 
achieved by a so-called passive-pro
cessing unit that monitors the system's 
heartbeat. When the processing unit 
detects CPU failure, it takes over the 
operations, generally within 15 to 30 
seconds, the company says. 

Falcon says its FastfilePro-HA sys
tem is less expensive than other HA 
systems because of its Journaling 
Automation System QAS) and the 
AerREAL operating system. The JAS 
reportedly maintains disk integrity by 
keeping a real-time journaled record 
of all file operations on the disk. 

Flow manufacturing, the company 
says, is an innovative manufacturing 
process that allows users to dynamically 
link production and customer demand, 
remove non-value-added activities from 

Flow Manufacturing is available for 
SunOS, Solaris, HP-UX, IBM AIX 
and AS/400. Pricing is $200,000. 

American Software 
470 E. Paces Percy Road 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Circle 112 

Upgrades, Enhancements, Additions ... 

■ Apple Computer has released Version 3.0 of its 
Macintosh Application Environment, or MAE, the emu
lation software that lets users run Macintosh applica
tions on their UNIX desktop. Apple says the MAE 3.0 
addresses user concerns with respect to performance, 
remote display and Mac/UNIX integration, including 
file-sharing security, independent volumes and NFS/file 
system improvements. Also, MAE 3.0 supports floating 
licenses and the latest Mac OS, System 7.5.3. MAE 3.0 
costs $599, with upgrades priced at $199. MAE 3.0 is 
available through large Apple distributors. Apple 
Computer Inc., One Infinite Loop, Cupertino, CA 
95014. Circle 113 

■ ICL has announced that support for the Eiffel lang
uage is being added to its Dais Object Request Broker 
(ORB) product. ICL is collaborating with Interactive 
Software Engineering (ISE) and Tower Technology, two 
leading Eiffel vendors. The three companies will devel
op a joint proposal and submit it to the Object 
Management Group for approval. ICL Inc., 11490 
Commerce Park Drive, Reston, VA 20191 . Circle 114 

■ Imperial Software Technology's X-Designer, a GUI 
builder for Motif, can now generate Java code, as well 
as code for X/Motif and Windows. This is said to allow 
developers to use a single GUI-tool for Java, Motif and 
Windows applications, thereby "future-proofing" Motif 
applications. The Java Edition enhancement is available 
to existing X-Designer clients as part of the standard 
support package. X-Designer runs on SunOS, Solaris, 
HP-UX, SGI IRIX, IBM AIX and Digital UNIX. It costs 

$3,500 for the first developer's license. Imperial 
Software Technology, 120 Hawthorne Ave., Ste. 101 , 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 . Circle 115 

■ Blueberry Software's Filtrix product, a file format con
version product that runs under UNIX, Windows and DOS, 
now supports the import of 24 different formats, and can 
export to 15 different file formats. Filtrix 3.4 supports word 
processing formats including Word , WordPerfect, Applix, 
FrameMaker, lnterleaf and lslandWrite. Under UNIX, it is 
available for SunOS, Solaris, HP-UX, IBM AIX and Digital 
UNIX. A single-user license costs $695. Blueberry 
Software, 260 Petaluma Ave., Sebastopol, CA 95472. 
Circle 116 

■ MicroSim has released Version 7 .1 of its Electronic 
Design Automation (EDA) software. New features 
include updated vendor libraries, a trace browser, 
unlimited Undo/Redo functionality, a packaging wizard 
and DFX file export. EDA 7.1 is available on Sun Solaris 
and Windows platforms. Pricing ranges from $995 to 
$13,500. MicroSim Corp., 20 Fairbanks, Irvine, CA 
92718. Circle 117 

■ SystemWatch, from SCH Technologies, has added 
support for the DEC Alpha to its list of supported plat
forms (SunOS, Solaris, IBM AIX and HP-UX). System
Watch is said to perform such tasks as managing disk 
space, memory, swap space, CPU utilization, host avail
ability, system processes and logs. SystemWatch costs 
$695, with one year of maintenance. SCH Technologies, 
895 Central Ave. , Cincinnati, OH 45202. Circle 118 
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AerREAL is said to be responsible for 
making file volumes recoverable in the 
event of a failure. Together, these fea
tures reduce the need for expensive 
mirrored servers, RAID devices and 
costly HA software, the company says. 

Channel networking option, which 
gives transmission speeds of up to 
1,062 MB/s. 

The FastfilePro-HA server comes 
with large storage capabilities, of up to 
one petabyte (1,024 terabytes), across 
128 disk volumes. Users also have the 
option to have their servers configured 
with RAID levels 0, 1, O+ l, 3, 5 and 
]BOD. 

An additional HTTP module pro
vides read-only access of Web files on 
the server, while providing LADD IS 
benchmark speeds of 1,276 operations 
per second. Falcon says that for addi
tional speed, users can opt for a Fibre 

Pricing for a 100-MHz Pentium 
system with 32 MB of RAM, 38 GB 
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of storage, monitor, keyboard, redun
dant power, FDDI interface and all 
necessary software, including the 
operating system, is $84,968. 

Falcon Systems Inc. 
1417 N. Market Blvd. 
Sacramento, CA 95834 
Circle 119 

Optimize LAN/WAN 
Traffic with Ecopad 

French IT firm Synchronix has 
announced Ecopad, which is said to 
optimize data transmission over both 
local- and wide-area networks. 

Ecopad transmits data differently 
from traditional UNIX systems, 
where, for each character entered 
into a keyboard by the user, a repre
sentative signal must make a round 
trip between the server and the dis
play, Synchronix says. Ecopad handles 
data locally, and thus eliminates so
called "echo" frames, immediately 
displaying typed characters. Ecopad 
reportedly attempts to remember 
frequently used screen displays so that 
display data can be processed locally. 
Successive screen images still make 
the trip between the server and the 
display. 

Synchronix says that using Ecopad 
can improve network efficiency by 
two to five times, thus enabling the 
network to handle more simultaneous 
users. Display speed is increased three 
to eight times. Analysis of data flow 
reductions is done using an integrated 
statistics module, the company says. 

Ecopad runs independently of net
work protocol, the company says. As 
such, it can run over X.25, Frame 
Relay, ATM, cellular phones, ISDN, 
LANs and the Internet. Ecopad com
prises two parts: the server module, 
running on the server or on a com
munications unit; and the client soft
ware on PCs running MS-DOS, 
Windows NT and 95, and on most 
UNIX platforms, including SunOS, 
Solaris, IBM AIX, HP-UX, SCO and 
Digital UNIX. Pricing starts at $50 to 
$60 per single-user license. 

Synchronix 
C/O French Technology Press Office 
401 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 1760 
Chicago, IL 60611 
Circle 120 
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information, please call Carol Flanagan at 

( 508) 839-4016 Email: carolf@cpg.com 

To qualify for a FREE SUBSCRIPTION to SunExpert Magazine 
go to our Web page 

http:Hwww.cpg.com/se/subscribe.html 

PRODUCT SHOWCASE 

: ) r > ) : 1 ( I , 1 

,: 
I [ 

XRT IIUidgets 

'CON INC O APCoN 
'938 SW Boones Ferry Road, Portland, OR 97224 

• . ,:~ .' ; : :I·•·:~ • 'j., •.' 

SCSI SWITCHES 

: ii~~~-:;d~~s) 6fJe~!it?~i1~s1 
• Narrow I Wide SCSI 
• RS-232 / Network Interface 
• Rack Mount / Desk top Versions 
• GUI Soffware Included 

SCSI FIBER OPTIC 
EXTENDERS 

• Extends SCSI Bus to 6000 feet 
• "FAST SCSI" Compatible 
• Single-ended/ Dltterential 
• Low Cost Internal Board Versions 
• UL, CSA, TUV Approved 

SCSI DIFFERENTIAL 
CONVERTERS 

• Extends SCSI Bus to 120 feet 
• Single-ended to Differential 
• "FAST SCSI" Compatible 
• Internal Board Versions 

SCSI BOOSTERS 
• Extends SCSI Bus to 40 feet 
• Narrow / Wide Versions 
• Improves Computer Performance 
• Internal Board Versions 

0~ 

11 : 503-639-6700 Fax: 503-639-6740 E-mail: sales@apcon.com 

800-624-6808 ~f0 
X 107 

Circle No. 330 on Inquiry Card 
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With the XRT family of widgets you 
can build professional applications 
faster, easier and more cost-effectively 
than ever before. For example, the 
new XRT/gear gives you a Tab 

, 1 . _ Manager, Widget Tips pop-up spot 
~ . - '" '• help, a Toolbar, an Aligner, enhanced 

XII/• o registered trodemcn ol Kl Group Ir<. 

Motif widgets, a collection of icons 
and much more. And like all XRT 
products, XRT/gear can be integrated 
with any popular GUI-builder tool or 
C++ environment. 

Discover why over 20,000 
developers worldwide choose award
winning XRT widgets for their Motif 
applications. Call your local reseller or 
KL Group today to start your free 
30-day evaluation. Don't forget to ask 
about special pricing for XRT/gear. 

FREE 30·DAY EVALUATION 
(8001 663-4723 www.ldg.com 

,'✓-
l<L C3RC>UP 

(416) 594-1026 Fox (4161 594-1919 
info@klg.com www. klg.com 

Circle No. 335 on Inquiry Card 
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PRODUCT SHOIIVCASE . ' 

Circle No. 334 on Inquiry Card 

INNOVATIVE 
COMPUTER SOLUTIONS 

"YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR UNIX SOLUTIONS" 
• SUN and SUN compatible SPARC 2 through Ultra *In Stock 
• Special izing in 100% fault tollerant RAID Storage Solutions 
• Ross Technologies Master VAR *Lowest Prices Guaranteed 
• Huge SUN spare part inventory *CPU's, Graphics Boards, RAM, Disk Drives, etc. 
• Cycle Computer Corporation Master Reseller *Upgrade SPARC 5, 10, and 20 to 

UltraSPARC (board swap only save thousands in upgrades) 
• Oracle Premier Business Partner 
• Cisco Pro Certified Business Partner 
• Master Reseller ASG/TFS Firewall Distributor 'Complete Network Security Solutions 
• Pac Bell Value Solution Partner *INTRANET Provider 

"MONTHLY SPECIAL" 
SPARC 20 and UltraSPARC Memory, 

64 MB Simm only $1175.00 ea . 
'Lifetime Warranty 

800-838-2850 
FAX: 408-685-8800 

E-MAIL: tod@earthlink.net 

Circle No. 304 on Inquiry Card 

CLEARPOINT MEMORY 

SUN - HEWLETT PACKARD - DEC 
Let us-e-am~ yuur ous\ness 

Manufactured in Massachus etts 

L 
s 
Com~ 

Free Technical Support 
for more info call 

(800) 253-2778 or Email clearpt@world.std.com 
http://www.ultranet.com/-memory 

Circle No. 322 on Inquiry Card 
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Unattended 
Backup! 

ms 
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Our 4mm and 8mm tape libraries 
have been designed around Exabyte's 
Mammoth, Sony's SDX-300 (AIT), and 
DDS-2 drives (DDS-3 when available) . 

• 1 to 4 drives-8mm or 4mm 
• 12MB/sec data transfer rate 
• 10 to 150 tapes 
• 96GB to 3.75TB (native) 
• Easy access tape drawers 
• Compatible with Legato, Arcada, 

Fbackup, and more 

For more information call: 
206.865.8314 
www.igm.com 

--slraightline 

Circle No. 323 on Inquiry Card 
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SHOWCASE 

TAKE A TEST DRIVE 

Whitebarn Web Works 

Idea Engine'" . Team Tool 
FAQ Tool Help Desk 

-l''~ E8'.'½, 

~ B -z. 
\ll ~ 
~~ '<>"' OM 

http://www.whitebarn.com 

Circle No. 351 on Inquiry Card 

ExceLTEK 
a touch of excelknce 

BUY • SELL • TRADE 
SUN Microsystems 

Hard Disk Drive Memory 
Silicon Graphics Tape Drives CD ROM 
Best prices. On-site Service. Maintenance Contracts. 

Factory trained technical staff. 
All equipment's warranted. 

Free technical support. Satisifaction guaranteed! 

CALL NOW 

Tel. (408) 945-9440 Fax. (408) 945-0112 
1825 Houret Court, Milpitas, California 95035 

Circle No. 308 on Inquiry Card 

BUY• SELL 
TRADE • and 

SPARES 
SuN M1cRosvsTEMs 
Servers and Workstations 

0 Used 
0 Refurbished 
0 Parts and Subsystems 
0 Same Day Shipping 
0 Highest Dollar For Your Used Sun 
0 Consistently Competitive Prices 
0 Systems Custom Configures 

We also handle other UNIX workstations 
ASR Systems & Peripherals, Inc. 

8910 Chetwoodbrive 
Colorado Springs, CO 80920 

ph . 800-378-3522 ph . 719-282-3522 
fax 719-282-3523 

Circle No. 345 on Inquiry Card 
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To USERS OF SUN, 
WE OFFER THE MOON. 

Of course Virtual Technology offers, remanufac
tured Sun Microsystems products. But look how 
much more we offer: 

■ Sun Workstations and Servers 

■ Performance and Capacity Upgrades 

■ Parts and Subsystems 

■ Leasing and Rentals 

■ Same Day Shipping 

■ ROSS hyperSPARC™ Processors 

■ Purchase of Used Equipment 

■ Telephone Technical Support 

■ Disk and Tape Products 

■ Exporting 

THE 
VIRTUAL 
GROUP 

http://www.virtualgrp.com 

~,,..,...:&c ~ .. aL-.t.~~ 
VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY, INC. • VIRTUAL SERVICES, INC. • VIRTUAL LEASING, INC. • VIRTUAL SOFT, INC. 

2950 WATERVIEW DRIVE, ROCHESTER HILLS, Ml 48309 • (810) 853-6000 

Circle No. 314 on Inquiry Card 

WANTED TO BUY 
SUN 

Cash Paid Now For 
ULTRA 1 & 2 • SPARC 2Ds • SPARC 5s 
Also wanted SUN 1000; 2000; Series Servers 

SPARC 10, 1+; 2; CLASSICS; IPX & LX; 
SUN Monitors; Memory; Disks; Tapes; Options. 

SAVE on OFF LEASE 
and REFURBISHED SYSTEMS 

CALL NOW FOR QUOTE 

~ 
(714) 632-6986 

FAX (714) 632-9248 

Circle No. 356 on Inquiry Card ~'\ t , •·,I ;; 

Intercontinental 
Computers, Inc. 

10907 Valley View Road 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344 

WORKSTATIONS 
SERVERS 
MEMORY 

~ DISK [tll·I llliiill OPTIONS 

aoo,.444. 1003 
VOICE (612) 835-4555 FAX (612) 835-3936 

EMAIL: lyonts@intercont.com 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

Circle No. 306 on Inquiry Card 
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Disk Subsy 

1.0 Gb Seagate Hawk ...... . .... . ... . .... . ......... $ 485 
2.1 Gb Seagate Hawk . . . ... ... ...... . ..... .. ...... . $ 658 
2.1 Gb Seagate Barracuda ........ .. .. . ............ .. $ 888 
4.3 Gb Seagate Hawk ... . ....... .. .... , . .. .•.... . ... $ 1,088 
4.3 Gb Seagate Barracuda ............ . , ... . .... . , .. . $ 1, 185 
9.0 Gb Seagate Elite ....... . ...... . . . .. . .......... . $ 2,049 
Tape 
40GbDLT .. . .......... ... ..................... $ 4,804 
8.0 Gb HP 4 MM DDS-2 .. . ... . ...... . ... . .......... $ 1,096 
48 Gb HP 4 MM DDS-2 w/Autoloader ... . ... . ... . ...... $ 2,520 

. 7.0 Gb Exabyte 8 MM .... . . . ...... . .. . ........•.... $ 1,416 
14. Gb Exabyte 8 MM ................. . ...... . ... $ 2,120 
280 Gb DLT 4700 Autoloader . ... . ..• , .. . .......•.... $ 9,966 

Datorom & Kingston Call for current 
Memory Upgrades low prices 

A complete family of mass storage products for 
RS/6000, SUN, HP, SGI, DEC & NOVELL 

"Sales Representitives Needed" 

I r • 'a ~ I 

Dynamic Computer Products ... 
not just price, 

but over 25 years of technical 
expertise, service and support. 

233 Greenwood Aven·ue, Bethel, Connecticut 06801 
Tel : 203 / 791 -9511 • 1-100-714-SCSI • Fax : 203 / 778-4535 

Circle No. 355 on Inquiry Card 
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WORKSTATION MEMORIES at AFFORDABLE PRICES 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 

SILICON 
GRAPHICS 

IRIS INDIGO 
IRIS INDY 

CHAllfNGE SERIES 
IRIS CRIMSON 

INDIGO 2 EXTREME 
IRIS POWER 4D SERIES 

PERSON,\L WORKSTATION 
PROFESSION,\!_ WORKSTATION 

ONYX 

HP/APOLLO 

9000 SERIES 
700/800 SERIES 

NETSERVER SERIES 
ENYIZEX 
ENTRIA 
Also 

Printer & NoteBook 
Memory for Most Systems 

SUN 
WORKSTATION 

STATIONS /SERVERS 
l/2/5/10/20 

& 
6}0/670/690 
n o/n o/J90 

CLASSIC/CLASSIC X 
ELC/IPC/IPX/1.X 

VOYAGER 

&U 1-800-247-MCII (6244) 

MEMORY CARd INTERNATiONAL, INC. 

2101 w. CRESCENT #F 

.. 714-~02-908~ ANAliEiM,CA 92801 714-~02-9}61 fAX .I --------------------------Circle No. 358 on Inquiry Card 
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Sun Microsystems 
& Silicon Graphics 

BUY 
SALE 

TRADE 
SPARCstations 
SPARC servers 

Boards 
Monitors 

Disks 
Tapes 

DEPOT REPAIR 
CENTER 

♦ 30% To 50% Cost Savings 
♦ 2 - 5 Day Turnaround 
♦- Overnight "Swap" Service 
♦ 1 Year Warranty 

♦ Monthly Maintenance Contracts 

AIC 
ADVANTEC 

COMPUTER COMPANY 
43272 Christy Street 
Fremont, CA 94538 

Phone: (510) 440-9700 
Fax: (510) 440-9709 

E-mail : sale@advanteco.com 
http://www.advanteco.com 

Circle No. 359 on Inquiry Card 
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PRODUCT SHOr/1/CASE 

T
he Sun-to-PC Video Card 
supports VGA and high
resolution SuperVGA video 

modes. Your PC wil l boot 
normall y, showing all the usual 
start-up diagnostics. DOS, 
Windows 3.1, Windows 95 and 
Windows NT are fully supported. 

Call 813-442-7774, 
ext. 6391 or e-mail 
info@axiomint.com. 

Circle No. 329 on Inquiry Card 

Discover Solar Systems 
with hundreds of Suns. 

Refurbished Sun Microsystems equipment at great 
prices. Fully-tested inventory on hand, same-day 
shipping, satisfaction guaranteed . 

,.,, 
.:0.: 
'"' 
SOIAR 
SYSUMS 

• Workstations & 
Servers 

• Upgrades & Parts 

• Storage Options 

• Rental & Leasing 
Available 

• Cycle 5 Master 
Reseller 

• SunSoft Authorized 
Reseller 

To buy or sell, 

1-800-253-5784 
. ~ Outside the U.S. call l206l 222-7588 fax 12061222•7388 lmmiiml 

Ext. 220 

http://www.solarsys.com llilmilla 

Circle No. 324 on Inquiry Ca.rd 

Customer Blown Away 
By Low Prices 

Work Stations • Servers • Peripherals • Parts 
Sales • Rentals • Leases • Exchanges • Repairs 

Maintenance • 120 Day W'tirranty 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and 
Silicon Graphics equipment with Security! 

"9-· ,t. 
. 

622 Rossmor Bu ilding • 500 North Roberr Street • St. Pau l, MN 55 101 

612/227-5683 • FAX: 612/223-5524 • seccomp@seccomp.com 

Circle No. 336 on Inquiry Card 

Managing your Intranet 
can be a breeze ... 

You are making and managing 
changes to your intranet every 
day. And everything you touch 
in today's networked environ
ment affects everything else .. . 
Would you like to take control 
over all your resources, 
including networks, 
servers, user accounts, 
printers and electronic : 
mailing lists? : 
If you would like to i 
manage changes : 
consistently and : 
reliably across your : 
intranet, there is only : 
one solution: : 
UName•lt.® ! 
Call us toll free at : 
(888) ESM-2-WIN 
ext. 123. 
P.S. If you're too busy 
to call, have your boss call. 

/~SE 
i sysrEMS 

JIii 
• 

\ MANAGEMENT 
••••••• ..cORPOAATION .... ...................... ... 14742 Newport Avenue, Suite 207 

"·:···•" Tustin California 92780 
UName•lt 1s a registered trademark of ' 
Enterprise Systems Management Corporation. http://www.esm.com 

Circle No. 325 on Inquiry Card 
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PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

-suPER# SPARC VALUES! 
MEMORY 

8MB SPARC n----- -$295 
32MB SPARC ~----$495 
32MB SPARC 20/Ultrai---$525 
64MB SPARC 20/Ultra,---$995 

STORAGE 
1.0GB SGT lnternal/SCSl-- -$475 
2.1GB SGT lnternal/SCSl-- -----$795 
4.3GB SGT lnternal/SCSl--·····S l. l 25 
9.0GB SGT lnternal/SCSl----$2.195 
7-l4GB Ext. 8mm Tape/SCSl- $2.295 
4-8GB Ext. 4mm DAT/SCSI---Sl .395 

SPARC WORKSTATIONS 
SPARC 5. 20. Ultra-----< .ALL 

CALL NOW FOR QUOTE ON 
ALL OF YOUR SPARC/UNIX NEEDS ! 
703-471-0047 FAX 703-471-6621 
E-Mail:atlanticps@mindspring.com 

Circle No. 316 on Inquiry Card 

BASE2 
TECHNOLOGIES 
So/11tio11~ .fiir the f'11t11rc 

Service, sales and support for 
Sun Microsystems 

• Buy/Sell Hardware 
• Depot Repair 
• Emergency Swaps/Exchanges 
• Complete Technical Support 
• Training 

Call us at 1-800-756-4766 for your solutions! 

SIVA 
International 

SUN WORKSTATION 

S20TX1 -71-32-P46 in stock $ 9,900 

S20TX1-1 51 -32-P46 instock $11 ,900 

Ultra1 140/170/1 ?0E $ CALL 

S1000E $ CALL 
2x85MHz-64MB-2GB-CD 

MEMORY 

S20 32MB 

S20 64MB 

$ 390 

$ 690 

Tel. (510)226-8751 Fax. (510)226-8783 
Drake Certified Technical Support Engineers 

39959 Potrero Drive , Newark, CA 94560 
Circle No. 326 on Inquiry Card 

RENT to OWN 
SUN VEAR-END SALE 

Spare 20 TX·1·71-64-P46 ...... .. .. ..... $7,900* 
Spare 5 TX1·1 10·64-P17 ... ... ... ..... .... 5,600* 
Spare 10S-41-32-P46 .... ..... ..... .. .... $2 ,900 
Spare ELC 4/25 FM32 ..... ................... 495 • 
Spare SLC 4/20 FM8 .. ......... ..... .. .. .. ... 295 • 

SPECIAL OFFER 
X792 

Spare Storage Array Model 112 
30X 2.1 Gb 7200 RPM F.W. SCSI 

SUN List $46,800 

t. ·., l?IBASE 2 TECHNOLO GIES 
~ f • 236 S.W. 43rd Street 
~ ' I Renton, WA 98055 
i,,.·~! In WA: 206.251.9724 

FAX: 206.251 .9725 

Off Lease $28,895 

cE3E 
(800) 456-6233 

FAX (714) 632-9248 
; 
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Circle No. 354 on Inquiry Card Circle No. 321 on Inquiry Card 

LARGE SAVINGS ON 
REFURBISHED SUN/SGI 

Sell • Buy • Rent • Exchange 
• Sun Workstation/Servers 
• System Configuration 
• Monitors Repair (Functional & Cosmetic) 
• Sun Parts & Peripherals (Depot Repair) 
• Weitek & Ross Tech Authorized Dealer 

QUALITY • SERVICE • RESPONSE 
IOI First Street 
Utica, New York 13501 
Phone: (315) 724-2209 

J J 

8OO-566-4S UN<4786) 

Fax: (315) 724-0794 "IP'l,fJ COMPUTER CONNECTION 
Email: fssrv@aol.com f f OF CNY, INC. 
ccny@netacc.net 

http:/ /www.ccny.com/ 1·11·1 , 80 DAY SYSTEM WARRANTM ARGE INVENTOR N AST DELIVERY•INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS IZI 
Circle No. 357 on Inquiry Card r-
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SYSTEMS & CPU's 
S20TX1 N-50·32·P46 ........................... $ 7.000.00 
S20TX1N·71·32-P46 .............. $ 8.00000 
S20TX1N-151-32-P46 ... .......... ........ ...................... $11 .150.00 
S51TX1N·85-32·P44 ..................... $ 3.950.00 
S1 0GXN·41-32-P43 ................................................ $ 3,200.00 
S1 0GXN-81 ·32·P46 ...... $ 5.200.00 
4/40FC· 16·P4L. .. ................... $ 750.00 

GRAPHICS & MONITORS 
TX1... .. $ 675.00 
TX .............. $ 3,600.00 
m _ .. J1~~ 
GX ... ..... ........................... ... .... ................................. $ 350.00 
365-1324 20" cir Sony ........................................... $ 1,400.00 
365· 1330 20" cir Sony.... .. ..................... $ 1,475.00 
365-1335 20" cir Sony ....................... $ 1.650.00 
365-1167 20" cir Sony ...................... $ 1,200.00 
365-1112/1160 19" cir Sony ....................... .... ....... $ 675.00 
365-1159/1113 16" cir Sony ................................ $ 375.00 
365-1140/1168 20" greyscale.... .. .............. $ 700.00 

MEMORY & DISKS 
X164P ................................ 64mb SS20/Ultra ....... $ 900.00 
X132P ............................ 32mb S520 ................ $ 450.00 
X116F .......... 16mb S510 .............. $ 175.00 
1GB SS20/SS5 ..................................... $ 375.00 
1GB SS10/SS2 ........................ .. ........ ................... .... $ 350.00 
EXB8700 .. .... .... 14GB 8mm external .... $1 .475.00 

X868A 140GB dual drive 8mm auto tape library 
S 4,500.00 

Large inventory of unused, refurbished, and previously 
owned Sun and Dec, workstations, servers, peripherals, 
memory, and spare parts. 
12 month warranty with same day shipping on all in 
stock items. 
Check our web page for weekly specials 
Email: sales@gshiis.com ~ [ii I I 

techinfo@gshiis ~ 
www.gshiis.com 

• Call for full product line and availability ~ 
• We buy excess Sun and Dec inventory 

GSH 
Intelligent Integrated Systems, Inc. 
95 Fairmount Street Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Tel: (603) 529-7880 Fax: (603) 529-7884 

Circle No. 332 on Inquiry Card 

Sun Valley 
Technical Repair, Inc. 

Spare Stations Spare Servers 
Indigo Indy Onyx 

Silicon Graphics 
& 

Sun Workstations 

1-800-250-5858 
Sales Rentals Repairs 

Upgrades ~Exchanges 

1W·°)1 .... ~.ii, Se;; 
rmmnm 

( 408) 779-4115 ( 408) 779- 1535 
Phone Fax 

Email :svtr@ix.netcom.com 
15005 Concord Circle • Morgan Hill, CA 95037 

Circle No. 331 on Inquiry Card 
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TIRED OF WALKING 
TO YOUR 

FAX MACHINE? 

Call now for your 
Free Demo CD 
(714 )888-1181 or 
access our website at: 
www.sftek.com/xpressfax 

Point 

Discover fax 
automation! Send 
and receive faxes 
directly from your 
desktop with 
XpressFax. 

- Easy to use 
Motif interface 

- Fax directly 
from other 
applications 

- Broadcast Faxing 

IUIITe k ... 

Circle No. 350 on Inquiry Card . ·.,~ 

STORAGE WORKS ENTERPRISE SERIES 

155 GB TO 10 TB 

Data Center 

h 
Storage Works 

Enterprise 
Series 

RAID Array 310 

RAID Array 230 

Sto1t1g,r:Vf}k s· 

Your're Covered Top To Bottom 
Call for a free Catalog 

Call Open Concepts Inc. 
DEC StorageWorks Solution Provider 

(800) 394-5114 
E-mail at oci@seacoast.com 

Open Concepts Inc. is an authorized 1,111[, 

Circle No. 349 on Inquiry Card 
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Customer's Head Spins Over 
Great Deals 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and Silicon Graphics 

equipment with Securiry! Unbeatable value, unparalleled 

service -- no wonder so many heads are spinning! 

~9· 
622 Rossmor Building • 500 North Robert Street • Sr. Paul, MN 55101 

612/227-5683 • FAX: 612/223-5524 • seccomp@seccomp.com 

t\'!11\.. . • , . ,. Circle No. 342 on Inquiry Card ·_;., f ·1~·:· r,,_, ,. 1 ~ 

OPTICAL DISK BLOWOUT! 

BEST PRICING ON OPTICAL DISKS! 
• Worm & Rewritable 

• 3.5'', 5.25", 12" and 14" 
• All Brands Available 
• All Media Available (i.e. Tape & CD-ROM) 
• All Data Storage Drives & Jukeboxes Available 
• ISO Standard, Long Shelf/Archival Life 
• Best Prices ... Call Us Now1 

STORAGE ' ' ~ 
ENTERPRISE 1 Park Plaza Suite 600 / Irvine CA 92714 
SOLUTIONS TEL: (714) 833-7100 I FAX: (714) 833-7101 

Circle No. 348 on Inquiry Card 
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UNIX Diagramming 
& Flowcharting 

vf su~lh. ught. 
Use Visual Thought for: 
• Network diagrams with network component clip art 
, Clickable Web diagrams with GIF/JPEG and 

server/client-side imagemap export 
, Framemaker documentation graphics with MIF. EPSI export 
, Software design diagrams IBooch, Rumbaugh, Objectory, 

Fusion. custom notations) 
, Flowcharts for ISO 9000, TOM, BPR 
, Oataflow diagrams, org charts 
• Presentation & business graphics 

Additional benefits 
, Intelligent, rubberbanding lines • , Macintosh-like ease-of-use . on UNIX' 
, Editable. WYSIWYG drag-and-drop palettes 
, Hyperlinked, hierarchical documents 
, Arbitrary object rotation 

• CD-ROM, FTP 
'W & 30-day trial 

juse code AE 13) 

http:/ /www.confluent.com/ 
800-780-2838 ext.153 
info@confluent.com 

• Complete text handling: subscripts. arbitrary fonts. sizes, colors, styles and justification 
, Dozens of export formats: GIF89, JPEG, MIF, TIFF, EPSI. XWD, SunRaster, others 
, Available on SunOS. Solaris, HP-UX, 

and soon, Windows 95/NT 

II.Confluent. 
Confluent , lnc 
U2 Encl me Coun 
San Fn:mrnco, California 94 l 27 
415-586-8700Vmce 
41 5-S86-8838Fax 

~=~""~;-=~-:: c..,~-l!ll~-.,0-:,: T::=-::.,: t)r-"'-'-Wl-1 
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Circle No. 317 on Inquiry Card 

America1s Largest 
Independent Reseller 

of New and Refurbished 
SPARCstations, Servers, Clones, 
Parts, Disk & Tape Subsystems 

1 •800•333•2SUN 
Tel : 617•491•0400 
Fax: 617•491•7710 

SunSoft 

~~ 
SunSoftOEM 

Authorized 0~ Valid 
Support Right-to-Use 
Provider ~ .. ~ Licenses 

r~; r--• 
~f.t -~~ 

Sun Trained Technicians 

Visit Our Website At 
http://www.concorde.com 

The Concorde Group, Ltd. 

~ 
u. 

I I 

Trade-in Programs Available 

Circle No. 319 on Inquiry Card 
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SAVE BIG$$$$$ 
X-TERMINAL 

SALE 

SALE PRICE $ 1,295 . 
NCDl 7CR X-Terminals 

Includes: 10MB memory, Unix kybd, mouse 
Sony Trinitron 17" 

1280x 1024 high resolution color display 
NORMAL LIST PRICE $ 5,445. 

We have 300 Refurbished (like new) 

Call Open Concepts Inc. 
(800) 394-5114 

E-mail at oci@seacoast.com 

DEC Open Systems 
& 

Storage Solutions 

Open Concepts Inc. is an authorized DEC & NCD Reseller 

' 
Circle No. 318 on Inquiry Card 
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Intranet Fax 
Fax software from the 
people who developed 
SunFax for Sun. 

1, """tn.r" ~ 
- ~~-~LI 

- ·1 

----

FREE by FTP! 
• Email/Fax gateway 

(send & receive faxes by email) 

• Web/Fax gateway 
(send & receive faxes using a Web browser) 

• easy integration with apps 
• MS Windows clients (3.x, 95. NT) 

• prices from $495 

Faximum 
(604) 925-3600 

http://www.faximum.com 
fax: (604) 926-8182 - Email: info@Fax imum.com 

Circle No. 312 on Inquiry Card 
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PRODUCT SHOf/VCASE 

Don't get 
EXA-"Bitten"! ! 

Save Money, Extend your 
EXABYTE Warranty 

EXB-820x, 24 hr Repair (6 mo war) : $ 250* 
"Hot Swap" Repair (6 mo Warr.): $ 325* 
One Year Maintenance Agreement: $ 275* 
"Hot Swap" Maintenance Agreemnt: $ 325* 

* Add $100. for EXABYTE EXB-850x 

SUN Microsystems 
Servers & W /S 

Repairs, Buys, Sells, Spares 

~ 
West Coast Computer 

Exchange, Inc. 
11167-A Trade Center Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Call: 916-635-9340, 
FAX: 916-635-9485 

Circle No. 311 on Inquiry Card 

i~"f :.,__ f-
-~ "~ ;_ - -·-·-

• Save Time 
• Save Money 
• Integrate 

Directly 
into UNIX 
Applications! 

• Fax Directly 
From Any 
Windows 
Application 

,~ fc':SF:·~- , ··:v • Easy . 
led«- '.'"'"' 

1
• ~ 

15 
---. Installauon 

IMil1ff!!3~ t:!I01ID @lfilUJ ~ • Automatic 

CALL: 

FAX: 
EMAIL: 

800·556-487 4 
714·489-8778 
714·489-2486 
info@vsi.com 

Inbound 
Routing 

• Available on 
Over 15 UNIX 
Platforms 

Circle No. 344 on Inquiry Card 

"When it comes to service, 
scs doesn't monkey around!" 

Customer Goes Ape Over 
Great Service 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN and Si licon Graphics 
equipment wirh Security. Unparalleled service, unbearable 

value - No wonder so many people are going ape. 

s9, 
622 Rossmor Building • 500 North Robert Srreet • St.Paul, MN 55101 

6 12/227-5683 • FAX: 61 2/223-5524 • seccomp@seccomp.com 

Circle No. 309 on Inquiry Card 

UNl,.:.,:i.:~olwoio~, 
~ 

UNLIMITED 

CASH 
FOR YOUR 

SURPLUS 

•SELL 

•RENT 

•REPAIR 

Fully Integrated Systems • New and Used Equipment 
SCSI Tapes/Disks • Workstation • Servers 

rnc,o,1'1'!P,,a.sf 
n, All E~rMplllJl•f D111r1b1m011 & A((~H/1~, Sofrt>art 

Cs// UNIDATA Today/ 

1-800 -427-0400 
Fax: (916)797-1414 

e-mail: sales@uc.unidatal.com 
8331 Sierra College Blvd. • Suite 212 

Roseville • California • 95661 

Circle No. 343 on Inquiry Card ~rf ~-. . 
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• 4 't°'.": I PRODUCT SHOr/1/CASE 
• I' !f':'- ,;.-, 

REFURBISHED SUN EQUIPMENT AND PERIPHERALS 
SPARC 1 OS, SPARC CLASSICS, IPXs, LXs, SPARC 1, 1 +, 2S, EXTERNAL 
DISK DRIVES, FRAME BUFFERS, 16", 19" SONY COLOR MONITORS, 1, 4, 16, 
AND 64MB SIMMS LARGE INVENTORY OF SPARC AND REPLACEMENT PARTS 

ELI SYSTEMS PROVIDES: 
• CONSISTENTLY COMPETITIVE PRICES 

• SYSTEMS CUSTOM CONFIGURED 
• KNOWLEDGEABLE TECHNICAL AND SALES STAFF 

This is only a partial list of our extensive inventory 
90 DAY UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY 

EXPORT SPECIALIST 
WE ARE ALSO STOCKING DEALERS IN DEC EQUIPMENT 

2 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
tel : 510.845.0555 
fax: 510.644.2680 

K-AShare - enables Macintoshes to 
use a UNIX host as an AppleShare 
file server. 

K-FS - allows UNIX usel's to access 
AppleShare volumes on a Mac. 

K-Spool - allows Mac and UNIX 
users to share Postscript printers 
anywhere on the network. 

FullPress - a fully integrated OPI 
server with file sharing, print 
spooling and queue management. 

i,'i 
I ,~' f1•.•· _;: •f: 

l,j I 

... 
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BUY - SELL 

SUN 
& DATA GENERAL 

PARTS - DISKS 
MEMORY- SERVERS 

WORKSTATIONS 

AMES SCIENCES, INC 
501 SOUTH STREET, EASTON, MD21601-3846 

410-820-81.00 
FAX 410~820-8179 

■ Sun Microsystems 
■ HP ■ Silicon Graphics 

• Workstations/Servers/Peripherals 
• Lowest Prices/Extended Warranties 
• Will purchase all excess hardware 

3198 Cains Hill Place 
Suite 230 

Atlanta, Georgia 30305 

Tel. 404-365-7746 Fax: 404-365-7748 
sales@worldtx.com 

Circle No. 307 on Inquiry Card 

To Buy 
Off Lease/ Excess Sun· and HP 

Equipment 
• 15 years industry experience 
• We offer competitive prices 
• Fast response 

~ , 

.-,i£;7;, Workstation 
:,;;;;::?;, Technologies, Inc. 

CALL TOLL FREE: 
800-645-8327 ext. 154 

Circle No. 310 on Inquiry Card 
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ULTRAFAST SBus A/D 

l"la.trbc 

For quick response & competitive pricing get into 
THEMATRJX 

I Call for fulfillment all of your SUN~ requirements 
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Workstations 
CPU's 

Memory 
Disk & Tape Drives 

Upgrades 

Authorized Distributor ofKINGSTON@Memoiy 
with a Lifetime Warranty 

Call 603/433-7500 ... Extension 223 or 227 
Fax 603-433-1613 

Circle No. 315 on Inquiry Card ~-':\,!l"'" . 

http:/ /www.hds.com 

Easy 
Tired of hass ling with PCs ? 
Tr~- a Network Compu!rr - th e @workSta tion 
from HDS. It's much casirr than a PC. 

Hun s cn-rything 
\~-indmYs1

\I. llN lX. ,nain
fram r. Ja\'a·1\I. \'Ceb hrmYs

ing - what e\'CI'. 
Costs lt'ss 

\\'i th prices starting a t on! y 
$7-t() _ thr\··11 sa\'C mu somc 

seriou s bucks. · 
Call IIDS today 
Sec ,d1r J\ c twork Comp ut ers arc 
the best aJtcniati\'c to P Cs. 

1-800-HDS-1551 
+<> 1 o-r-:- -a:rno 

© 199() 1 IO:-i '\1 •twfl rk ,.'i'G 11 •111 ... I ll('. J;t\/1 j .. 11 n·!.!i-.H-rt·d ln.tdi ·rtwrk or ~1111 
.\1irTO~~"i ll'III:,, . In t'. \\[!,tdm\ .. i .. ;1 n·µi-.1n1'il 1radt·111t'1rk of \li('ni,111'1 Corpon11in 11 . 

10 MHz DATA ACQUISITION 
The ultimate 12-bit data acquisition board can 

acquire 8 Million AID samples while simultaneously 
outputting 8 Mill ion D/A samples and TTL vectors, 
all without CPU intervention. 

Four analog inputs, twin 5 MHz 12-Bit AID and 
D/A converters, 5 MHz TTL input/output vectors, 
and huge 16 MB RAM allow use in the most 
demanding scientific and industrial applications. 
ULTRAVIEW CORPORATION email: ultrav@netcom.com 
34 Canyon View, Orinda, CA 94563 

1 I Telephone: (510) 253-2960 Fax (510) 253-4894 

'1 

'l 

Circle No. 339 on Inquiry Card 

TROL MULTIPLE SP. 
1TH ONE KEYBOA 
MONITOR & MOUS 

Keyboard, Monitor 
& Mouse Switches: 

• Control up to 64 SPARCS 
with one switch. 

• Operate using keyboard or 
buttons on front. 

• Keyboard type 4 & 5 
compatible. 

, • Simulates keyboard & 
mouse 100% of the time. 

• "Caps, Num, Scroll-Lock, 
and Compose" lights 
updated for each SPARC. 

• Available in rackmount. 

Monitor, Keyboard & 

NTI= IUliOM+AH.OC 

.--,-.-- - . -, _··.::. . . . . . . . . . ...... 
• 

I 
• 1600 x 1200 resolution full \ine 

I · with no degradation . see our d 
• Drive 8 monitors at once. of sun pro 
• Up to 3 keyboards on one SPARC. 

> 
-,;:;;;;:-;;;;; 

' - -
' l>;OMO ----.--,ti,. -

v 

NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES INC 
1275 Danner Dr • Aurora, OH 44202 
216-562-7070 • FAX: 216-562-1999 
E-Mail: netttech@ibm.net 

a, - r..\· • 
t ·i- ,, a i,, Ur, 

Circle No. 327 on Inquiry Card Circle No. 320 on Inquiry Card 93 
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Direct Connect 
Your Sun Server for Screamin' WAN Performance 

Use ADAX for 

► Web Se1 e 
High Hits/Demanding TPS 

► Securi ·y Se 
Firewalls, Proxy, and Bastion Servers 

► Cus· :om -pu ,n Servers 
Requ iring Expert Technical Integration 

AOAX, Inc., 614 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, USA 
Telephone 51()-548.7047 Fax 510-548-5526 E-mail sales@adax.com 

AOAX Europe, Ltd., 1 Southview Park. Caversham, Reading, Beri<shire UK, RG4 54F 
Telephone +44 1734 484444 Fax ..44 1734 464922 E•mail info@adax.co.uk 

ADAX Controllers with 
Integrated T1, E1, 
CSU/DSU for SBus and PCI 

ADAX Software-Frame Relay, 
PPP, X.25, SNA, and SS7 for 
Solaris, Windows NT and UNIX 

Circle No. 352 on Inquiry Card 

MEM ORY & DISK 

_i:: 

Features 
Part. 

Systems 
Upgrades 

17 
([9 r: , 

Internal Adapter 
for Adapting 68 - 50 (Wide-to-Narrow) SCSI 

-with~ on-board termination-

• Ideal for CMD's CRD-5500 RAID Controller 

• Supenor lit to the Meritec adapter when used on CMD's CAD-5500 

• Universal for either •Single-Ended" or ·D1tferent1ar SCSI. 

l2tLIIQSI = 
"""' -"""' ~ii~T~-11 

. 

I 

j' 

◄ 

.. 
j .. 

ll 

' I 
I 

• I 
No terminatioo would be rtQulllld oo aoapte, 

inthisapplication 

L.T~Resisto< ------~ 
'Wde" lines of drive (088--0BP1)would be 

terminated, allowlng 11 to q)efeNI as a "narrow' dJNe 
ooan8-bitSCSlb1.19. ' .. '11 

. 1! 
pl.com 

(909) 735-2102 • Fu:: (909) 735-5717 
AIJl'\8C.......,___..._ '>CD,_.,.._., .... Wl1"~W ........ ~4ff-\tlC...,...._ll 
r~aic..asrtllL'~.,. ,, ... G .. - •~..,dilfd.,s.~-.-. 

Circle No. 34D on Inquiry Card 

Ctillyo.irsalesrepresentah~e10C1aytorpnc1ng1 

• 

CS ELECTRONICS 
1342 Bell Avenue • Tustin CA 92680 

• • Tel (714)2599100 
_ Falt (714)2590911 

E mail CtlblesCSOaot com 
_ _ __ Web hnpl,-SCSL-eablescom,lscs, 

ri 
lJ 

SCHEMATIC 

~ 
.. /1 

!- ~ T- -
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• Flexible configurations and the 
option to purchase or lease 

• Quality names you trust, including 
Sun( IBM, Silicon Graphics, 
Hew ett-Packard and DEC 

• Quality reconditioned equipment 
located in our own inventory 

• Worldwide disaster recovery services 

• Strategic asset management services 
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National Sales Manager: LINDA LIEBICH 
New England/Upstate New 
York/ Eastern Canada 
CAROL A. FLANAGAN 
21 Greany Drive 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Phone (508) 839-4016 
Fax (508) 839-4226 
email: carolf@cpg.com 

New York/Mid-Atlantic/ 
Southeast 
ROBERT WENTZ 
110 Pig Pen Point Court 
Queenstown, MD 21658 
Phone: (410) 827-5695 
Fax: (410) 827-5789 
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Mid-West/Southwest/Central Canada 
LINDA LIEBICH 
9600 Great Hills Trail , Suite 150 W 
Austin, TX 78759 
Phone: (512) 502-3035 
Fax: (512) 502-9988 
email: lindal@concentric.net 

Southern California/Arizona/ 
Nevada/Hawaii 
TARA DUDAS 
3803 Vista Azul 
San Clemence, CA 92672 
Phone: (714) 361-4908 
Fax: (714) 361-1564 
email: taradudas@aol.com 
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Northern California/Oregon/ 
Washington/Western Canada 
JUDY COURTNEY 
640 Forest Lake Drive 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
Phone: (415) 738-2132 
Fax: (415) 738-2432 
email: jcourtney@cpg.com 

Product Showcase/ 
Classifieds/ Postcards 
CAROL FLANAGAN Mgr, Telemarketing Sales 
21 Greany Drive 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Phone: (508) 839-4016 
Fax: (508) 839-4226 
email: carolf@cpg.com 



'snot a PC 

s the world 's first Net,York Computer. With Java. 
indo,Ys. U\lX and mainframe access. \reb browsing. and 
en ,·ideoconferencing over th e Intern et. The HDS 
l\'OrkStation. Just plug it in and tu rn it on - it's mu ch sim
er than a PC. 

It does everything 

You can nm all of your software (including 
PC applications ) as fa st as on the speedies t 
Pentium. Plus, beca use the @workStation 

isn"t a PC. rnu·re ready for th e future. . . 

HDS I 

It saves you money 
With prices starting at only $749, the HDS @workStation 
costs much less than a PC. And because ifs so easy to use. 
you· 11 save more than $30.000 in administrative costs over 
five years. Just think - if you buy only 100 @workStations 
instead of PCs, that's three million dollars in your pocket . 

Call today 
Because it\ not a PC. pick up your 
phone and dial 1-800-HDS-1551 
now to find out more. 

. _ ,Yith built-in \reb bro,Ysing. Java. s 
••• !._--:::-.,:::.- X. L~IX and mainframe sup- 1-800-HD -1551 - •=• 0"""""'"""' ... """'"' -- ...... - -- ,,..,..~ 
~ port. Full multimedia. too . http://www.hds.com 

~ '" ',,.,,,, ,.. "" ' ''"" """ """""'""' " ""' "' ~"""'""""" "'' "'""·'"'" "'"''' """" "'" ;, ""'''""' ,, "~ ,,.~, '''""' '"' 
Ja\;t i, a tradf'rnark or ~un \l im,-~-irrn-. lnr. \fo1do\\• i• a 1rad1·111a rl of \l icro,ofr Corporation. Otlwr 1r:11lt·111,11-l, arr dw proprrt~ of their n·•pt·et i\l' O\\·ner-. . 

Circle No. 15 on Inquiry Card 



TEN YO 
'ATBELl 

FIBR:JOX™ 
TEN TIMES FASTER THAN SCSI 

BoxHill 
SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

161 Avenue of the Americas, New York , NY 10013 Tel: 212 •989-4455 Fax: 212 •989-6817 Email: info@boxhill.com 800 • 727-3863 

Circle No. 7 on Inquiry Card 
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